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This dissertation explores the impact of technology on social life. Focusing on 

webcam-mediated audio-visual conversations between Japanese families in the United 

States and their extended family members in Japan, I examine how technology 

participates in creating an interactional space for the families to manage intra- and 

intergenerational relationships. Combining ethnography with turn-by-turn analyses of 

naturally occurring webcam interactions, I specifically investigate how cultural, 

discursive, and family practices are transformed in innovative ways and how families 

adapt to the emerging mediated space.  

Looking at how interactional activities are coordinated across spaces, I show that 

webcam interactions constitute a new type of shared living space in which 

multigenerational family relationships are created and managed. I call this emerging 

space the virtual ie (‘house’ and ‘stem-family system’). In this virtually conjoined space, 

children, parents, and grandparents are visually familiarized with each other’s households 

and socialized to each other’s virtual presence. Even though the ie is no longer a juridical 
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unit of co-residence, my goal is to discuss the significance of the ie in understanding how 

transnational Japanese families can dwell in a shared living space created by webcam 

interactions. My analyses demonstrate how webcam encounters create a stage for 

participants to perform various identities in interactions. Learning to talk and participate 

in such webcam interactions, children are socialized to their ie belongings and identities. 

Additionally, even though far-flung children do not provide physical and daily care for 

their parents in Japan, they actively take care of elder parents’ media environments. I 

demonstrate that what I call media care practices add another context for adult children 

living abroad to carry out their filial responsibilities. I also show that the management of 

webcam visual fields creates a type of social field that reflects local understandings of 

social positioning in ie structures. How participants decide to display themselves to 

others by manipulating the webcam’s visual fields provides a new way to demonstrate 

various social relationships and responsibilities over long distances. From this 

perspective, a virtual ie is not merely a reflection of an ideological understanding of 

Japanese families, but an interactional achievement facilitated by webcams.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 
 
It was interesting that when I had a Skype (video) conversation for the 
first time (with my sister’s family in Japan from my parents’ house), they 
were “wowed” by seeing my face on the computer screen. It was evening 
here (in the United States), so David was home, too. The kids (in Japan) 
were standing next to the computer and taking a picture with us whose 
faces were up on the computer at my jikka (natal household). Can you 
picture it? It was one of those ‘family-gathering photographs’ (taken at 
home), but David and I were inside the computer. My sister took a picture 
of her kids posing with a “peace” sign standing next to us in the computer, 
and my sister immediately emailed the photo to me. This picture made me 
feel as if I were there (with them) regardless of the physical distance. 
 

Aunt Shoko in the United States 
 

The development of digital communication technologies creates opportunities to 

interact in creative ways. This dissertation explores the impact of technology on social 

life. As I focus on webcam-mediated audio-visual conversations between diasporic 

Japanese families in the United States and their extended family members in Japan, I 

examine how technology participates in creating a space for the families to manage intra- 

and intergenerational relationships. Combining ethnography with turn-by-turn analyses of 

naturally occurring webcam interactions, I specifically investigate how cultural, 

discursive, and family practices are transformed in innovative ways and how families 

adapt to the emerging mediated space.  

The management of intra- and intergenerational relationships is an important 

aspect of family life. In Japan, this genealogical relationship is associated with the 

concept of ie, a particular stem-family system. Typically symbolized by 

multigenerational households, the ie is considered not only a body of genealogical 
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lineages, but also an economic unit of co-residence. In contemporary Japan, although the 

multigenerational household is no longer a common unit, the ie remains as an important 

ideological framework through which family and social lives are organized.  

My goal is to discuss the significance of the ie notion in understanding how 

Japanese families in the diaspora can dwell in a shared living space created by webcam 

interactions. Looking at how activities are achieved across spaces, I show that webcam 

interactions constitute a new type of shared ie space in which multigenerational family 

relationships are created and managed. In this emerging space, children, parents, and 

grandparents are visually familiarized with each other’s households and socialized to 

each other’s virtual presence. My analyses also demonstrate that in order to maintain such 

emerging ie spaces, participants actively “take care” of elder parents’ media 

environments. An important dimension of the ie ideology involves the idea of oyakōkō, 

children’s filial responsibilities vis-à-vis their aging parents. Even though far-flung 

children do not provide physical and daily care for their parents in Japan, I demonstrate 

that what I call “media care practices” (Chapter 4) add another context for children to 

carry out their oyakōkō responsibilities. Attending to elder parents’ media environments 

is a way to maintain a virtual ie space, establish reassurance of the parents’ well-being, 

and demonstrate one’s care. I also show that the management of visual fields in webcam 

interactions creates a type of communicative “field” (Hanks 2005; Hanks 2010) where 

participants control how they display themselves to others. This decision making process 

reflects conventionally established, local understandings of social positioning in Japanese 

families. Focusing on the role of language and the webcam’s visual capabilities, I 

investigate how habitual ways of communicating are contested and manipulated in the 

course of webcam-mediated interactions.  
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1.1 THEORETICAL APPROACH 

Building on approaches from linguistic anthropology, ethnomethodology, 

discourse analysis, and workplace studies, I engage with several theoretical viewpoints. 

First, I suggest that webcam interactions constitute a cultural practice that is becoming a 

new integral part of ordinary family interactions. I investigate how technologically 

enhanced families produce social cohesion by closely looking at how they create and use 

webcam interactions.  

Second, while face-to-face interaction is a primary research site in linguistic 

anthropology, my focus on webcam interaction provides resources to reconsider key 

concepts that underpin understandings of ordinary family interaction. As Goffman (1963) 

describes, the sense of co-presence and the practice of participants monitoring each other 

are fundamental conditions for social encounters. When participants observe each other 

and recognize that they are being mutually observed in webcam interactions, the sense of 

technologically-mediated co-presence emerges and thereby a social encounter is 

constructed. Throughout this dissertation, I explore the process in which these “mutual 

monitoring possibilities” (Goffman 1964; C. Goodwin 1980) and the sense of co-

presence are mediated and transformed through new technological spaces. The 

coordination of multimodal resources such as talk, the body, and the organization of the 

spatial properties of immediate interactional contexts serve as my analytical foci to 

investigate the impact of the ubiquitous webcam on social life.    

Third, I suggest that the space created in front of a webcam lens draws out the 

theatrical aspect of interactions. A particular type of stage is created and fostered where 

children, parents, and grandparents engage in various kinds of “plays” such as narratives, 
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performances, and demonstrations. As Goffman’s (1959) dramaturgical perspectives on 

face-to-face interactions suggest, individuals are actors whose roles are defined by the 

presence of audiences and the kinds of setting in which they are involved. I argue that 

webcam interactions create a type of front stage or “front region” where various familial 

identities such as grandchild, grandparent, child-in-law, and parent-in-law are performed 

through the management of language, bodily behaviors, and webcam adjustments.  

Fourth, I suggest that the social meaning of monitoring from afar can have 

positive connotations. Since the notion of the “panopticon” (Foucault 1977) began to be 

used in describing characteristics of Internet culture, the use of monitoring devices such 

as webcams and surveillance cameras have been critiqued as invasions of privacy. 

However, the work of monitoring brings about positive connotations for some Japanese 

families, as monitoring others is a way to build reassurance and demonstrate one’s caring 

for others. 

Finally, I suggest that the management of visual fields in webcam interactions 

constitutes a type of communicative “field” (Hanks 2005; Hanks 2010) where 

participants constantly make decisions about what should be and can be seen. This 

decision making process indexes and reproduces wakimae (‘discernment’) (Ide 1989; Ide 

2006) or conventionally established, local understandings of hierarchical relationships 

and social positioning in Japanese families. Studies on communicative fields in linguistic 

anthropology often center only on discursive and semiotic practices. My focus is also on 

the role of visual properties in webcam interactions. I examine how participants monitor 

each other’s spaces through webcams and how they define what to recognize, where to 

stand, which language styles to use (e.g. whether to use honorific expressions), and when 

to move a webcam to another position in order to manipulate and contest various family 
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relationships like the inherently hierarchical mother-in-law/daughter-in-law relationship. 

Taking a practice-based approach to examine webcam interactions as a technologically 

mediated social space that is situated in an immediate context, I approach webcam-

mediated spaces as emerging through social practice (e.g., Bourdieu 1977). The 

organization of space is a central theme in anthropology (e.g., Hall 1968; Hanks 1990; 

Low & Lawrence-Zúñiga 2007; Bourdieu 2007 [1971]). Studies of the relationship 

between the Internet and diasporic communities explore how cyberspace and the spaces 

of diaspora are considered analogous because both are socially “imagined” rather than 

defined by geographic locations (Axel 2002; Bernal 2005). Instead of focusing only on 

the role of imagination, I also pay attention to participants’ communicative skills of 

inference (Gumperz 1982) to examine how participants rely on their habitual ways of 

talking to arrange their communicative practices and achieve their interactional goals.  

 

1.2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The use of digital communication technologies is becoming a common part of our 

everyday lives. However, ways in which technology mediates cultural experiences are 

not yet well understood in anthropology (Escobar 1994; Appadurai 1996; Wilson & 

Peterson 2002; S. Cook 2004; Coleman 2010). Addressing this issue, this section 

discusses what relevance webcam interactions have for our understanding of cultural 

practices and how they provide a rich site to explore how participants understand the 

relation between technology, talk and cultural experiences.  

A growing body of research on telephone culture or what is known as 

“anthropology of communication” (Livingstone 1998; Horst & Miller 2005; Horst & 

Miller 2006) reveals how communication devices impact ways of life (Fischer 1992; Ling 
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2004). Fischer (1992) investigates how the landline telephone become integrated into 

people’s communicative activities in American society in early 20th century. Horst & 

Miller’s (2006) work on the introduction of cell phones to low-income populations in 

Jamaica reveals that unlike the general assumption that mobility is the cell phone’s 

primary attribute, here they were widely and quickly adopted because they strengthened 

social networking that people had already established. In this line of research, scholars do 

not define technology as an objective necessity, but as contextualized ways of making 

and using tools (Pfaffenberger 1992; Rodríguez-Alegría 2008). Studies with 

anthropological views examine the process of the “domestication of technologies” 

(Silverstone & Hirsch 1992), socially situated ways of adopting new media. Building on 

this notion, I contextualize the use of webcams in diasporic Japanese families. Instead of 

defining webcam interaction as a replacement of conventionalized communicative acts 

such as “talking” and “meeting,” I investigate how and what features of a webcam are 

adopted and incorporated into the family’s communicative practices.   

Below, I outline relevant studies of the use of digital communication technologies 

that have given attention to the importance of ethnographic perspectives. Then I provide 

an overview of the approaches in linguistic anthropology that guide my analysis of 

webcam interactions as a type of embodied interaction. After describing how I situate the 

use of a webcam in interactional contexts, I introduce relevant approaches to the role of 

built environments and physical objects within the environments. Lastly, I introduce 

approaches from language and socialization that inform my analysis of intergenerational 

webcam interactions.  
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1.2.1 Studies of digital communication technologies  

A growing body of literature about the use of communication technology such as 

the cell phone, the Internet, gaming, and instant messaging recognizes the significance of 

ethnographic perspectives for better understanding the ways in which digital 

communication technologies are shaping our everyday lives (Katz & Aakhus 2002; Ling 

2004). A common approach among ethnographically informed studies is not only to 

situate media use as part of everyday lives, but also as part of a broader socio-cultural 

context. The use of digital media can revitalize languages (Eisenlohr 2004); alter kinship 

relationships (Horst & Miller 2005; McIntosh 2010); create new work environments 

(Heath & Luff 1993; Luff & Heath 2002; Wasson 2006); and impact youth culture 

(Livingstone 1998; Ito, Baumer, Bittanti, boyd, Cody, Herr-Stephenson, Horst, Lange, 

Mahendran, Martinez, Pascoe, Perkel, Robinson, Sims & Tripp 2010), gender identities 

(Wolf 2000; Krohn 2004; Herring & Paolillo 2006), and communication styles (R.H. 

Jones, Garralda, Li & Lock 2006). Additionally, an important theme in the Computer 

Mediated Communication (CMC) paradigm is to discuss how conventional linguistic and 

cultural practices intersect with media practices (e.g., Herring 1996; Herring 2001; 

Androutsopoulos 2006; Danet & Herring 2007). A few ethnographically informed studies 

describe communicative styles across media genres (e.g.,G.M. Jones & Schieffelin 2009) 

and innovations in manipulating social meanings of spoken and written forms (e.g.,Su 

2003; Sunakawa 2008). 

One reason for the marginality of mediated interactions as a topic in linguistic 

anthropology may be that computer-mediated interaction is often considered 

disconnected from the classic communication context of face-to-face interaction. The 

presence of the “unimagined user” (Burrell & Anderson 2008) creates a difficulty in 
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conducting classic ethnographic research that typically involves people in physically co-

present spaces (Hannerz 1998).  

In this dissertation, I focus on how a webcam involves different locations as 

participation frameworks are managed across spaces. Therefore, I consider a webcam to 

be a new space for embodied interactions situated in two separate locations. I 

contextualize my research site within studies on embodied interactions in linguistic 

anthropology and I conceptualize webcam interactions as situated, ordinary interactions 

that are as important as traditional interactional settings typically bounded in one place.    

 

1.2.2 The webcam as a new form of embodied interaction 

The idea that spontaneous, ordinary interaction is an ideal site for understanding 

social organization has a long history. What is taken for granted in this view is that an 

ordinary interaction is located in a bounded space where participants recognize each 

other’s presence. In order to establish this sense of co-presence, “persons must sense that 

they are close enough to be perceived in whatever they are doing, including their 

experiencing of others, and close enough to be perceived in this sense of being 

perceived” (Goffman 1963: 19). In this co-presence situation, participants observe and 

make themselves available to each other in order to convey embodied messages and 

accomplish communicative goals (Goffman 1964). This mutual-monitoring process 

offers an important site for understanding the intersection between language and social 

organization (M. Goodwin 1980). Although Goffman does not explicitly limit the 

location of a co-present situation to a bounded physical space, it has been acknowledged 

that face-to-face interaction provides the primary environment for establishing a 
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fundamental condition for interaction (e.g. Schegloff 1989; M. Goodwin 1990; Schegloff 

1996).  

Sociolinguists and linguistic anthropologists have called for a systematic 

investigation of language in use and context. Innovative concepts such as the notion of 

“talk-in-interaction” (e.g. Goffman 1961; Goffman 1963), the ethnography of speaking 

(that later became the ethnography of communication) (Hymes 1962; Gumperz & Hymes 

1964), discourse-centered approaches (Bauman & Sherzer 1989 [1974]), language 

socialization (Schieffelin & Ochs 1986), and interaction and grammar (Schegloff, Ochs 

& Thompson 1996) have contributed to expanding the scope of linguistic research and 

investigating speech behaviors as an important dimension of social phenomena. Along 

with the development of recording technology, linguistic anthropologists began to 

document a wide range of face-to-face interactions including ceremonial exchanges, 

oratorical performances, family narratives, and arguments, among others (e.g. M. 

Goodwin 1990; Duranti 1997b). More recently, as video-recording devices become more 

accessible to researchers, non-verbal aspects of face-to-face interaction are recognized as 

important dimensions in understanding language use as a situated social phenomenon 

(e.g. Kendon 1990; Streeck 2007). What is known as “multimodality” research now 

contributes to leveraging the research scope of linguistic anthropology. While words 

typically remain the privileged foci of linguistic anthropological research, a growing 

body of work on multi-channel sign configurations including intonation, gestures (e.g., 

Gumperz 1982; M. Goodwin 2007), and conventionalized ways of using the body (Mauss 

1973 [1935]; Bourdieu 1990; Kendon 1990; Haviland 2004; Streeck 2008) provides 

means to analyze the complexity of various social encounters. In addition to speech and 
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bodily practices, material objects play a significant role as a medium of communication 

and a resource for coherent interactions (e.g.,  C. Goodwin 2007).  

 The significance of face-to-face interaction as a disciplinary premise has begun to 

be reconsidered in light of the emerging technology-mediated interactions. One of the 

aspects of computer-mediated communication that is significantly different from face-to-

face interaction is participants’ simultaneous involvement in multiple activities. 

Analyzing how virtual meetings are organized at a corporate workplace, Wasson (2006) 

describes that what is commonly known as “multitasking” is relatively tolerated in a 

goal-oriented interaction made in a mediated environment because participants’ digital 

communication technologies have “a much higher degree of control over how their 

actions are perceived by others than they would in a face-to-face encounter” (pp. 110). In 

addition to the workplace, recent classrooms that are equipped with computers and 

internet access such as text-based chatting are also new areas where multitasking is 

recognized. Students and teachers do not merely share “a focal event” in context (Duranti 

& Goodwin 1992), but manage “polyfocal” activities (R. Jones 2004: 26). In such a 

mediated classroom, students are engaged in “borderwork” by constantly and 

collaboratively negotiating and managing an online/offline distinction (Aarsand 2008). 

One reason for this tolerance of multitasking is that in mediated environments, 

participants can “display ‘primary involvement’ along a number of ‘attentional tracks’ at 

once and not risk offending anybody” (R. Jones 2004).  

A common theme underlying these studies is to describe differences between 

computer-mediated interactions and face-to-face interactions. This is because the settings 

examined in these studies do not share visual contact, but involve text-based 

communication tools such as chatting, emails, and sharing documents online. In this 
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study, I consider visual access to others to be an important context where participants’ 

habitus (Bourdieu 1977) is produced, negotiated, and arranged in new and innovative 

ways. A webcam interaction in a family setting involves aspects of face-to-face 

interactions as each space often involves more than one participant who locally manages 

participation frameworks. Unlike letters and mailed gifts with which senders “do 

something that traps and holds information” even after they have stopped informing 

(Goffman 1963: 14), a webcam allows participants to concurrently interact and exchange 

messages. As participants coordinate their communicative behaviors in certain ways, they 

make them relevant not only to the immediate space but also to the other space. Instead 

of categorically describing differences between webcam and face-to-face interactions, my 

focus is to investigate how “mutual monitoring possibilities” are controlled and how the 

sense of “copresense” is managed in the course of webcam interactions. As participants 

see others via a webcam and monitor themselves in a self-monitor screen on their 

computers, they observe others and they make themselves observed by others. The visual 

display of participants and the establishment of a vocal channel transcend the geographic 

and temporal boundaries to expand the sense of “copresence.”  

 

1.2.3 Language, the body, and the material world  

Among various approaches mentioned above, specific approaches to embodied 

interactions in built-environments and material surroundings guide my analysis. Given 

that a webcam provides a new context for embodied interaction, I treat a webcam not 

merely as a product of technology, but a material object that is made relevant in a built 

environment during a conversation.  
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The relationship between built-environments and material surroundings is of 

growing interest among linguistic anthropologists. Studies advocating this approach 

include the phenomenal field of dexis and referential practice (Hanks 1990; Hanks 2005) 

and the inextricable relation between language use – from honorifics to greetings – and 

the place in which participants position themselves in order to accomplish 

communicative activities (Duranti 1992; Duranti 1997c; Keating 1998). Recent 

interdisciplinary interest in multimodality and embodied interactions that address the 

inherently multimodal nature of discursive practices allow for a better understanding of 

how participants adapt to built-environments (Suchman 1992; Curtis LeBaron & Streeck 

2000; Mondada 2003; Stivers & Sidnell 2005; M. Goodwin 2006; Keating 2008; Streeck, 

Goodwin & LeBaron 2011). It has been argued that language, gestures, properties of 

space, and relevant material objects are coordinated in the process of achieving a 

particular goal of the activity in which participants engage. Given that webcam 

interactions always require material objects or “cognitive artifacts” (Hutchins 2006) – in 

this case, a computer, a webcam, and Internet access – it is crucial to examine how 

participants calibrate their communicative behaviors in a local, immediate context in 

order to achieve interactional goals. 

In the context of the webcam, the sustainability of mutual alignment across space 

requires greater collaborative effort. Keating & Mirus (2003) describe creative ways in 

which Deaf individuals talking via webcam in different locations transform their three 

dimensional sign space into a two dimensional space on the screen. In work settings, the 

social norm in the “immediate” environment becomes problematic in order to achieve 

efficient work activities in remotely connected workplaces (Luff, Heath, Kuzuoka, 

Hindmarsh, Yamazaki & Oyama 2003). In the case of computer games, players 
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meticulously use properties of the immediate environment as efficient “cues” through 

which they successfully participate in multiple spaces simultaneously (Keating & 

Sunakawa 2010). Perspectives from these literatures will be helpful to understand how 

linguistic and paralinguistic features are utilized as people adapt communicative practices 

to such environments.  

Following the idea that activity is a central frame within which language operates 

(Vygotsky 1978; Wittgenstein [1953] 2001), I analyze how face-to-machine spaces are 

managed by coordinating a range of resources including language, bodily behaviors, 

material objects, and spatial properties.  

 

1.2.4 Technology and work   

The challenge of managing multiple spaces through technology has become a key 

issue in research about technology and work. Latour’s (1987; 2005) influential concept of 

“actor-network theory,” for example, provides a holistic view on the organization of 

actors and physical materials. In his view, different elements always come together to 

operate and perform in a single network. Recent studies of mediated discourse with a 

multimodality research approach take a “praxeological view” (e.g. Mondada 2006; 

Mondada 2009) on interactions and pay attention to the role of mobility (e.g. McIlvenny 

2009). A related, but slightly different line of work, often called workplace studies, 

investigates how technologies feature in relevant activities within the local work 

environment. Workplace studies are influenced by approaches from ethnomethodology 

and conversation analysis and examine the practical achievement of organizational 

activities (e.g. Heath & Luff 2000). Detailed analyses of media technologies at the 

workplace such as videoconference equipment used in local activities reveal that 
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conventional understandings of work space are no longer equivalent to what is usually 

thought of as ‘office space’ because people in disparate locations are now able to work 

together in real time by talking with and seeing each other through communication 

media. These technologies are implemented to improve work efficiency. However, 

people engaged in distributed collaborative work report unprecedented problems, because 

conventional ways of interacting may not always fit in a virtually connected space that 

involves constant spatial management between cyberspace and immediate space 

(Suchman 1992; Button 1993; Heath & Luff 1993; C. Goodwin 1994; Suchman, 

Blomberg, Orr & Trigg 1999). As a consequence, the management of multiple spaces can 

lead to potential disruptions of habitus and common sense (Keating 2005). In some 

mediated work settings, the social norms and expectations of the immediate environment 

result in inefficiencies (Luff et al. 2003). This kind of problematic situation creates a 

context for language shifts and changes in pragmatic expectations, such as the creative 

transformation of linguistic forms in a 3D sign space into a 2D space among Deaf 

webcam users (Keating & Mirus 2003).  

My view of webcams is guided by recent investigations into the importance of 

physical objects and artifacts in achieving goal-oriented interactions in various 

institutional settings (Lynch 1993; C. Goodwin 1994; C. Goodwin 1995; Chirtis Lebaron 

& Streeck 1997; Suchman 1997; Heath & Luff 2000; Nevile 2004). Instead of treating a 

webcam merely as a technological product (Mondada 2003), I investigate how a webcam 

is utilized along with multimodal resources (e.g. Streeck et al. 2011) including talk and 

bodily behaviors in the process of achieving interactional goals in the context of domestic 

environments.  
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1.2.5 Social meanings of space 

To situate a webcam interaction in the context of “real” space, I draw on 

anthropological approaches to space, place, and the relation between a built space and 

socio-cultural activities (Hanks 1990; Lawrence & Low 1990; Keating 2000b; Low & 

Lawrence-Zúñiga 2007). For transnational families, talking about present and past spaces 

is “a here-and-now space for one person” and “a there-and-then space for another” 

(Duranti 1997a: 352). In other words, language and bodily behaviors are resources to 

demonstrate how the idea of homeland can be constructed in a current home space. In this 

view, households are not merely structural units located in physical space, but also 

conceptual frameworks where historically established family practices are reproduced 

and imagined (Netting, Wilk & Arnould 1984; Ochiai 2005; Hashimoto & Traphagan 

2008b).  

The relationship between gender and home space is another staple of 

anthropological research. Physically and conceptually divided ways of using home spaces 

(Bourdieu 1973; Humphrey 1974; Bourdieu 2007 [1971]) juxtapose the socio-cultural 

dynamics of male-female relationships with public-private (or domestic) spheres. A non-

domestic workspace such as a factory occupied by female workers (Kondo 1990) renders 

the hierarchy of social structural relationships where males typically dominate (e.g. 

Ardener 1993 [1981]). The Japanese notions of uchi (‘inside, home, or the self’) and soto 

(‘outside, or the other’) (e.g. Doi 1986; Bachnik & Quinn 1994) play a significant role for 

understanding the relation between gendered roles and the use of space among Japanese. 

For instance, transnational Japanese wives who accompany their expatriate husbands in 

the United States negotiate their expected roles through their migration experience in an 
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American soto (‘outside’) space as they reproduce a Japanese uchi (‘home’) space where 

they live in the United States (Kurotani 2005).   

The relationship between physical locations and their social meanings has begun 

to be reconsidered in light of the impacts of globalization. Among many studies regarding 

diaspora communities, an emerging theme involves how the imagination plays a role in 

shaping a diasporic situation. The idea of the “diasporic imaginary,” for example, 

explains the creation of a diaspora “not through a definitive relation to place, but through 

formations of temporality, affect, and corporeality”(Axel 2002:412). Elaborated concepts 

of the “imagined community” (Anderson 1983), such as the “imagined network” (Green, 

Harvey & Knox 2005), the nature of “interconnectedness” in the global context (Inda & 

Rosaldo 2002; Fairclough 2006), and “imagined” families (Hashimoto & Traphagan 

2008b), illustrate the complex intersections between people’s lived space and the space 

collectively imagined through the use of digital media. Using digital technology is central 

to maintaining connections with family and friends in their homelands (Coleman 2010), 

as well as to negotiate and manage complex identities. In research on the relationship 

between the Internet and diasporic communities, cyberspace and the spaces of diaspora 

are considered similar because both ideas are not created in terms geographic locations 

(Bernal 2005), but socially “imagined” via a medium in the process of shaping a public 

sphere (Anderson 1983; Rai 1995; Appadurai 1996; Boczkowski 1999; Sökefeld 2002; 

Yang 2003; Parham 2005; Burrell & Anderson 2008) 

Focusing on Japanese diasporic families and their use of webcams, I am interested 

in their management of multiple spaces and the social meanings of streaming video. As 

shown in Chapter 5, participants manage what should be and can be seen by others 

through a webcam. I explore how participants display their understanding of relationships 
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and social meanings of domestic spaces during this visual selection process. Whereas 

diaspora studies about globalization tend to emphasize the role of imagination, this study 

adds a focus on people’s communicative skills of inference relying on habitual ways of 

being in the world, and visual, aural, and discursive “cues” provided through a webcam 

window (Gumperz 1982; Keating & Sunakawa 2010). 

 

1.2.6 Language and socialization  

In looking at socialization through technology, this study takes an anthropological 

approach to language socialization (Cicourel 1974; Schieffelin & Ochs 1986; Garrett & 

Baquedano-Lopez 2002). A central theme in the language socialization paradigm is 

concerned with how “ways of speaking” (Hymes 1964; Sherzer 1983) or “habitus” 

(Bourdieu 1977; Bourdieu 1990) are acquired and how languages are preserved and 

changed (Nonaka 2012). Cultural knowledge and social roles such as parents and 

grandparents are not simply presupposed as conventionalized knowledge, but developed 

while children and novices are learning to use language as well as being socialized 

through language (Ochs & Schieffelin 1984). From this perspective, learning to use a 

webcam and coordinating communicative behaviors are not merely the transmission of 

knowledge from an expert to a novice member, but a social achievement (Rogoff 1990; 

Lave & Wenger 1991). One culturally-specific way of speaking in Japanese requires 

what may be called “attentive listening” (Clancy 1986; H.M. Cook 1999). As opposed to 

a historically Western speaker-centered idea of communication, this Japanese notion 

includes the role of the listener’s competence in interaction. It does not simply refer to 

becoming a good listener, but highlights an orientation to others, exemplified in 

responding to others’ stories and showing concern for others’ well-being. Building on 
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this line of research, I attempt to analyze how patterned ways of teaching and socializing 

children in face-to-face contexts are transformed in webcam interactions. My focus is on 

understanding how children’s communicative behaviors including language, bodily 

behaviors, and postures are structured in particular ways so that children’s behaviors are 

made relevant to webcam encounters.  

The use of a webcam in domestic environments constitutes an ideal site to 

investigate the intersection of language, culture, and social organizations. It provides an 

opportunity to explore how ways of doing and being a family are re-invented, contested, 

and managed. I discuss how various family relationships are established and managed 

across geographic boundaries by using digital communication technologies. Analyzing 

the ways in which linguistic and cultural behaviors are displayed, altered, made coherent, 

and learned in a mediated context provides insights into technology’s crucial role in 

family communications.  

 

1.3 UNIQUENESS OF THE RESEARCH SITE: JAPAN, THE UNITED STATES, AND 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY  

 Since the late 1930s when Japan was first introduced into Western anthropological 

debates (Embree 1937; Embree 1939; Benedict 1946), it has been studied as a unique 

example of industrialization among non-Western countries (e.g. Vogel 1963). In 

particular, wartime studies and modernization research in the 1950s and 1960s (e.g. 

Embree 1943; Bellah 1985 [1957]) delineated timeless portraits of Japan, and provided 

ethnographic accounts for why Japan was able to reach the industrialized level of the 

Western countries in a short period of time. During the 1980s, Japan’s technological 

advances were attributed to a Japanese-specific conceptualization of work that 
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encouraged employees to feel at uchi (‘home’) and protected by the company, and that 

expected employees to give a lifelong commitment to the company (e.g. Rosenberg & 

Steinmueller 1988; P.A. Clark & Staunton 1989; Morris-Suzuki 1994).  

 In sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, Japanese language use has been a 

rich site to investigate different “ways of speaking” (Sherzer 1983) that are not easily 

explicable from a Western perspective (Ide 2006). The complex organization of ‘self’ and 

‘society’ is an example (Doi 1971a; Doi 1986; Wetzel 1994). Contrary to the tradition of 

Western thought where the notion of the individual is central, the Japanese self/society 

distinction highlights the situated nature of the self with fluid boundaries. Studies in this 

line of work challenge the current Western academic approach to “the Other” with which 

researchers recast their own “observer Self” (Lebra 2004: x). The Japanese pronoun 

system is one of many examples that provide such challenges. For example, as Suzuki 

(1973) points out, there are a range of ways to refer to the ‘self’ including various first 

person pronouns as well as kin terms, proper names, and occupational titles that cannot 

be substituted for pronouns in ways similar to most Indo-European languages. Culturally 

specific ways of using language have been recognized in sociolinguistic studies including 

the indexicality of speakers’ viewpoints (Ide 2002), speakers’ alignments to addressees 

through aizuchi or back-channels (Kita & Ide 2007), deictic expressions (Horie, Shimura 

& Pardeshi 2006), multi-dialect discourses (Ball 2004), and speakers’ stances toward new 

information in utterances (S. Suzuki 2006). These cases make clear that speakers and 

hearers are “fully embodied actors” who collaboratively build an interaction in structured 

ways (C. Goodwin & Goodwin 2004: 226).  

 In this dissertation, I closely analyze how Japanese family members organize their 

talk in webcam interactions in order to discuss the relation between “Japan,” “family,” 
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and “technology.” The audio-visual connection to different households via a webcam 

offers them a new context to talk about, reconsider, and alter their ideological 

understandings of domesticity and conservative gender roles across spaces as well as 

generations (Rosenberger 1994b; Kurotani 2005).  

As family has been a particularly useful site for investigating fundamental human 

relationships and social orders (e.g., Malinowski 1913; Netting et al. 1984; Ochs & 

Kremer-Sadlik 2007), a specific stem-family system called the ie has become a canonical 

topic in research on Japan and its culture. When Japan became a nation-state in the late 

19th century, the Family Law was implemented expanding primogeniture (the patriarchal 

stem family system of inheritance), which had been confined to the elite, to the entire 

population. As a consequence, Japanese multigenerational families started to change their 

residence patterns. Within this expanded ie system (Nakane 1967), the ideological 

framework of oyakōkō (‘filial piety’) made it expected for children to take care of their 

parents in their homes. After World War II, the patriarchal ie system was abandoned in 

1947. Since then, Japanese life styles and ideologies have changed drastically 

(Hashimoto & Traphagan 2008b). Multigenerational households are less common 

because nuclear households are increasing. Even though the system of ie does not exist as 

a common unit, the notion of ie still plays an important role as an ideological framework 

with which and through which Japanese families organize their everyday lives and 

communicative behaviors. The use of a webcam provides a context for Japanese families 

to contest their understandings of ie ideology and responsibilities.  

Japan and the United States are particularly important locations because both 

countries are leading the development of communication technologies. Invented in the 

United States as a military project in the 1960s, the Internet has been considered a 
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“revolution” for language and communication (Crystal 2001). Particularly since the 

1990s, when commercial use of the Internet started worldwide, the number of Internet 

users has been steadily growing. In 2010, 80.23% of households owned Internet access in 

the United States (U.S. Census Bureau 2012). In Japan, 87.2% of households owned 

computers and 84.1% of individuals in their teens to forties used the Internet in 2009 

(Statistics Bureau 2009b). This suggests that these two world-leading IT nations have 

similar media environments where people have equally powerful technological devices 

and Internet access. Thus, the focus on extended Japanese families living in the United 

States and Japan offers a unique research site for investigating how adaptation to the 

socio-technological environment has consequences for understanding social roles in the 

context of family. 

 

1.4 OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION 

In the next chapter, I describe the ethnographic setting. The discussion in this 

chapter includes how a research site and participants were contextualized by describing 

ways in which I conducted fieldwork. Using more than one video camera was an 

important research method to delineate the various ways in which a webcam is used in 

participants’ homes. Additionally I explicate the complex process through which I 

located research sites and participants.  

Three analysis chapters follow. In Chapter 3, I investigate what I call the 

“theatrical” aspect of webcam interaction. Specifically focusing on interactions among 

children, mothers, and grandparents, I investigate how face-to-machine spaces become a 

stage on which children engage in talking to their grandparents and how the stage space 

is collaboratively maintained by mothers and grandparents. Participating in a 
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collaborative performance, which I call an “on-stage activity,” children are socialized 

into the webcam-mediated home space. In Chapter 4, I analyze how the use of a webcam 

impacts elder care practices. Drawing on the Japanese concept of oyakōkō, filial piety, I 

describe how the use of a webcam provides means for children to fulfill and negotiate 

their filial responsibilities. Although it is not easy for far-flung children to provide 

physical care and daily care for their elder parents in Japan, the children and their parents 

actively engage in what I term “media care practices” by constantly encouraging the use 

of various communication technologies and remotely solving computer problems. In 

Chapter 5, I examine how goal-oriented activities are collaboratively achieved across 

spaces. I particularly investigate how technological constraints become useful 

communicative resources for achieving cross-spatial activities and managing various 

social relationships. I also discusses how particular Japanese notions such as ie and uchi 

are useful to understanding the process in which family is practiced and maintained in a 

temporarily formed, yet habitually maintained space made by webcams. Finally, in the 

concluding chapter, I provide an overview of my findings and implications for future 

research directions.  
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Chapter 2: Research site and methods  

 

2.1 LOCATING THE FIELD SITE 

In the summer of 1992, when I first visited the United States by myself to take a 

two-month summer language school held at a university on the west coast, my parents 

subscribed to an international collect call service and bought me a pre-paid international 

calling cards. As they handed them to me, they said “just give us a call when you arrive. 

Keep the rest for an emergency.” I probably called once or twice and each phone call 

lasted about 30 seconds to a minute. Even though the Internet and phone technologies 

began to be developed at that time, sending postcards and letters was still a major 

communication tool over long distances. About a decade later, when I came to the United 

States again for graduate school, postcards were replaced by email. Since then, I have 

witnessed a drastic technological change. Emerging technologies have offered people 

more and better opportunities to contact home across the ocean and to maintain their 

relationships with Japan and its culture. 

When I began my fieldwork research on how families use digital communication 

technologies to maintain and negotiate their family relationships across geographic 

boundaries, I was struck by how Japanese families seemed to live in the two parallel time 

zones of Japan and the United States. For example, at one family’s home in the United 

States, a large TV screen was always connected to both television and Internet, and the 

family’s webcam was never disconnected from the Internet. At 4 or 5 pm local time, the 

mother would stand up and turn on the Internet-based TV to stream live Japanese 

television programs. She puts her child in front of the screen and lets Japanese morning 

TV shows ‘babysit’ the child while she prepares dinner. Sooner or later, someone in 
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Japan, for example, the child’s grandparents, talks to the mother via the connected 

webcam to begin their daily family time. Sometimes the father’s return from work 

overlaps with the grandparents’ departure in Japan. The webcam session may resume 

after dinner (in the United States) when the grandmother returns from daily grocery 

shopping (in Japan). 

The focus of my dissertation is to investigate the intersection of two domestic 

spaces that diasporic families overlap by way of webcam. Although a webcam is a device 

to enter a virtual world by using Internet-based software to send sounds and images 

electronically, family members coordinate communicative practices between the face-to-

face environments of one another’s homes. Habitual webcam practices revitalize the 

Japanese ideal of a multigenerational living space by constructing a space shared across 

time zones in which everyday family interactions take place. 

 

2.2 LOCATING RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 

To solicit research participants, I drew on the network and collaborative 

relationships that I had developed over the years that I had been working with Japanese 

families in Texas. To find research participants, I first attended afternoon gatherings of 

transnational Japanese wives and observed how participants exchanged information about 

current Japanese culture and fashion, the latest webcam, and other means to maintain 

relationships with Japan. Being a transnational wife myself, it was easy to obtain access 

to those afternoon gatherings. Participants had various backgrounds, including corporate 

wives and internationally married Japanese wives. This type of gathering was probably 

more open than ones organized by corporate wives, which are typically exclusive 

(Kurotani 2005). Gatherings often took place over dinner and I came to know the 
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husbands of the wives there. They were middle-class transnational Japanese, or what 

Kurotani (2005) calls “transnational professionals” who live in a foreign country by 

choice. Participants had various backgrounds and motivations including job assignments, 

graduate studies, and other professional purposes.  

Both internationally married Japanese women as well as corporate wives often 

told me they did not know where they would finally settle: in Japan, the United States, or 

some other country. As one woman with an American husband said one afternoon, “we 

don’t have to think about where to settle down, because you never know.” The corporate 

wives there agreed. This interaction reflects the significance of transnational mobility and 

participants’ relatively wealthy status. While the impact of globalization clearly shapes 

the life courses of my research participants, as Kurotani (2005) observes, studies of 

transnational migration tend to center on under-privileged groups, giving little attention 

to the domestic space of transnational professionals. Home making practices including 

habitual webcam interactions are reminiscent of how transnational Japanese wives 

reproduce a domestic uchi (‘inside’/’in-group’) space in the American soto 

(‘outside’/’out-group’) environment (Kurotani 2005). From a perspective of 

technological change, at the time Kurotani conducted her fieldwork, home-making was 

more of a means to construct a there-and-then space in a here-and-now space, rather than 

to instantaneously connect to a far-away home with digital communication technologies. 

In the late 1990s when Kurotani conducted her fieldwork, she observed imported 

Japanese videotapes recorded some time before running in the background at the homes 

of her research participants (Becker 1999: 53). When I conducted my fieldwork, 

participants had easy access to the live streaming of Japanese TV channels in the United 

States. They could read the latest Japanese magazines, shop online from Japanese stores, 
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and easily talk to their families and friends in Japan via Internet-based tools such as a 

webcam and Internet phone. The afternoon gatherings functioned as an information 

center for exchanging ideas and learning about state-of-the-art communication tools.  

In selecting participating families, I focused on participants’ technological 

familiarity rather than their categorical identity such as their immigration status. I closely 

worked with Japanese families, both expatriate and immigrant, who actively used or 

wished to use a webcam as a useful means to communicate with their elder parents and 

siblings in Japan.  

 

 
Table 2.1: Details of participants 

 Family Names Nationality of 
the family in the 
United States 
(Wife/Husband) 

Age of 
children 
(year) 

Fieldwork (US) Fieldwork 
(Japan) 

Int. Rec. 
Webcam 

Int. Rec. 
Webcam 

1.  Murano J/J (Expatriate) 0-1     
2.  Yoshikawa J/J (Expatriate) 3     
3.  Saito J/Korea 0     
4.  Miura J/Am 0-3     
5.  Sasaki J/JAm 0-3     
6.  Yano J/Am 0     
7.  Koyama J/Am 4-7     
8.  Sano J/Am 2-4     
9.  Wakita J/Am 7     
10.  Kume J/Am 7     
11.  Suzuki J/J(Expatriate) 0-4     
12.  Yamada J/J (Expatriate) 0-3     
13.  Umeno J/J 0     

 

Among thirteen families in the United States, seven families (1-7 in Table 2.1) allowed 

me to video-record their actual webcam conversations. Among these seven families, there 

were four families (1-4 in Table 2.1) whose extended family members in Japan I 
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interviewed, and three out of the four families (1-3 in Table 2.1) allowed me to video-

record their webcam interactions in Japan. Extended family members who helped me in 

Japan included parents, sisters, and sisters-in-law of the wives I worked with in the 

United States. I was introduced to the extended family members through a webcam or 

when they visited their families in the United States. During their stay, I joined their 

family events, drove them around town, and played with their children.  

 

2.3 FIELDWORK 

Fieldwork for this dissertation project was conducted in both Japan and the United 

States between 2008 and 2011. During 2008 and from 2010 to May 2011, I conducted 

interviews and made videotapes of webcam interactions in participants’ homes. 

Particularly from 2010 to May 2011, I focused on the families’ webcam partners who 

lived in Japan. During this period, I traveled to Japan four times, with each visit lasting 

approximately one month. During my stay, I interviewed families and videotaped 

webcam interactions based in Japan.  

 

2.3.1 Webcam and its software 

A webcam is a small video camera whose images are transmitted via the Internet. 

Webcams are either embedded in the frame of a laptop or placed on the top of the 

computer screen. As the following figure shows, most of the participants use free VoIP 

(voice-over-Internet protocol) software called Skype to operate their webcam. To use the 

software, participants create accounts, sign in to Skype, and add each other’s account 

names.  
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http://skype.en.softonic.com/images (accessed October, 2008) 

Figure 2.1: Webcam software 

 
Once accounts are recognized by both parties, participants click on a green icon 

indicating a phone handle. Receivers then click the same icon to start a conversation. 

When I first started this project, the video channel had to be manually established after 

the voice channel was connected, but with the latest version users can select either an 

audio-only conversation or a video call when they make and receive a call. Once the 

video is activated, images of the caller and of the recipient appear on the screen (Figure 

2.1). When participants successfully project their own images, a mutual visual connection 

is established. It is quite common that participants enlarge the image of the other party 
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while monitoring their own image at the left bottom corner of the screen as shown in 

Figure 2.2.  

2.3.2 Video-recording webcam interactions  

Video-recording participants’ webcam interactions involved negotiating with 

participant families to develop a research protocol comfortable to them. Initially, when I 

started to video-record webcam interactions in the United States, I asked families to call 

me when they began a webcam session. This is because I lived independently from them. 

As other ethnographers have mentioned (e.g., Kondo 1990; Kurotani 2005), for Japanese, 

housing a stranger in a middle-class household is not common; in fact, it is not possible 

without an appropriate reason, such as a family participating in a language school 

agreeing to accept a stranger as a student for a certain period of time. In other words, as 

discussed in Chapter 5, Japanese homes are generally private sanctuaries exclusive to 

family members. Therefore, in the initial phase of my fieldwork, I asked participants to 

call me when they started a webcam conversation. Given the 15-hour-difference between 

the United States and Japan, it was typically either in the mornings until 10 am, or the 

evenings around 4 or 5 pm local time. When I received a call, I drove to the participants’ 

homes, quietly entered the house, positioned a video camera on a tripod, and recorded 

their conversation. After I built relationships with the families, I occasionally stood in 

front of the webcam and greeted family members in Japan before pressing the record 

button.  

This method entailed two challenges. First, the beginning of a webcam session 

was always left out because I usually arrived at the house after the conversation had 

started. Second, my presence in the house sometimes drew attention from children and 
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disturbed the usual flow of interaction. An ordinary family conversation over webcam 

was sensitive to intrusion on my part, as children easily recognized my presence and 

constantly came close to me to talk, instead of joining the ongoing webcam interaction. 

Therefore, once the family became accustomed to the recording device, I invited the 

family to participate in the data collection process. I left the video recorder at the house, 

taught the family when and how to press the record button, and how to change a cassette. 

Every week I visited the family, collected the recorded tapes, and gave them a new set of 

blank tapes. As soon as I obtained the tapes, I watched them, took notes, and made a list 

of questions that I would bring to the family the following week. Sometimes a webcam 

conversation started while I was visiting the families. In that case, I joined the 

conversation. When I video-recorded interactions from Japan, I followed the same 

method.  

This method had the advantage of minimizing the observer’s paradox (Labov 

1972). Recording interactions has been criticized as involving possible outsider effects 

due to the presence of the researcher and recording devices. However, since participants 

were already comfortable with the presence of video cameras by regularly interacting via 

webcam and making home-videos of their children, participants were familiar with being 

observed through digital media. Thus, they accepted the addition of other video cameras 

with ease. Additionally, by having participants join in the data collection process, the 

effect of the observer’s presence could be minimized. In this respect I was more of an 

observer of the activities than a participant observer (M. Goodwin 1990).  
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2.3.3 Locations of webcams 

Webcam conversations took place in different places inside the houses, including 

a dining area, living room, study, and on a sofa. For example, Tamiko usually placed a 

webcam at a particular corner of her dining table when Tamiko and her two-year-old 

daughter Emma talked to Tamiko’s younger sister Hana in Japan. They usually had a 

webcam conversation when Emma was eating dinner. As the following illustration 

shows, Tamiko placed her laptop on her left at the dining table where Hana would be 

seated if she visited the family. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.2: Mediated mealtime  
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The laptop image of Hana was set to display at full screen. This visual 

representation of Hana situated in the local spatial organization of the dinner table 

provided a socialization opportunity for Emma to build an aunt-niece relationship across 

geographic, linguistic, and cultural differences. The reproduction of Hana’s sitting 

position contributed to the maintenance of family life and the experience of sharing 

mealtime together. Participants did not share a symmetrical mutual gaze. For Hana, the 

webcam only focused on Emma and did not show an image of Tamiko, while Tamiko 

saw an image of Hana throughout the webcam conversation. This asymmetrically 

distributed visual access was common, because adult members of a family typically 

focused webcams on their children. This suggests that “mutual monitoring” (M. Goodwin 

1980) is not taken for granted or easily obtained across spaces.  

In the Sasaki family, to sustain the webcam’s focus on the child, the parents used 

the space of the living room to collaboratively create a “stage” for the child. As the 

following figure illustrates, the mother moved the camera and the laptop as the father 

shifted the focus of the webcam conversation. During the three years I observed the 

Sasaki family, the location of the stage shifted from the floor area to the sofa (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3: Creating a webcam stage  
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 Another common way to create and manage a webcam space involved physically 

moving the webcam. As Figure 2.4 illustrates, Misato held her webcam to follow her 

child running in the house. Misato’s conversational partner, in this case her sister-in-law, 

was also controlling her webcam in the same way in the other space. They were 

constantly attending to the self-monitor screen to maintain the webcam’s focus on the 

children.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.4: Moving the webcam  

In the Yoshikawa family, the mother always sat her child on her lap at the desk in 

the study room. As shown in Chapter 3, this spatial arrangement helped structure the 

child’s behaviors in a particular way to focus his attention on the visual representations of 

his grandparents.   
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Figure 2.5: Facing towards the screen 

These figures illustrate various ways in which the webcam was situated in participants’ 

everyday environments. The use of a webcam does not simply create a media space 

through “the audio-visual and computing infrastructures which provide individuals with 

‘multimedia’ real-time access to one other” (Heath & Luff 2000: 179); webcams must be 

integrated into the family’s ordinary domestic space through a variety of strategies.  

 

2.3.4 Locations of video-cameras 

When I video recorded webcam interactions, I often used two video cameras: one 

captured the screen activities while another recorded discursive practices taking place in 

one of the two physical spaces. For example, at Tamiko’s house in the United States, I 

positioned the video cameras as illustrated in the following figure.  
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Figure 2.6: Camera setting 

The role of video camera #1 shown in Figure 2.6 was sometimes replaced by screen-

capturing software that participants had on their computers. When participants allowed 

me to use it, I only used one video camera (video camera #2) to record behaviors in the 

immediate domestic space. When children actively moved, I used only one camera (video 

camera #2) to record local activities by following guidelines for recording naturally 

occurring human interactions established in linguistic anthropology (C. Goodwin 1993; 
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Ochs & Taylor 1995; Duranti 1997b). During my fieldwork in Japan, I followed the same 

methodology to record interactions made in the houses of extended family members. 

Before I left the United States for Japan, I left one camera (video camera #2) in the house 

of a participant in the United States, asking her to press the record button when she began 

a webcam interaction with her extended family members in Japan.  

 

2.3.5 Semi-structured interviews 

While webcam conversation data allowed for direct analysis of interactional 

coordination in webcam-mediated spaces, interviews provided me with ethnographic data 

on participants’ habitual ways of using a webcam and other tools to interact with their 

extended family members. In interviews, I asked about the experience of computer and 

communication media and inter- and intra-generational and space-transcending family 

relationships. Interviews elicited participants’ beliefs and attitudes about family 

relationships as well as their views on changes in linguistic and cultural behaviors. 

Interviews for this project were conducted following qualitative interviewing guidelines 

(Briggs 1986) and were audio- and/or video-recorded. The interview questions I asked 

include the following:  
 

Experience of computer usage: 

How often do you use the Internet? When did you start using a computer? 

What do you use your computer for? Do you use a computer at work? If a 

technical problem occurs, what do you do?  
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Webcam experience: 

How do you use a webcam to have conversations with your family members? 

How long have you been using a webcam? How often do you use it per 

month? With whom do you use a webcam? Do you use a webcam outside 

home? Does it help to maintain your relationship with your families in Japan? 

Are there any disadvantages to using a webcam?  

 

Communicative practices in media: 

What do you value most in a webcam conversation? Do you make any special 

preparations before having a webcam conversation (e.g. putting on make-up, 

changing clothes, or tidying the room)? What language do you use in a 

webcam conversation? How do you show material objects in webcam 

conversations? 

 

Family relationships and the influence of media use: 

How often do you visit your family in the United States/Japan? Do you think 

webcam usage influences your relationships with other family members (such 

as parent-child and grandparent-grandchild relationships)? How does the 

webcam impact on your sense of closeness/distance among family members? 

Does the use of webcams increase or reduce family visits? How do you get 

your children to pay attention to webcam conversations?  
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2.3.6 Ethnographic field-notes 

While in the field, I also documented observable events in ethnographic field-

notes (Sanjek 1990; Emerson, Fretz & Shaw 1995). Selected segments of the discourse 

data were identified and carefully transcribed incorporating ethnographic information. I 

wrote up ethnographic field-notes as soon as I viewed the recorded webcam 

conversations and immediately after I met participants in order to ensure details of the 

observation were recalled as clearly as possible.  

 

2.4 TRANSCRIPTION 

Transcriptions are not a transparent and objective representation of social reality, 

but reflect researchers’ theoretical goals and definitions (Ochs 1979; Bucholtz 2000; 

Duranti 2006). There are two features that characterize the way I create a transcript. First, 

since webcam interaction is a mediated conversation that takes place in two distinctive 

spaces, I divide the transcript in two columns: the left column includes interactions made 

in one location (the United States) and the right column includes interactions made in the 

other location (Japan).1 

Second, in order to delineate how participants make coherent courses of 

interaction in a mediated environment, I draw on micro-analytic approaches to 

interactions. Transcriptions in this study follow well-established conventions in context 

analysis, conversation analysis, micro-ethnography, and embodied interaction (Sacks, 

                                                 
1 In Chapter 3, I divide a transcript by screen acts and discursive acts because my analytical goal is to 
examine how a participant’s computer activities are organized along with his participation in a 
conversation.  
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Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Kendon 2004; Norris 2004; Streeck & Mehus 2005). 

Descriptions of gestures and other visual information relevant to activities can be 

represented by verbal descriptions, video frame-grabs, illustrations, and the combination 

of these in transcripts (Heath & Luff 1993; e.g. Nevile 2004; Keating & Sunakawa 2010; 

Keating & Sunakawa 2011). 

 Transcription of spoken Japanese involved two steps. First, I transcribed the 

vocal part of interactions using the Japanese scripts kanji (Chinese characters), hiragana, 

and katakana (syllabaries). After I selected segments for analysis, I created Romanized 

transcripts of the selected segments. While Romanized transcripts are important to non-

Japanese readers, the Japanese texts in Roman alphabets added unnecessary difficulty to 

reading during the analysis phase (Ikeda 2007).  

  

2.4.1 Transcription conventions 

 Following the system originally developed by conversation analysis (Sacks et al. 

1974), I include spoken utterances and descriptions of bodily behaviors and relevant 

information in transcripts. The following list includes the features most relevant to the 

analysis in this study: 

 

[  A left bracket indicates a start of overlap between speakers. 

: A colon is used to indicate the prolongation or stretching of the sound just 

preceding it. 

= Equals signs connect two lines with no discernible silence between them, or the 

following utterance latches onto the first utterance. 

( 0. 0 ) Numbers in parentheses indicate silence represented in tenths of a second.  
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(.)     A dot in parentheses indicates a micropause less than 0.2 second.  

↑ An upper arrow marks relatively sharper intonation rises than the surrounding 

utterances. 

((  )) Double parentheses include researcher’s descriptions of non-linguistic events.  

> <   Talk between the symbols of “more than” and “less than” indicates that the 

inserted talk is rushed.  

°  °  Talk between the degree marks is uttered softly. 

 

 The way I represent overlaps may be slightly different from standard conversation 

analysis transcripts. Since most of the transcripts in this study are divided by columns 

that represent different spaces, overlapping talk can be found not only vertically but also 

horizontally. For example, the following short segment includes actions that 

simultaneously occur.  
 

 
1.  Hugo: ((claps hands with toys))   

 
 

2.  Mother: sou sou sou sou 
That’s right, that’s right. 

GF: [Wo:::: 
Wow! 
 

3.    GM: [Wo:::: 
Wow! 
 

 

Hugo and his mother are talking to Hugo’s grandparents via a webcam. Hugo is raising 

and clapping his hands while holding toy cars. Immediately after Hugo claps his hands 
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with the toys, Mother’s “that’s right, that’s right” and grandparents’ “wow” are spoken at 

the same time. Line 2 horizontally represents an overlap between Mother and 

Grandfather across spaces while the grandfather’s “wow” simultaneously overlaps with 

Grandmother’s “wow” in line 3.  

 

2.4.2 Grammatical indication 

Honorific expressions, sentence final particles, and referential expressions are 

carefully identified to investigate the relation between discursive practices and relevant 

hierarchical relationships across generations and social roles in the Japanese family 

structure. When relevant, three-line transcriptions are provided (e.g. Hayashi 2003). In 

the first line, Romanized Japanese texts are provided. The second line includes a word-

by-word English gloss and grammatical information. In the last line, an English 

translation is provided.   

 
Mother:  Kore wa:: tooingu   torakutaa     de::su 
            This.TOP.  tow(ing) tractor        POL. 
 
             This is a tow tractor. 

(TOP: Topic marker; POL: Polite forms) 

 

2.5 ANALYTICAL ORIENTATION 

Combined with ethnographic interpretive methods (Geertz 1973), my analysis draws 

on methodologies from linguistic analysis, discourse analysis, conversation analysis, 

ethnomethodology, the ethnography of speaking, and video-based studies of social 

interactions. I particularly underscore the importance of conversation as a cultural 
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practice. For linguistic anthropologists, conversation is a window for investigating how 

participants arrange a range of resources in particular ways to perform activities. This 

process of making coherent activities characterizes the social life of a community that the 

researchers study (Duranti 2003; Keating & Egbert 2004). An important aspect of this 

line of research is to treat a turn as a public resource for participants to rely on in order to 

make relevant next actions. As M. Goodwin describes (M. Goodwin 1990: 6), “the 

sequential organization of conversation provides built-in resources for elucidating how 

the participants themselves are interpreting the talk in which they are engaged; within 

conversation, subsequent utterances display participants’ analysis of prior talk” (italics in 

the original). Building on this notion, I pay attention to how the meanings of specific 

interactional moments are collaboratively created in the course of interaction and how the 

process of meaning making is juxtaposed with complex local ideologies about social 

relationships and cultures.  

Another important analytical approach is derived from an emerging literature on 

video-based studies of social interactions or what is known as workplace studies (e.g. 

Heath & Luff 1993; Suchman 1997; Button 2000). While linguistic anthropologists tend 

to focus on face-to-face, physically bounded spaces as a research site, researchers in 

workplace studies investigate interactions occurring in a relatively large environment 

such as an airport control center, an oceanographic research station, and an underground 

command and control center, among others (Suchman 1992; C. Goodwin 1995; Heath & 

Luff 2000). Influenced by ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, workplace 

studies investigate how a wide range of resources including language, gestures, tools, and 

technologies become relevant as participants coordinate their actions. My analysis draws 

on this approach to investigate how participants utilize technologies, language, bodily 
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behaviors, and spatial properties of the immediate interactional environment in order to 

accomplish their activities as well as to recognize those of others. Given that technologies 

shape a context where practices of “habitus” (Bourdieu 1977) are challenged and 

negotiated (e.g. Heath & Luff 1993), I focus on how conventional ways of doing things 

such as talking, greeting, thanking, and getting attention from others, are negotiated, and 

how such activities are related to the use of technologies.  
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Chapter 3: The management of face-to-machine space 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION  

In interaction studies, the use of video technology has been given little attention 

as a research topic, primarily because it is typically recognized as a method for collecting 

data. In her analysis on video professionals, Mondada (2009) suggests that video 

practices do not merely provide recordings of objective representations of social reality, 

but shape the process in which the professionals construct their interpretations of ongoing 

social interactions that are being filmed and broadcasted. An important implication of 

Mondada’s research is the social and interactive role of video equipment. Audio-visual 

devices are not merely tools to record and capture social interactions, but they produce 

opportunities for interaction. Drawing in part from this notion, this chapter examines how 

the management of “face-to-machine space” (Keating 2006: 335) produces vital 

conditions for interactions.  

In face-to-face interactions, social encounter requires the recognition of mutual 

presence as a fundamental condition. My aim is to investigate how the impact of this 

recognition, often known as “mutual monitoring possibilities” (Goffman 1963; Goffman 

1964; M. Goodwin 1980), is transformed in webcam interactions. Particularly focusing 

on the management of the space in front of a webcam along with what is displayed on the 

computer screen, I analyze how participants recognize each other across spaces in order 

to create, maintain, and manage webcam encounters. Through turn-by-turn analyses, I 

explore the intersection between the organization of talk and the management of face-to-

machine space.  
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Additionally, I discuss how the configuration of face-to-machine space 

emphasizes theatrical aspects of interactions (e.g. Goffman 1959). A particular type of 

stage is created and fostered where children, parents, and grandparents engage in various 

kinds of “plays” such as narratives, performances, and demonstrations through which 

family experiences are displayed and shared. I argue that the reciprocal coordination of 

face-to-machine spaces offers an opportunity where habitual ways of talking and 

behaving are produced, reproduced, and negotiated. In this process, new habits emerge 

while habitus (Bourdieu 1990) is adapted and innovatively coordinated.  

In the rest of the chapter, I first provide ethnographic accounts of the impact of 

mutual recognition through the visual access of a webcam. Drawing on interview data, I 

discuss how participants understand capabilities of showing and watching children, and 

sharing family experiences by monitoring each other. Second, I analyze collaborative 

processes in which face-to-machine spaces are managed. As participants move webcams 

or laptops and coordinate body postures and behaviors, they create and share visual foci. 

Through this process, grandparents can “meet” their grandchildren and share family 

experiences. Additionally, the management of face-to-machine spaces offers a context for 

managing mutual recognition. Eye gaze is coordinated in interesting ways, greetings are 

collaboratively achieved, and the moment of visual recognition is innovatively and 

playfully performed. After I describe salient features of the organization of face-to-

machine space, I analyze one particular way to use this space for recruiting children’s 

participation in webcam interactions: children are invited to a face-to-machine space or 

“on-stage space” and encouraged to perform in front of their audiences. Showing toys, 

singing, and demonstrating language skills in the face-to-machine space, children engage 

in interactions with grandparents. These on-stage activities are useful not only to draw 
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children’s attention to the webcam, but also to socialize children into webcam encounters. 

Lastly, I explore the social consequences that the management of face-to-machine space 

has for habitual ways of talking. When caregivers structure children’s behaviors, children 

not only learn language such as saying “thank you” to grandparents, but they are 

socialized to the structural properties of webcam encounters. Coordinating where they 

stand and how they talk, children are socialized to webcam interactions as a form of 

family interaction.  

 

3.2 THE ROLE OF WATCHING AND SHOWING   

I first provide an ethnographic account for how participants describe webcam 

experiences, particularly regarding the role of visual access that webcams provide. 

Regardless of the large amount of talk, participants characterize their webcam 

experiences by using expressions regarding the acts of watching and showing such as 

miru (‘to watch’) and miseru (‘to show’). In other words, webcam is not a replacement 

for talking or meeting, but it facilitates the interaction between the acts of showing and 

watching. For instance, in the following excerpt from an interview, Shoko, who lives in 

the United States and has webcam interactions with her families in Japan, expresses that 

she is more interested in watching her nieces than in talking with them.  
 

Example 3.1: I just want to watch them 

(Miru and miseru are boldfaced.)  

 
1.  Shoko: Tabun watashi toka meikko tachi toka mitakute 

shouganai kara meikko tachi ga mitai, mou denwa 
wa doudemo ii noyo. Mitai. Kanojo tachi ga 
asonderu no ga kocchi kara, yoko kara miteru 
dake demo ii no ne 
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I just want to ‘watch’ my nieces. I don’t care about calling. Just 
watching. I’m so happy just to look at them playing from here.  
 

2.  Chiho: Wakatteru no? acchi wa kamera o tooshite Shoko-
san ga tooku ni iru no? 
Do they recognize that you on the screen are actually far away? 
 

3.  Shoko: Wakatte ru to omou yo. Kou, te futtari toka suru 
kara. Demo, kocchikara shitemiru to, mukou kara 
hanashi kakete kurenakute mo yoi noyo. Tada 
miteitai no.  
I think they do. I wave sometimes. From my end, though, I don’t really 
expect them to talk to me. I just want to watch them.  

 

One of the ethnographically significant implications of this explanation is that the act of 

observation, as implied by Shoko’s “I just want to watch my nieces…I’m so happy just to 

look at them playing from here,” is a process in which participants transform the 

unfamiliar to the familiar. The work of watching is reminiscent of the way participant 

observation is a powerful method for anthropologists in the field (Malinowski 1922 

[1961]; Dewalt, Dewalt & Wayland 1998). As observation is an important step to learn, 

understand, and participate in other cultures, visual access to the other space allows 

Shoko to observe her nieces in order to understand them and participate in their everyday 

lives.  

Visual access is even more emphasized when participants encounter difficulties in 

carrying out a habituated flow of conversation due to technical failure. In the following 

interview excerpt, Maki, who has two children in the United States, emphasizes showing 

her children instead of talking to her parents or parents-in-law. “Difficulties” are often 

recognized in video-mediated interactions when participants expect the same efficacy of 

face-to-face conversations (Heath & Luff 1993; Debourgh 1999; Keating 2000a; Mazur 

2000). Maki encounters unusual pauses and overlaps in webcam-mediated talk. Because 
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of this disruption, she describes the use of webcam as a disadvantage for talking, but an 

advantage for showing.   

 

 
Example 3.2: I use Skype only when I show my kids 

 
1.  Maki: Yappari sukaipu tte sa nanka kou togireru toki 

nai? 
Don’t you think that Skype (video) often breaks up? 
 

2.  Chiho: Aru aru 
Yes, yes. 
 

3.  Maki: Togireru to sa “nani nani”, “nani nani” tte itte 
Chotto zure ga aru tteiuka sa denwa suru jikan o 
matsu no ga suggoku iya na no watashi wa 
When it does, it creates a strange lag. (Between when I say) “blah blah,” 
and (when the other says) “blah blah.” But on the phone, even if we 
overlap, it’s okay. I basically don’t like pauses, for example, waiting for 
an answer when I ask a question. 
 

4.  Chiho: Ima demo sou da yone 
(That) just happened today. 
 

5.  Maki: Ima demo sou. Dakara sukaipu wa kodomo o miseru 
nomi tteiu kanji 
That’s right. So I use Skype only when I show my kids. 
 

6.  Chiho: Jaa mou anmari hanashi ga tsuujite iru toka 
tsuujite inai wa ninotsugi mitai na kanji? 
So it’s of secondary importance whether you make yourself understood 
or not. 
 

7.  Maki: Dakara chanto shita hanashi wa denwa de 
kakenaosu 
So when I really need to talk, I call (again).  

 

The work of watching that Shoko describes in her interview does not indicate a 

watcher’s passive role. As Maki and Jin describe in the following excerpt, watching and 

showing are reciprocal acts producing interactional possibilities. Comparing live video 
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streaming to a home movie that has a good picture quality, Jin feels that webcam 

streaming is better because “It’s more interactive” (line 5). Additionally, when they show 

their child through a webcam, they do not randomly show the child’s face, but selectively 

focus on aspects of the child’s ordinary life. As Jin describes in line 1, when his child 

learns to do something new, such as walking, a webcam allows them to “show that part” 

(line 2) in order to share the moment with grandparents in Japan. This suggests that the 

role of observation does not only provide information about other family members in the 

other space, but offers a way to share family experiences.  

 
Example 3.3: Seeing live 

 
1.  Jin: Nanka atarashii koto ga dekiru you ni natte, 

‘aruketa’ toka iu n yattara 
When (Sota) learns to do something new, for example, ‘walking.’ 
 

2.  Maki: Sousou. Sore o choi to misereba sorede mou 
juubun mitai na 
Yes, then it’s enough just to show that part. 
 

3.  Chiho: Yousuru ni ima made dekinakatta  koto ga dekite. 
Jaa sugoku bijuaru juushi ttekoto da yone? 
Satoshi is able to do something he couldn’t do before. It’s visually 
oriented.  
 
 

4.  Maki: Sou nano. Dakara maa bideo de totte okuru tteiu 
koto mo dekiru kedo, nama de miseru tte koto ga 
daiji de 
Yes, we could send a recorded video but the important thing is to show 
(Satoshi) live.  
 

5.  Jin: Un. Nama de miseru hou ga nanka bideo de miteru 
kuria na eizou yori iimitai yo. Intaa akutibu 
de. Yoku wakaru rashii. 
Yes, a live image is better than a clear picture of video. It’s more 
interactive. 
 

6.  Chiho: Obaachan toka koe kaketari wa shinai no? kocchi 
muite, toka? 
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Does Grandmother talk to Satoshi? Like “come here?” 
 

7.  Jin: Iya iya 
Well, 
 

8.  Maki: Tama ni suru 
Yes, sometimes.  
 

9.  Jin: Satoshi-chaan, tte 
“Satoshi-chan,” she prompts. 
 

10. Chiho: Jaa yappa eiga miteru yori wa nannka chotto ano 
intaa akutibu  
So it’s more interactive than seeing a movie (you create). 
 

11. Maki: Yappari nandemo raibu de miru to shinmi, 
shinmitsu na kanji ga suru n da 
Rapport is developed when we see anything live.

 

Webcam-mediated interactional opportunities play a significant role in establishing and 

maintaining family relationships. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, it took approximately 

four years for Maki and Jin’s children meet their grandparents. Habitual webcam 

interactions made in those years allowed the family to establish a grandparent-grandchild 

relationship before meeting in person.  

The reciprocal relation between the work of watching and showing is 

symbolically and metaphorically indexed by the use of a giving verb, ageru. When a 

webcam conversation starts, three-year-old Hugo is playing with his toy cars as indicated 

in the following figure. He is sitting on his mother’s lap and placing his toy cars in front 

of the laptop. However, the desk area is not visible as it is too low to be captured by the 

webcam embedded in the laptop frame. As Hugo’s mother notices that Hugo’s toy is out 

of the webcam-frame, she says the following:  
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Example 3.4: Show + give 2 

 
Mother: sore choodo ne mienai kara    misete agena yo. 
          That.just. SF. seeNEG.because.show. GIVE   SF.  
 

  That cannot be seen, so show (it for them).       
 
 

  
 
 

Mother’s use of ageru (‘to give’) follows a main predicate, miseru (‘to show’). This 

compound word metaphorically juxtaposes the act of showing with that of giving. The 

act’s directionality is emphasized by the combination between showing and giving. In 

other words, Hugo is not solely playing with toys, but he is encouraged to show them 

(sore ‘that’) to his grandparents. In Japanese linguistics and sociolinguistic studies, 

meanings and functions of donatives have been examined from various perspectives. 

What is relevant to this example is that the use of donatives is a speaker’s way to display 

an empathetic stance towards a person participating in the event being described in the 
                                                 
2 NEG: A negative particle; SF: A sentence final particle 
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utterance (Kuno & Kaburaki 1977). Hugo’s mother (the speaker) uses ageru to indicate 

her alignment toward Hugo who participates as a performer in the act of showing toys. 

 

            
 

Figure 3.7: Misete ageru ('show' + 'give') 

            

Although this type of ageru usage is not confined to webcam-mediated 

interactions, it highlights the directionality of the act of showing in which Hugo engages. 

As will be shown in Example 3.14, after this utterance, Hugo’s mother points to the 

location of the webcam and helps him present a toy to his grandparents. Alongside 

Mother’s pointing gestures, Hugo’s interactive behaviors are structured in a particular 

direction, not towards Mother, but towards grandparents who are watching Hugo. 

The directionality emphasized by the use of the giving verb also elucidates the 

importance of reciprocal expectations of watching and showing children described in 

interviews. Similar to Schieffelin’s ethnographic work on reciprocity in Kaluli society 

where the notion of sharing and its expectation are encoded in the reciprocal verbs, 

dimina (‘give’) and dima (‘take’) (Schieffelin 2005 [1990]), the use of misete ageru 
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(‘show’ + ‘give’) in webcam family interactions evokes an important understanding that 

there is a recipient who misete morau (‘show’+’receive’) over the webcam. 

What do participants achieve by fulfilling the reciprocal expectations of watching 

and showing children? The acts of showing and watching via webcam are not simply 

reducible to visual perceptions of children in other space. Rather, grandparents, aunts, 

uncles, and other relatives observe a streaming of various visual images and make 

coherent interpretations about what they ‘see’ on the computer screen.  

This interpretive nature of visual means is not a completely new phenomenon. 

Long before the advent of the computer, photographs of a particular family member 

could be passed from one member to another not simply as a means of tracking family 

history, but as a way to evoke narratives about past events expressing mutual emotional 

attachment. One of the earliest Japanese ethnographic studies conducted in Suye Mura in 

1933 by John and Ella Embree records that exchanging photographs of family members 

across households plays a crucial role for maintaining the sense of belonging.  

 
Old lady Goto wants to have her picture taken for her five-year-old grandson in 

Fukuoka - the one who was so attached to her, she says, when she was living there… She 
showed me his picture and looked at it lovingly, pointing out how he drew up his mouth 
at the corners in a characteristic way when he was being serious. 

 
                                (Smith & Wiswell 1982: 217-218)  

 

By describing family resemblances in the child’s appearance, Goto demonstrates a strong 

coherence in her ie (‘Japanese stem-family system’) to which both the child and she 

belong. Photographic images are not simply iconic representations of family members, 

but resources with which participants associate their experiences. What is important is 

that a visual medium offers an opportunity for participants to construct and contest 
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family-specific knowledge about the child. Lady Goto’s analysis of the way in which her 

grandchild “drew up his mouth at the corners in a characteristic way” represents not only 

a subjective interpretation of the picture, but socially shared knowledge evoked in the 

narrative.  

The analyses in this section suggest two salient aspects of the webcam’s visual 

capability: (1) By using a webcam, family members actively engage in watching and 

showing children, and (2) this reciprocal expectation suggests that visual access does not 

simply provide transparent windows for viewing the other space, but transforms 

“practices of looking” (Mondada 2009: 70) or “looking’s work” (Garfinkel 2002: 240) 

through which family members observe, interpret, and participate in the other space. As 

participants habitually watch, analyze, and interact with remote children, they construct 

and share family-specific knowledge about each other’s ordinary life. What is 

accomplished in habitual webcam interactions may be similar to what Goodwin (1994) 

calls “professional vision,” a particular way of seeing in embodied interactions. Drawing 

on a case from the Rodney King trial, Goodwin (1994) describes how policemen and 

their lawyers used professional coding systems to view the video in question and interpret 

Rodney King’s bodily behaviors of laying on the ground as an ‘attack’ and a ‘threat’ to 

the policemen who were ‘beating’ him. This study, along with other professional contexts 

such as medical practices of surgeons (Mondada 2003) and oceanographers’ attention to 

surfaces of inscription (such as screens and maps) (C. Goodwin 1995), suggests that a 

visual representation is not an objective documentation about events, but evokes a 

“professional vision” with which certain interpretive accounts are proposed and shared 

among members of a particular social group. Similarly, using visual means among family 

members, participants construct particular ways of looking at each other. Talk about 
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they come into each other’s presence, signal their entrance to a shared space, and produce 

a visual encounter. In this process, the first encounter between family members is 

achieved and family experiences are shared. Second, greetings, a symbolic expression of 

mutual monitoring (Kendon 1990), is interestingly coordinated and performed in face-to-

machine spaces.   

 

3.3.1 Creating and sharing a visual focus 

The establishment of visually shared foci is a collaborative process and perhaps 

one of the first routines that children learn in interaction. In webcam interactions, eye 

gaze and bodily behaviors must be structured in particular ways, socializing children into 

the very idea of interacting with others over a webcam. In the following excerpt, a six-

month-old, Taro, is assisted by his mother Kana to bring his eye gaze to the focal point 

that his aunt Aki, one of Kana’s older sisters, is creating via webcam from Japan. Aki 

brings a bag she made close to the webcam (line 1). As Kana draws Taro’s attention to 

the bag image by saying “What’s that, Taro?” (line 2) and “That’s a panda” (line 3), she 

holds Taro’s torso and reclines it to have his eye gaze meet with the image of the panda. 

The height of Taro’s eyes is lower than the panda image on the screen (line 5) because 

Taro is not yet able to hold and move his head as he wants. As Kana moves Taro’s torso, 

she says, “Up, up. A bit more up. Up, a bit more up. Right here, right here” (line 8) in 

order to implicitly tell Aki that Taro is trying to see the bag Aki made. Aki collaborates 

with these discursive explanations about Taro’s eye gaze adjustment by continually 

showing her panda image to the webcam. When Kana changes the topic in line 9, Aki 

moves the panda bag away from the webcam.  
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Example 3.5: Watching a panda bag 

 
U.S. Japan 
1.    Aki: Jajan jan ja::n 

Ta-da! 
((has her bag focused on 
the screen)) 
 

 
 

2.  Kana: Uah:: nanya are Taro 
Wow, what's that, Taro? 
((inhale))  
 
 

 ((holds the bag as Kana 
coordinates Taro’s eye 
gaze)) 

3.   Panda ya::n panda ya::n 
miten no kai na 
That's a panda! That's a panda. Are 
you looking at (the panda, Taro)? 
 

  

4.   (0.5) 
 

  

5.   Ue ya ue (.) mouchotto 
ue. Ue, mouchotto ue. 
Kono hen kono hen 
Up, up. A bit more up. Up, a bit more 
up. Right here, right here.  
 
 ((watches the self-
monitoring screen; has 
Taro’s torso reclined in 
her hands and moves her 
hands back and forth to 
have his eyes meet with 
the image of the panda 
bag)) 
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6.   Mieten no kaina anta  
Are you able to see (the panda, Taro)? 
 

  

7.   (1.0) 
 

  

8.   Ne::chan to shabetta?= 
Did (you) talk to sister? 

  

9.    Aki: = Shabette nai 
No, I didn’t. 
((moves the bag away from 
her screen)) 
 

 

This collaborative sequence of structuring Taro’s body is indicative of socializing Taro 

into the very idea of interacting with someone. In a face-to-face interaction, gazing at a 

designated speaker is a fundamental condition for the initiation of talk because it marks 

the hearer’s readiness for an upcoming interaction with the speaker (C. Goodwin 1980). 

This example shows that the significance of the mutual gaze in the face-to-face 

conversation is applied to a webcam-mediated setting. 

In the following example, the creation of joint foci through the coordination of a 

face-to-machine space leads to an establishment of the first visual encounter between a 

grandfather and his grandson. Example 3.6 is derived from an interaction between 

Satomi, who just had a baby in the United States, and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Murano, 
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in Japan. A few days after Satomi returned home from the hospital, she decided to have a 

webcam conversation because her father (Mr. Murano) has not “met” the baby although 

he has seen pictures. When the conversation starts, Mr. and Mrs. Murano do not have an 

image of the baby because Yuji (the baby) is inside the baby cradle located outside the 

area that Mr. and Mrs. Murano can see (Figure 3.9). Satomi’s husband Yoichi and his 

mother Mrs. Takeno are present, but they are mostly outside Mr. and Mrs. Murano’s 

webcam-mediated visual field unless the webcam moves.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.9: Satomi’s room layout and the webcam location 

Immediately after the conversation starts, Mr. Murano tells Satomi that he has 

been watching pictures that she sent. Following this statement, Satomi unclips and moves 
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the webcam from the laptop, bringing it close to the baby on the cradle while monitoring 

how the baby’s image is projected on the screen. This repositioning of the camera in line 

11 creates a condition for the grandparents to provide expressive responses or “response 

cries” (Goffman 1981; M. Goodwin 2006) such as “heeh” and “hoo.” When Mr. Murano 

says “hoo” in line 14, the webcam, now placed on the edge of the baby cradle, fells off 

(line 15). Between lines 15 to 17, while Satomi fixes the webcam location, Mr. Murano 

supports Satomi as he says “I can see him, I can see him” (line 17). As Satomi maneuvers 

the webcam, her husband Yoichi joins her to discuss the best way to position the webcam 

and the baby for Mr. and Mrs. Murano (lines 19-24). Satomi and Yoichi coordinate the 

face-to-machine space between the baby and his grandfather Mr. Murano by examining 

the baby’s condition (e.g. the baby “is getting cranky” (line 19) and “might not like the 

webcam light” (line 20)) and collaboratively moving the webcam and the baby. These 

practices contribute to the construction of Mr. and Mrs. Murano’s webcam visual field 

where they can observe and analyze the baby. As indicated in line 22, Mr. Murano 

comments on the baby as he says “He has jet-black hair” (line 22). 

 

Example 3.6: Mr. Murano’s first encounter with Yuji 

 
U.S. Japan 
1. Satomi: Moshimo::shi 

Hello? 
 

  

2.   Mr. Murano: Ha[i 
Yes. 

3.   Mrs. Murano:    [Hai 
     Yes. 
 

4. Satomi: Hai 
Yes. 
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5.  ((screen becomes 

enlarged)) 
 

  

6. Satomi: hisashiburi ja na 
otouchan 
How have you been, Dad?(lit.’it’s 
been a while’) 
 

Mrs. Murano: Ha::i 
Yes. 
 

7.   Mr. Murano: Aa omedetou 
Yeah. Congratulations! 

8. Satomi: Arigatou  
Thank you. 
 

  

9.   Mr. Murano: (  ) moratta 
shashin zutto 
miteru 
I’ve been watching pictures 
(you sent me).  
 

10. Satomi: Un (.) chotto matte yo 
Yeah, wait a second.  
 

  

11.  (2.0)  
((moving the webcam 
towards the baby)) 

 
 

  

12.   Mr. Murano: Ouou 
Wow! 
 

13.   Mrs. Murano: Heehhh. 
Heeh((laughs)) 
 

14.   Mr. Murano: Hoo 
Hoo. 
 

15.  ((the webcam fells off 
from the edge of the 
cradle)) 
 

  

16. Satomi: Ara 
Oops. 
 

  

17.   Mr. Murano: Ouou mieru mieru 
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I can see him. I can see him. 

18. Satomi: ((adjust camera 
focus)) 
 

  

19.  Nanka guzuru(.) 
Yoichi-kun dakko 
He’s getting cranky. Yoichi, hold 
him. 
 

  

20. Yoichi: Iya nan janai [hikari 
ga 
He might not like the webcam 
light. 
 

  

21. Satomi:               [Yoichi, 
dakkoshite 
               Yoichi, can 
you hold him? 
 

  

22.   Mr. Murano: Un kami ga kuro 
guro to shitoru 
He has jet-black hair. 
 

23. Satomi: [un 
Yes. 
 

  

24. Yoichi: [you mieru yo sono hou 
ga 
(Mr. and Mrs. Murano can) watch 
(the baby) better that way. 

  

 

Camera practices coordinated in the course of interaction are not made as  

technical acts necessary for webcam interaction, but as communicatively meaningful acts 

of “pointing” (Vygotsky 1978) that lead to the opportunity for audiences to respond and 

interpret the foregrounded scene. In other words, in the unfolding process of interaction, 

camera practices are interpreted as a manifestation of an attempt to show the baby. From 

this perspective, managing the webcam’s visual field not only draws attention from 

others, but also facilitates various types of “noticing” (Schegloff 2007) in interaction.  
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In addition to managing what others see, a camera’s position can create a stage for 

participants (Figure 3.10) to spotlight a particular aspect of their immediate space. In the 

following segment, Satomi attempts to show “Yuji’s diaper change” to Mr. and Mrs. 

Murano in Japan. Satomi strategically makes room to create a stage as she tells Yoichi to 

move toward his left (line 1), places the webcam on the desk, and moves the cradle out of 

the webcam’s visual field (line 4). Yoichi collaborates with Satomi by moving to his left 

as he is told to do (line 2). When the stage is created, Satomi announces that Yoichi is 

going to change the baby’s diaper (line 6). From here, Satomi plays a narrator role as she 

describes the baby’s condition and prompts Yoichi to move quickly (line 8). Yoichi 

jokingly and perhaps nervously tells Satomi that she does not have to film him (line 9). 

This suggests that the orientation toward a face-to-machine space not only reflects 

participants’ considerations of what others can see through a webcam, but also how they 

are seen by others.  
 

Example 3.7: Creating an on-stage space 

 
U.S. Japan 
1.  Satomi: Mouchotto socchi itte 

[mouchotto kocchi  
Move a bit that way, a bit this 
way.  
((points to the 
right)) 
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2.  Yoichi:                           
[((moves to his left 

  

3.    Mrs. Murano: Hahaha 
Hahaha. 
 

4.  Satomi: Haihaihaiha:::i 
Yes, yes, yes, yeees. 
((places the webcam on 
the desk; moves the 
cradle to make space)) 
 

  

5.   Mieru? 
Can you see? (to Mr. and Mrs. 
Murano) 
((put the webcam on 
the table))  

 
 

  

6.   Yoichi-kun ga 
kaeruyo:: omutsu 
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Yoichi is changing a diaper. 
 

7.   Naki hajimeta 
(The baby) started crying. 
 

  

8.   Hai (.) sa sa sa  
Yes, quick, quick, quick. 
 

  

9.  Yoichi: Ii yo utsusanakute  
You don’t have to film me. 
 

  

10.   Mr. Murano: Mieru mieru 
I can see, I can see. 

11. Satomi: nande? 
Why? 

  

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.10: The on-stage space 
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3.3.2 Organizing mutual recognitions and greetings 

In face-to-face interaction, greetings are an important symbolic form through 

which “mutual monitoring possibilities” (Goffman 1964) are marked and embodied. 

Greeting signal one’s entering into the presence of the other through “a distinctive 

exchange of gestures or utterances in which each person appears to signal to the other” 

(Kendon 1990: 153). In webcam interactions, however, greeting practices are negotiated 

in innovative ways, primarily because participants do not always share both visual and 

audio access due to limited visual access to the other space. This section investigates the 

relation between the management of face-to-machine space and the conduct of greeting.   

Among various features of greeting, there are two aspects to focus on: First, an 

exchange of greetings typically marks the beginning of a social encounter and it follows 

participants’ visual recognition of each other’s presence in the same perceptual field. 

Second, a greeting is typically structured in adjacency pairs. Due to its adjacency-pair 

format, contents and formats of a greeting are relatively predictable (Duranti 1997c: 212-

216). 

As shown in the following examples, the greeting in webcam interactions does 

not always mark the beginning of a social encounter, but it marks the beginning of a 

visual encounter. Consequently, the sighting-greeting order requires complex 

interactional negotiations.  

In the next example, greeting exchanges are inserted when participants already 

start talking and engage in a goal-oriented activity. The following excerpt precedes  

Example 3.7 where Satomi and Yoichi collaboratively make an on-stage space for 

Yoichi to demonstrate a diaper change. During the process of securing enough space, 

Satomi’s camera movement captures an image of Yoichi’s face. This leads to a greeting 
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exchange between Yoichi and Mr. Murano. In line 4, Mr. Murano provides a recognition 

marker, “oh, Yoichi” and this acknowledgement is followed by Yoichi’s first part of the 

evening greeting konbanwa (‘good evening’) in line 5. After Mr. Murano provides the 

second pair part, konbanwa (‘good evening’), in line 6, Yoichi immediately goes back to 

the main activity of changing a diaper and announces, “I’m changing a diaper now” (line 

8).  

 
Example 3.8: Visual recognition 

 
U.S. Japan 
1.   ((baby starts to cry)) 

 
  

2.  Satomi: Chotto matte yo:: 
chotto matte yo:: 
Wait a second, wait a second. 
((right hand moves the 
cradle to make space 
for filming; left hand 
holds the webcam to 
focus on the baby & 
Yoichi))  

  

3.    Mrs. Murano: (Kocchi)  
(Here.) 
 

4.    Mr. Murano: Ou Yoichi-kun 
Oh, Yoichi. 
 

5.  Yoichi: Konbanwa ohisasiburi 
desu (.)  
Good evening. How have you 
been? (lit. ‘It’s been a while.) 
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((briefly looks at the TV monitor; 
spreading a blanket on the floor)) 
 

6.     Konbanwa 
Good evening. 
 

7.   ohisasiburi desu 
How have you been? (lit. ‘it’s been 
a while.’) 
 

 Omedetou 
Congratulations (on your 
new born baby)  
 

8.   ima kara omutsu kae 
ma::su. POL. 
I’m changing a diaper now. 
 

  

 

 

Unlike face-to-face interactions and mediated work places such as  

teleconference meetings where the exchange of greeting marks the beginning of an 

interaction (Duranti 1997c; Keating & Jarvenpaa 2010), greetings in a webcam 

interaction do not always take place at the beginning or the end of an interaction. One 

reason is that the limited area that a webcam can capture does not always include all the 

participants at once, and participants can be positioned at any location in the house during 

a webcam interaction. Even though they are “ratified” participants (Goffman 1981), they 

may be outside the video frame. Under such circumstances, participants not only pay 

attention to a visual focus through a webcam, but also select a visual cue or a 

“participation cue” (Keating & Sunakawa 2010) from the visual field for constructing a 

next action. As Example 3.8 indicates, Satomi’s camera repositioning that directs 

audiences to the scene of the “diaper change” also facilitates the arrival of Yoichi’s visual 

presence for Mr. Murano (line 4).  

The webcam’s limited visual field has another consequence for greeting practices. 

The next example shows that the recognition of participants and the exchange of 
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greetings is not configured merely in an adjacent sequence, but negotiated in complex 

ways. The example is derived from a webcam conversation between Shoko in the United 

States and her nieces in Japan. The conversation is initiated by Shoko to congratulate one 

of her nieces, Mee-chan, on her fourth birthday. At the beginning of the conversation 

between lines 1 and 7, only the audio channel is established. During this period, mutual 

recognition is verbally accomplished. As Shoko asks for one of her nieces in line 5, Sachi 

immediately responds with the first pair part of “good morning” (line 6). Shoko 

completes the greeting exchange by providing the second “good morning” in line 7. In 

this sequence, the mutual recognition between Sachi and Shoko (Aunt) is verbally 

established. Within the same turn, Shoko immediately moves on to a new topic as she 

says, “You’re going shopping, today, aren’t you?” (line 7). In line 8, when the webcam is 

finally connected, the new topic about shopping is interrupted and Shoko and Sachi 

redefine their mutual recognition by playfully exchanging a series of V-sign gestures. 

Several different types of V-sign gestures are created and repeated between Sachi and 

Shoko. Sachi’s first V-sign gesture is zoomed as indicated in line 8. This implies that 

Sachi created the gesture while waiting for the webcam to be connected. Then, in line 9 

this first V-shaped gesture proposed by Sachi is repeated by Shoko. Sachi moves her V-

sign in circle (line 13) which is also repeated by Shoko in line 13. In line 14, Sachi 

produces the V-sign gesture by using both of her hands. This new V-sign is repeated 

again by Shoko. In line 18, Shoko moves her V-sign gesture close to the webcam as she 

leans forward to the computer screen (line 18). Sachi similarly moves her V-sign gesture 

as she comes close to her webcam (line 19).  

 
Example 3.9: V-sign exchange 
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U.S. Japan 
1.  Shoko: Moshimoshi Kikoerun? 

Hello? Can you hear me? 
  

2.    Sato: kikoeruyo  
Yes, (we) can hear (you). 
 

3.  Shoko: Mee-chan? 
Mee-chan? 
 

  

4.   . 
 

Sato: Mee-chan  toire ittoru
  
Mee-chan went to the bathroom. 

5.  Shoko: Ara (.) sachi::?  
Oh. Sachi? 
 

  

6.    Sachi: Un (.) ohayou 
Yeah, good morning. 
 

7.  Shoko: Oyahou kyou kaimono iku n 
yaro 
Good morning. You’re going 
shopping today, aren’t you? 
 

  

8.    Sachi: Un 
Yes 
((visual connection is established; 
Sato makes a V-sign and wiggles 
the two fingers)) 
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9.  Shoko: O yey 
Oh, yey!  
((making a V-sign)) 
 
                 

 
 

  

10.  Ututta yo  
I got you (on the screen)/ 
 

  

11.   Sachi: Yey 
Yey! 
 

12. Shoko: Heheheh Utsutta yo  
Heheheh I got you.  
 

  

13.  De::n issho  
Ta-daahh We’re (doing) the same.  
((moves the V-sign in 
circles))  

Sachi: (moves the V-sign in 
circles)) 
 

14.    ((adds her left hand to 
make double V-signs and 
puts them on her 
eyes))= 

 
 

15. Shoko:  =((mimics Sachi; adds her 
left hand to make double 
V-signs and puts them on 
her eyes)) 
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16.   Sachi: hhhh= 
Hhhhh 
 

17. Shoko:  =hhhhhhhhh 
  Hhhhhhhhhh 
 

 hhhhhhhhh 
Hhhhhhhhhh 
 

18.  De::n issho  
Ta-daahh! We’re (doing) the same.  
((leans forward to 
enlarge her double v-
sign)) 
             

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

19.   
 

Sachi: ((V-sign is zoomed)) 
 

 
 

20. Shoko: Hehe 
Hehe 
 

  

21. Shoko:  Issho  
We’re (doing) the same.  
((leans forward to enlarge her double 
V-sign)) 
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22.   Sachi: 

 
23. Shoko: Nani?kyou nani kou te 

morau no? Ji-ji ni nanka 
koute morau no daro?  
What- what are you going to get 
today? Your grandpa is going to give 
you a present, right? 
((leans forward to enlarge her double 
V-sign)) 

  

 

As Duranti (1997c: 212) discusses, in face-to-face environments greetings 

immediately follow participants’ public recognition of each other’s presence. However in 

webcam interactions, the visual recognition can be obtained after the exchange of 

greetings because the audio access is made before the visual access is granted. Here, even 
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after the verbal greetings have been exchanged, the visual recognition is signaled by a 

series of playful V-sign exchanges.  

Japanese children typically make V-sign gestures when they take pictures of 

themselves or when they are filmed. Sachi and Shoko creatively transform this familiar 

practice of making V-sign gestures into the webcam context. This exchange of the V-sign 

and its variations including right-hand V-signs, two-hand V-signs, and zoomed-in V-

signs that are inserted after the completion of a typical greeting reproduce the importance 

of mutually sighting and recognizing one another.  

The next example shows how the loss of a visual joint focus leads to an attempt to 

insert a greeting. Shoko, who lives in the United States, is having a webcam conversation 

with her younger sister Sato. Sato and her daughters are connecting a webcam from her 

parents’ home (the children’s grandparents’ home). In the first half of the conversation, 

Sato and her daughters are looking through family albums and, as they talk about selected 

pictures, Sato brings one close to the webcam to share the picture image and invite Shoko 

to the conversation. 

The excerpt starts when Sato in Japan attempts to show an old picture of her sister 

Shoko at her coming-of-age ceremony. Between lines 1 and 7, Sato tries to project the 

picture clearly on the webcam. In line 7, when Sato’s daughter Sachi picks up the picture 

from her mother, the focused picture disappears from the Shoko’s webcam screen (U.S.). 

Instead, Grandfather suddenly appears, walking from left to right in the background of 

the webcam image (the left image in Figure 3.11). As Grandfather walks by, Shoko leans 

forward and repeatedly calls Sachi’s name in a whispering voice (lines 14-19). Shoko’s 

bodily posture and her whispering voices suggest that she positions herself as if she were 

in the physically co-present space (Figure 3.11.) Shoko’s palms are placed at the corners 
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of her mouth to shape a typical whispering gesture. As she leans forward to the computer 

screen, Shoko whispers into Sachi’s left ear.  

 

 
Figure 3.11: Prompting Sachi in a whispering voice (lines 12, 14) 

 

In lines 17 and 19, Shoko (Aunt) attempts to get Sachi’s attention to tell her to ask 

Grandfather genki? (‘How are you doing?’ or literally ‘Fine?’). This doubles as an 

attempt to greet Grandfather (Shoko’s father), since Shoko has not yet greeted him, even 

though it has been approximately fifteen minutes since the conversation started. The loss 

of the shared visual focus on the picture and the consequential visual appearance of 

Grandfather trigger an attempt to greet him. Interestingly, this attempt is mediated 

through Sachi.  

 
Example 3.10: Greeting to Grandpa 

U.S. Japan 
1.   Sato: 

(Mother) 
Kore na shashin wakaru ke? 
Can you see this picture? 
((zooms in the picture)) 
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2. Shoko: 

(Aunt) 
Un? Aka::n mie::n 
Huh? No, I can’t. 
 

  

3.  [itsu no shashin? 
When was it? 
 

Sato: 
(Mother) 

[kore 
This. 
 

4.    Shoo-chan no seijin shiki 
no 
This was your coming-of-age 
ceremony. 
 

5. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Eh::? 
Really? 
 

  

6.  [sonna ni furui no 
attann 
You really found such an old 
picture? 
 

Sato: 
(Mother) 

[hehehe 
Hehehe 
 

7.   Sachi: Dore kashite 
Which one? Let me see it. 
((the picture disappears 
from the computer screen)) 

8.  (2.0)   
9. Shoko: 

(Aunt) 
Sore owarai no- 
owarai no shashin 
daro kore tte 
That’s like a picture of some 
comedian, isn’t it? 
 

  

10.   Sachi: Kore mama kato omotta n 
yakedo 
I thought this was you, Mom.  
 

11.   Sato: 
(Mother) 

Shoo-chan yo 
It’s Shoko. 

12.  (1.0) GF: [((Grandfather is walking 
by)) 
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13.   Sato: 

(Mother) 
[Ba:chan mama ni you 
nitou= 
Grandmother just looks like me. 
  

14. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 
 
 
(Figure 
3.5) 

=Sachi Sachi Sachi 
Sachi  
Sachi  
 
Sachi, Sachi, Sachi, Sachi, 
Sachi.  
((Shoko leans 
forward to the 
screen whispering to 
Sachi))  
 

 
 
Sachi: 

 
 
Nani? 
What? 
 

15. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Sachi 
Sachi. 
 

  

16.   Sachi: Nani? 
What? 
 

17. Shoko: 
(Aunt)  

Sachi, ji:chan ni 
genki tte kiite 
Sachi, ask how Grandpa, 
“How are you?” 
 

  

18.   Sachi:  Nani? 
What? 
 

19. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Sachi, ji:chan ni 
genkitte kite 
Ask grandpa how he’s doing. 

  

20.   Sachi: Nande jibun de kikan no? 
Why don’t you ask by yourself? 
 

21. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Un? Sachi ni kite 
hoshiin 
Yes, I’d like you to ask him. 

  

22.  (1.0)   
23.   Sachi: 

 
Nande? 
Why?

24. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Un? Nantonaku 
Because (I’d like you to). 

  

25.  (1.0)   
26.  Sachi ga kiita hou 

ga jiichanmo na 
chanto henji suru 
shi 
I just think he’ll be happy 
responding to you if you talk 
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to him. 
27.   Sachi: Jibun de kite 

You can ask by yourself. 
28. Shoko: 

(Aunt) 
Ee:: onegai shimasu 
Sachi sensei 
Please, Miss Sachi (lit. 
‘teacher Sachi). 

  

29.   Sachi: Ee:: 
Nope! 

 

Even though Shoko’s attempted greeting fails because Sachi refuses to help 

Shoko, Shoko and Sachi’s negotiation illustrates that Shoko participates in her nieces’ 

socialization practices. Sachi does not seem to understand why she was asked to greet 

Grandfather by asking how he is doing, as Sachi says “What?” (line 18), “Why don’t you 

ask by yourself?” (line 20), and “Why?” (line 23). This is not surprising, mostly because 

Sachi must have greeted her grandparents when she arrived at their house. Thus, Shoko’s 

prompting her niece is not merely for Sachi to learn how to greet properly. Rather, by 

connecting her aunt and her grandfather, Sachi is socialized into the idea of a group-

oriented way of talking or what Cook calls “attentive listening” (H.M. Cook 1999; H.M. 

Cook 2008). Cook’s work on Japanese classroom interactions shows that students are 

encouraged to express that they are attending to others in class. For example, when 

students talk, they organize their discursive practices in relation to others’ behaviors and 

their previous talk. Japanese classroom interactions do not so much emphasize dyadic 

interactions such as a teacher-student exchange, but the construction of an “interactional 

umbrella” (H.M. Cook 1999: 1450) where the management of participation frameworks 

is given priority. Similarly, Sachi is encouraged to manage webcam participation by 

attending to others’ behaviors, recognizing the presence of others, and including them in 

the umbrella of a webcam participation framework.  
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I have demonstrated how greetings are constructed in the process of managing 

webcam visual fields. The visual recognition of others is incorporated in the stream of 

talk to initiate an exchange of greetings. The visual recognition or “sighting” of others is 

an important initial step that immediately leads to an exchange of verbal greetings 

(Duranti 1992). While sighting typically serves as a prelude to a greeting, webcam 

interactions sometimes reverse this sequential order. A main reason for this is that the 

audio connection is often established before the video connection. However, even after 

verbal greetings are exchanged, participants redefine their mutual visual recognition by 

creatively acknowledging each other’s visual presence.   

 

3.4 PARTICIPATION IN AN ON-STAGE ACTIVITY 

The previous section examined webcam practices in terms of the management of 

face-to-machine space. Particularly significant was that the visual field could be used an 

opportunity for a social encounter, as well as an on-stage space for sharing a joint focal 

point in the conversation across two spaces. In the process of managing visual foci, 

habitual ways of exchanging greetings were reconfigured in innovative ways. This 

section investigates the role of an ‘on-stage’ space created by the management of visual 

foci in a webcam conversation. Specifically, I examine how children are invited to the 

stage and encouraged to perform a show, and how caregivers play a co-performer role.  

Participation in the on-stage space consists of the following three components: (1) 

showing a focal point, (2) describing the focal point, and (3) responding. The following 

short excerpt provides an example. Three-year-old Hugo is showing his favorite toy cars 

to his grandparents through a webcam. In line 1, Hugo holds a toy tow tractor, extends 

his arms, and brings it toward the webcam (line 1). Immediately after this movement, 
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Hugo’s mother provides the name of the toy as she says “korewa:: tooingu torakutaa 

de::su” (‘this is a tow tractor’) (line 2). This narration is followed by Hugo’s 

grandfather’s short responses of hai ha::i (‘Yes, yes’) ( line 3).    
 
 
 
 
Example 3.11: Three components of on-stage activity 

 
1. Hugo: ((brings a toy car 

to the webcam)) 
 
 

 
(1)Showing a focal point 

  
2. M: Korewa:: tooingu 

torakutaa de::su 
This is a tow tractor. 
  

 
(2)Describing (1)  

3. GF:  Hai ha::i 
Yes, yes. 
 

  
(3)Responding to (2)  

 

The organization of these three components is contingent upon contexts. 

Embodied focal points can be material objects, performances, and narratives about 

aspects of the child’s everyday activities. A narration can be elaborated across spaces. It 

leads to a forthcoming event, overlaps with what is being shown on the screen, and 

shadows what the child is showing. The order of the three components may vary, but 

regardless of its complexity, this on-stage activity is temporally formed, repeatedly 

embedded, and strategically orchestrated across spaces in order to encourage the 
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children’s participation in webcam interactions. Similar to family narratives at dinner 

tables (Ochs & Capps 2001), adults structure children’s interactions in certain ways to 

share stories and experiences while socializing children into a technologically mediated 

space. Children not only learn to launch and construct discursive practices, but also learn 

to transform communicative habitus from a co-present space to a mediated space.  

Questions arise: How are on-stage activities embedded in the stream of webcam 

conversation? What discursive resources do participants rely on to launch and achieve the 

activity? How are children socialized into this activity? In what follows, I explore these 

questions by describing how the three components are introduced and managed in the 

course of interaction. In order to construct an on-stage activity, participants coordinate 

the properties of their domestic space and a range of semiotic resources including polite 

sentence final forms, quotation markers, repetitions, prosodic features, and gestures.  
 

3.4.1 Inviting actors to the on-stage space 

An on-stage activity is strategically initiated and maintained by participants’ 

collaborative management of interaction. The child’s parents as well as grandparents in 

the other space actively solicit the child’s participation in on-stage activities. The creation 

of on-stage space varies depending on the properties of family’s home spaces. In the case 

of the Yoshikawa family, Hugo’s ‘on-stage’ space is typically created on his mother’s 

lap. As Figure 3.6 illustrates, Hugo sits on his mother’s lap facing the webcam screen 

when he talks to his grandparents.  
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Figure 3.12: On-stage space on mother's lap 

In the Sasaki family, an on-stage space is typically created on the sofa. Since 

Sota, a three-year-old boy in the United States, is usually running all over the house 

during a webcam conversation, his parents designate the sofa as an on-stage space in 

order for Sota to stay still when he is asked to say, do, and show something for his 

grandparents (Figure 3.7). 

          
Figure 3.13: "On-stage" space on the sofa 

To elicit the child’s participation in an on-stage activity, caregivers actively and 

strategically coordinate children’s behaviors. When Hugo gets bored and attempts to 
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leave the on-stage space (Figure 3.7), Mother and Grandpa collaboratively try to sustain 

Hugo’s attention to the webcam interaction by providing a model for Hugo’s subsequent 

actions. Example 3.12 demonstrates that Mother provides a descriptive statement before 

Hugo shows a toy to his grandparents. Between lines 1 to 5, Mother says “to Grandpa and 

Grandma, ‘this is a passenger step’-tte”. Tte is a quotative marker, but it does not mean 

that Hugo should say ‘this is a passenger step’ to Grandpa and Grandmother. By 

providing the name of the not-yet-seen toy car and marking the name with a quotative tte, 

Mother provides a “scaffolding” (Rogoff 1990; Ochs & Capps 2001) for a forthcoming 

turn for Hugo to provide the act of showing the toy. Grandfather also participates in 

Mother’s scaffolding practices by prompting and questioning (lines 4, 6, and 7).  

 
Example 3.12: The quotative marker, tte 

Yamanashi, Japan Tokyo, Japan 
1. M: Hugo-kun, Hugo-kun jiiji to 

baaba ni:: 
Hugo, Hugo, to Grandpa and Grandma. 
 

  

2.  (0.5) 
 

  

3.  kore wa::= 
This is… 
 

  

4.   GF: =hai misete 
Yes, show it.

5. M: Passenja:: suteppu dayo tte 
“This is a passenger step.” QT 
 

  

6. M: [passenja:: suteppu wa 
dore? 
Which one is the passenger step? 
 

GF: [dore? 
Which one? 
 

7.   GF: Dore? Passenja:: suteppu 
tte dore? 
Which one? Which one is the passenger 
step? 
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This type of highly structured sequence of interaction between caregivers and 

children can be found in a range of ethnographic studies on language socialization. For 

instance, Schieffelin’s work on the Kaluli (Schieffelin 2005 [1990]) illustrates that 

mothers use a particular discourse marker, ɛlɛma (“say like that”), in order to provide 

children with specific utterances made to specific addressees. While Kaluli children are 

expected to repeat the utterances after the ɛlɛma, Hugo in this example is expected to act 

properly rather than repeat what Mother says. 

 

3.4.2 (1) Showing a focal point 

Once children are positioned in the stage space, children’s courses of interaction 

are constantly structured and controlled by caregivers. Children’s discursive practices are 

not only structured in terms of what to show in an on-stage activity, but also how to 

create and show a focal point to grandparents by learning about the webcam’s technical 

affordances.  

 

   3.4.2.1 Creating a focal point 

Focal points featured in on-stage activities do not always consist of material 

objects such as toys, but they can be a range of things including performances like 

singing a song the child learns at school and demonstrating second language proficiency.  

The following two examples illustrate how the presentation of focal points is 

collaboratively achieved in the course of interaction. Example 3.13 is derived from a 

conversation in the Sasaki family. Sota is a four-year-old boy living in the United States 

with his parents, a Japanese father and a Japanese-American mother. Since he was born, 
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Sota has communicated with his grandparents and relatives over webcam, but has not yet 

met in-person with his grandparents in Japan. Sota speaks Japanese most of the time, but 

since he has started to go to preschool, he sometimes speaks English at home as well. For 

Sota’s grandparents, it has been of great interest to know how their “American” 

grandchild acquires the second language and becomes a competent member of American 

society. Therefore, Sota’s grandparents occasionally ask how much his English has 

improved. Immediately before the following example, Sota sang an English song to 

demonstrate his English proficiency, but it was not clear for his grandparents whether 

Sota’s English has improved because he sang too fast for them to recognize it was even 

an English song. The following excerpt begins immediately after the singing.  

The excerpt opens with a question about Sota’s teacher’s names. In line 1, 

Grandfather asks “Sota, what’s your teacher’s name?” This question is repeatedly 

presented in the subsequent turns. An interesting pattern observed here is that 

Grandfather’s question is immediately relayed by Father and Mother (lines 2-3). This 

sequence of a question and its relayed repetitions is constructed again in lines 4-6. Finally 

in line 8, Sota gives one teacher’s name, “Miss Jane,” in a high-pitched voice with a 

stretched vowel. Mother confirms Sota’s answer then adds a scaffolding question, “And 

another teacher’s name is?” (line 9). In line 10, Sota’s me:be:: may sound like “Maggie,” 

but since he does not add the appropriate title “Miss,” Mother corrects Sota in line 11 as 

she says “Miss Maggie it is.” In line 12, Sota’s attention is distracted by a toy truck left in 

the sofa area and as a result, he says torakku:: (“truck”) in a high-pitched voice similar to 

lines 8 and 10. After the sudden demonstration of “truck,” Grandfather and Grandmother 

glance at each other’s faces (line 12). This behavior seems to imply that they did not 
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understand what Sota was doing (or saying). Reflecting on this, Mother modifies 

Grandfather’s original question and asks about Sota’s friends’ names (line 19).  

What is important in this example is that the creation of a focal point is a highly 

collaborative and interactional achievement. In other words, a question and its 

modification are not made to elicit the child’s information per se, but rather to induce the 

child’s participation in an on-stage activity. 

 
Example 3.13: Creating a focal point 

U.S. Japan 
1.   GF:  

Question 
Sota-kun Sensei 
namae nante iuno? 
Sota, what’s your teacher’s 
name? 

2. M: 
Relayed 

Sota, [sensei no namae 
nani? 
Sota, your teacher’s name? 
 

  

3. F: 
Relayed 

      [Sota, Sota 
      Sota, Sota. 
((touches Sota’s elbow 
by his right index 
finger)) 
 

  

4.   GF: 
Question 

Sensei [no namae wa? 
Your teacher’s name? 
 

5. F: 
Relayed 

[Sensei no namae wa? 
What’s your teacher’s name? 
 

  

6. M: 
Relayed 

Sensei no namae nani? 
mi::: nani?= 
What’s your teacher’s name? M.., 
what? 
 

  

7.   GF: 
Question 

=[sensei no namae 
Teacher’s name? 
 

8. Sota: ↑[misu ja::ne↑ 
Miss Jane. 
 

  

9. M: Sou Miss Jane (.) to 
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mouhitori no sensei no 
namae wa? 
Right! Miss Jane.  And another 
teacher’s name is? 
 

10. Sota: ↑(Me:bee::) ↑ 
(Maybe.) 
  

  

11. M: “Miss Maggie” desho 
Miss Maggie it is. 
 

  

12. Sota: ↑Mik- Torakku::↑ 
Mik- Truck. 
((showing his toy 
truck to the camera))  
 
  

  

13.   GF: ((looking to 
Grandmother)) 

14.   GM: ((tilts her head to 
left)) 

15. F: trakku toka ittteru 
He’s saying “truck.” 
((turns his head to 
Mother)) 
 

  

16. Sota: (   ) 
(( trying to show his 
toy truck car to the 
webcam)) 
 

  

17. F: chanto sensei no namae 
iinasai yo 
Say your teacher’s name, please. 
 

  

18. Sota: (    ) 
 

  

19. M: Sota, sota, otomodachi 
no namae nani? 
Sota, Sota, what are your friends’ 
names? 
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20. F:  a otomodachi no namae 

iou 
Yes, let’s say friends’ names. 
 
 

  

 

   3.4.2.2 Showing a focal point 

In addition to the creation of a focal point, children learn how to present the focal 

point as an on-stage activity. The next example illustrates how Hugo appropriately and 

successfully shows his toy cars to his grandparents via a webcam while learning to 

distinguish different webcam affordances, particularly the difference between the location 

of a webcam and visual representations of self and others. In the example, Hugo’s mother 

prompts him and directs his attention to the webcam by repeatedly pointing to different 

areas of the computer screen and describing different functions of the webcam. When 

Hugo notices an image of himself at the bottom left corner of the computer screen in line 

5, his mother describes that the self-image is only seen by Hugo and not by his 

grandparents. Even though she points to the exact location of the webcam, Hugo still 

keeps bringing his car close to an incorrect place (line 8). Mother points to the webcam as 

she says, “It’s not there, it’s a bit wrong. Here, here, this one, this one, this one.” During 

this correction, she holds a pointing gesture. When Hugo becomes able to show two of 

his toy cars to his grandparents, everyone is thrilled.   

 
Example 3.14: Launching an act of showing 

Yamanashi, Japan Tokyo, Japan 
4.  Hugo: ((moves his toy cars on 

the desk)) 
 

  

5.  Mother: Hugo-kun       
Hugo? 
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6.  Hugo: E?= 

Yeah? 
 

  

7.  Mother: sore choodo ne mienaikara  
That just cannot be seen so… 
 
[misete agena yo kokoni 
misete agena yo 
Show it (for them) here.             
((points to the webcam)) 
 

  
 
 
 
 

8.  Hugo: [koko ga mieru 
I see here. 
[((holds a toy car; points 
to the self-image)) 
 

  
 
 
 

9.  Mother: Koko.korewa nee 
Here, this one is- 
 
[Hugo-kun shika  
You’re the only one… 
((points to the self-
image)) 
 

  
 
 

10.  [mitenai kono-. Koko GM: [((laughs)) 
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who can watch. This one-. Here. 
[((points to the webcam)) 
 

 
 

 

11. Hugo: [((holds a toy car; points 
to the self-image)) 
 

  

12. Mother: hhhh soko ja nai soko ja 
nai soko wa chotto chigau 
(.)  
It’s not there, it’s not there. It’s a bit 
wrong. 
 
kocchi kocchi (.)kore kore 
kore 
Here, here, this one, this one, this one. 
 ((points to the webcam; 
holds arm position)) 

 
 

  
 

13. Hugo: ((holds two cars; brings 
them to the webcam))  
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14.  [((claps hands with toys))   
 
 

15. Mother: [sou sou sou sou 
That’s right, that’s right. 

GF: [Wo:::: 
Wow! 
 

16.   GM: [Wo:::: 
Wow! 
 

 

Since Mother sits Hugo down on her lap facing toward the computer screen, 

holding pointing gesture creates a particularly structured space in which Hugo makes the 

correct arm extension. This suggests that the last pointing gesture does not simply point 

to the right direction, but creates a perceptual field for Hugo. Goodwin (1994) calls this  

“highlighting,” a communicative strategy to elucidate particular knowledge inscribed in 

the built environment. In his work on expert-novice interactions among archeologists, 

Goodwin describes that archeologists draw a line with a trowel in the dirt to delineate an 

area in which professionally meaningful dirt features emerge in the course of interaction. 

Similar to this highlighting process, Mother’s pointing gesture creates a space in which 

Hugo learns to successfully make his toy cars visible to his grandparents. Hugo’s 

understanding of webcam affordances is significant not simply in terms of achieving an 

on-stage activity. It is ethnographically important because it provides a rich site for the 

grandparents to share family experiences of witnessing the child’s growth. As they 
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repeatedly told me in interviews, in a webcam conversation Hugo’s grandparents always 

found things Hugo had come to be able to do with computers. Like language, 

technological skills such as manipulating a computer and the Internet are becoming 

common examples of a child’s socialization. The socialization process delineated in this 

example is one of those socialization moments. 

 

3.4.3 (2) Describing the focal point 

Once children begin to show something to their audience over the webcam, 

caregivers provide a brief description about the children’s performances. This narration is 

linguistically marked by the polite sentence final forms desu/masu and repetitions. 

 

Consider the Mother’s utterance in Example 3.11.  
 

3.4.3.1 The use of desu/masu form  

 
Mother:  Kore wa:: tooingu torakutaa       de::su 
            This.TOP.  tow(ing) track/tractor  POL. 
 
             This is a tow tractor. 

 

Immediately after Hugo shows a toy tow tractor, Mother provides the descriptive 

utterance using a desu at the end. The use of polite desu/masu forms when describing the 

child’s performance indexes the public nature of the on-stage activity. Desu and masu 

forms typically function as addressee honorific sentence final forms (Martin 1964; 

Comrie 1976) that index politeness toward the addressee. However, here the introduction 
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of desu/masu forms is not a reflection of politeness toward the addressee, but signals the 

spotlighted child activity made in the prior turn.  

While the use of plain forms is the norm in interactions in Japanese between close 

individuals such as caregivers and children, research with sociolinguistic and 

ethnographic approaches reveals that the use of desu/masu polite sentence final forms or 

the switch between the plain and polite forms are commonly observed in family settings 

(Clancy 1986; Maynard 1993; Sukle 1994; H.M. Cook 1997). This is because the 

desu/masu forms are not just an honorific, but can be resources for indexing social 

contexts, norms, and identities incorporated in conversations. Drawing on ideological 

notions of uchi (‘inside/in-group), soto (‘outside/out-group’), and omote (‘front’), which 

will be discussed in Chapter 5, Cook (1997; 2008) suggests that while a desu/masu form 

indexes politeness towards different types of addressees and reflects social norms when 

used in a soto context, it represents a speaker’s public self when used in an uchi 

(‘inside/in-group’) context. The use of desu/masu in speech between caregivers and 

children indicates caregivers’ responsibilities such as serving food, authority figures such 

as the child’s doctor, and on-stage displays (H.M. Cook 1997: 704) of social roles such as 

a presenter of a game or quiz. The following excerpt from Cook’s study shows how a 

mother switches from the plain form to the desu/masu form in a conversation with her 

son. In this example, Kazushige is telling his mother that when he gave a quiz question in 

class, one of his classmates Nakajima-kun answered, but his answer was not correct.   

 
 

 [Child K of Family O] is telling his mother that he gave quiz questions to his class at 

school.] 
1   K: Boku ne kuizu dashita no, gakkoo de sono 
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      ‘I gave quiz questions at school, uh’ 
 
2   M: Un 
      ‘Uh-huh’ 
 
3   K: Minna no mae de  
      ‘in front of all (the students)’ 
 
4   M: Un  
      ‘Uh-huh’ 
 
5   K: kuizu suru- shisoo ni natta koto an no, 
      ‘(I) give quiz questions- was going to give quiz questions.’ 
 
      Soide ne, kuizu dashita,  
      ‘And, gave quiz questions, 
 
      Nakajima-kun ga (   ) tte yutta. 
      ‘Nakajima-kun said (   )’ 
 
6   M: Sekai no mannaka? 
      ‘(You mean) the middle of the world?’ 
 
7   K: Un  
      ‘Uh-huh’ 
 
8 -> M: Zannen deshita tte Kazushige yutta no? [masu] 
       ‘Did you say, “I’m sorry”?’ 
 
9 ->   Chigaimasu tte yutta no? [masu] 
       ‘Did (you) say, “(That’s) wrong”?’ 

(From H.M. Cook 1997, pp.705) 

 

In lines 8 and 9, Kazushige’s mother asks what Kazushige said to the wrong 

answer. She asks whether Kazushige said zannen deshita ‘I am sorry’ or chigaimasu ‘(the 

answer) is wrong’ and she formulates these quotations in masu forms. Cook describes 

this use of polite forms as not indicative of a social relationship between Kazushige and 

Nakajima-kun, but rather the public nature of the classroom context in which the speech 
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was made. In other words, even though Kazushige and Nakajima-kun are close enough to 

talk in plain forms, they switch to a desu/masu form when they interact in front of other 

classmates in class. This type of interactional “footing” (Goffman 1981) is salient in 

constructing on-stage activities via a webcam. The following excerpt demonstrates how 

Mother and Hugo collaboratively construct their on-stage roles as performer and narrator 

by showing and describing toy cars.  

In the next example, Hugo shows five toy cars (Toy A – Toy E) to his 

grandparents. To successfully present all the cars, Hugo has to coordinate his bodily 

behaviors in a certain way by extending his arm to the location of the webcam. His bodily 

actions are managed and organized by Mother’s discursive practices. By providing the 

name of a toy in desu/masu forms, Mother displays her narrator’s role and this public 

display assigns Hugo a performer’s role. In other words, transferring responsibility as a 

performer, Mother guides Hugo’s participation in the webcam interaction (for "guided 

participation," see Rogoff 1990).  

 
Example 3.15: Desu/masu uses in on-stage activity 

Yamanashi, Japan Tokyo, Japan 
1. M: 

Describing 1 
| 
| 
| 
| 
 

jaa mazu passenja: 
suteppu kaidan torakku 
onegai shimasu 
So first, could you please bring a 
passenger step, I mean a stair 
truck.POL? 
 

  

2. Hugo: 
| 
| 
| 
| 
 

((extends his arm with 
a passenger stair 
truck to the middle of 
the computer screen)) 
 
 

  

3. M: 
| 
| 

kocchi kocchi kore 
kore 
Here, here, this, this. 
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| 
| 
 

((pointing to the 
webcam)) 
 

4. Hugo: 
Showing 
| 
| 

|Toy A 
| 
| 

[((extends his arm 
with a passenger stair 
truck towards the 
webcam; leans 
forward)) 

  

5. M: 
Describing 2 

[kore de:[:su  
(It is) this one.POL 
 

 
GF: 

 
[wooo  woo woo 
woo 
Wow! 

6. Hugo: Hhhhhhh 
 

  

7.   GM: sore katta 
no?= 
Did you buy that one? 
 

8. Hugo: 
Showing 
| 
| 

|Toy B 

((picks up another car 
and  extends his arm 
towards the webcam)) 
 

 =konoaida 
hiroshima itta 
toki? 
When you went to 
Hiroshima the other 
day? 
 

9. M: 
Describing 

danpu- basu  
de::su (.) atowa? 
It is a dump truck (lit. “dump 
bus” ).POL. And then? 
 

 
GF: 

       
[Wooo woo woo 
Wow! 

10.  GM: [Wooo woo woo 
Wow! 

11.Hugo: 
Showing 1 
| 
| 
| 

|Toy C 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

((picks up another car 
and shows it to the 
webcam)) 
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| 
| 

 
 

12.M: 
Describing 1 
| 
| 
| 
 

kore nanndakke?  
What was this one? 
 
[rifuto roodaa dakke?  
>sou sou<= 
Was it a lift loader? Yes, yes. 
 

  

13.Hugo: 
Showing 2 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

[((expands the cargo 
part of the truck))= 

 
 

  

14.M: 
Describing 2 

=nobi ma::su 
(This part) can be expanded.POL 
 

  

15.  GM: Hee:: 
I see. 
 

16.Hugo: 
Showing 
| 

|Toy D 
| 

((picks up another car 
and show it to the 
webcam)) 
 
 

  

17.M: 
| 
| 
| 
Describing 1 
| 

korewa:: tooingu 
torakutaa de::su  
This is a tow tractor.POL 
 

  

18.| 
| 

 GF: ha::i ha::i= 
Yes, yes. 
 

19.M: 
Describing 2 

=hikouki o hippari 
ma::su 
It tows a plane. POL 
 

  

20.  GM: [Dan dan 
shurui ga ooku 
naru to oboe 
kirenaku 
nacchau  
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The more kinds, the 
harder to memorize 
(their names).  
 

21.Hugo: 
Showing 1 
| 
| 

|Toy E 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
 

[((picks up another 
car and shows it to 
the webcam  )) 

 

  

22.M: Sou  
Yes. ((to GM’s question in line 
20)) 
 

  

23. (1.0)   
24.| 

| 
machigaeta kore wa= 
I mistook it. This is- 
 

  

25.Hugo:  
Showing 2 
| 
| 
| 
| 

=[Ko::re ko::re ko::re 
ko::re 
This one, this one, this one, this 
one. 
((keeps his arm in 
front of the webcam; 
moves his hand with a 
toy up and down)) 
 

  

26.M: 
| 
| 

[Haha 
((laughs)) 
 

  

27.| 
Describing 1  
| 
| 
| 

Kore ga hai rifuto 
lo:da: da[tta.hhh 
This one was the high lift loader. 
 

 
GM: 

  
[sore 
na::ni::? 
What is that? 
 

28.Hugo: 
| 
| 

((brings the car back 
to the desk)) 
 

  

29.M: 
Describing 2 
| 
| 

Kore onimotsu nokkeru 
n dayo ne 
This carries luggage, doesn’t it? 
 

  

30.Hugo:  Un  
Yes. 
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31.  GF:  
Describing 3 
 

Nimotsu o 
nokkette 
hakobu yatsu 
kana? 
Is that the one that 
loads and transports 
luggage? Perhaps?  
 

 

Toy A 

The first on-stage activity is initiated by Mother’s solicitation of Hugo’s 

participation in line 1. Selecting which toy Hugo shows to his grandparents, Mother 

models to Hugo an upcoming on-stage activity. This scaffolding strategy is similar to the 

function of the quotative marker tte in Example 3.12, where Mother attempts to keep 

Hugo on the designated on-stage space of her lap.  

Here, Mother’s use of a polite masu at the end of the utterance, “Could you please 

bring a passenger step, I mean a stair truck? (POL),” marks the beginning of an on-stage 

performance. Hugo’s attempt to show the stair truck fails in line 2 because he does not 

bring the toy to the webcam, but to the computer screen where his grandfather’s face is 

projected. Then, Mother corrects Hugo’s arm direction (line 3) and the car is successfully 

seen by the grandparents (line 4). Overlapping with this act, Mother provides a 

descriptive statement as she says “(The stair truck is) this one” (POL)” (line 5) to 

complete the performance of showing a stair truck.  

 

Toy B 

Toy B is presented and described in an adjacency order. As Hugo picks up a 

dump truck, Mother immediately describes that “It is a dump truck (POL)” (line 9). The 

following question, “And then?” (line 9), is a culturally widespread strategy that a 
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caregiver takes to elicit narratives and recruit children’s participation in interaction (Ochs 

& Capps 2001).   

 

Toy C 

Then when Hugo shows Toy C, a lift loader, Mother initially fails to identify its 

name (line 12). Interestingly, she switches back to a plain form when she asks “kore 

nandakke?”(‘What was this one?’ (PLAIN)) without using a desu/masu form. Hugo does 

not give the name, but expands the cargo part of the truck (line 13). This demonstration 

instantly triggers recall from Mother. The name is provided as Mother says “rifuto 

ro::da:: dakke, >sou sou<” (‘Was it a lift loader? Yes, yes’). She quickly describes 

Hugos’ behavior in line 13 by saying “nobi ma::su” (‘(this part) can be expanded’) in a 

polite masu form (line 14.) The rushing short expressions “sou sou”(‘yes, yes’) and the 

immediately following description “nobima::su” (‘this part’ can be expanded’) indicate 

that Mother attempts to synchronize her description with Hugo’s actions of showing toys.  

 

Toy D 

Toy D is a tow truck, and after Mother provides its name, she adds another brief 

description about its characteristics as she says “It tows a plane (POL)” (line 10). Similar 

to the descriptions Mother made for Toy E, Mother does not simply provide names for 

objects that Hugo shows but sometimes gives a brief description. Such extended 

description can be an opportunity for further interaction. In this case, Grandmother makes 

a comment that Mother has to memorize a lot of toy names as Hugo gathers toys (line 

20).  
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Toy E 

When Hugo shows Toy E in line 21, Mother realizes that Toy C was not a lift 

loader, but Toy E is. After one second pause (line 23), Mother says, “I mistook it” (line 

24) with no desu/masu forms. Although Hugo insists on doing a role-play with Mother as 

he keeps holding the toy in front of the webcam and says “This one, this one, this one, 

this one “ (line 25), Mother does not take a narrator’s role. Instead she says “This one 

was the high lift loader” with no desu/masu form. Immediately after this, both 

Grandmother and Mother provide questions to Hugo asking about the toy he showed: 

Grandmother asks, “What is that?” (line 27), and Mother asks “This carries luggage, 

doesn’t it?” (line 29). This suggests that the failure of identifying the name of toys leads 

to a dyadic, not public mode of interaction. The one that Hugo is holding in line 22 is a 

“high lift loader.” Although this corrective description is not uttered in a desu/masu form, 

Hugo holds his arm in front of the webcam until Mother finishes the description in line 

28.   

I have described how Mother and Hugo rhythmically and structurally organize 

their communicative behaviors in on-stage activities of showing toys. This collaboration 

is linguistically marked by polite sentence final forms, desu or masu. This use of 

politeness markers does not indicate a polite stance or hierarchical relation between a 

mother and a child, but instead indexes the theatrical and public nature of the activity in 

which they are involved.   

 

   3.4.3.2 Repetition  

Another strategy that a caregiver (or a mother) uses to describe what a child 

shows involves repetition. In the following excerpt, which immediately follows Example 
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3.13, Mother echoes what Sota says. In the excerpt, Sota is asked to tell his grandparents 

the names of his friends at his preschool. As Sota lists names, Mother repeats them by 

emphasizing pronunciations and shadowing Sota’s prosodic contours consisting of a 

high-pitched intonation and a stretched vowel. For example, when Sota says, jon Pi:e:: in 

line 2, Mother does not reproduce Sota’s rather child-like pronunciation of J:n Pi:ee, but 

repeats “Jean Pierre” with an American English accent.  

 
 Sota: 

Name A 
↑Jon Pi:e::↑ 
Jean-Pierre.  
 

 M: 
Repetition 
   + 
Scaffolding  

↑Jean Pierre↑ hokawa? 
“Jean Pierre.” Who else? 
 

 

After the repetition, she adds a facilitating question of “Who else?” to solicit more names. 

The combination of repetition and this type of scaffolding question, which was also 

shown in Example 3.13, configure a common strategy for a caregiver to elaborate what 

the child is saying (Ochs & Capps 2001). In this example, it is interesting to note that the 

mother’s repetition and the question help Sota return to Grandfather’s initial question 

about the names of Sota’s teachers (Example 3.13). After Sota manages to list four names 

including Jean-Pierre (line 2), Erika (line 4), Mana (line 7), and Jason (line 9) in the form 

of a name-repetition-scaffolding sequence, he goes back to “Jean-Pierre” in line 11. 

Instead of correcting Sota that he has already mentioned “Jean-Pierre,” Mother continues 

to follow the repetition-scaffolding sequence, but this time she returns to Grandfather’s 

initial question and asks about teachers’ names by saying, “Jean-Pierre! (.0.5) And your 

teacher’s name is?” (lines 12-14).   
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Example 3.16: Say your teacher's name 

U.S. Japan 
1.  F:  a otomodachi no namae 

iou 
Yes, let’s say friends’ names. 
 
 

  

2.  Sota: 
 

↑Jon Pi:e::↑ 
Jean-Pierre.  
 

  

3.  M: 
 

↑Jean Pierre↑ hokawa? 
“Jean Pierre.” Who else? 
 

  

4.  Sota: Mi::- ↑E::ika::↑ 
Mi-, Erika. 
 
 

  

5.  GM: ((leans forward to ‘see’ 
Sota’s pronunciation)) 

 
 
 

  

 
 

6.  M: ↑Erika::↑ hoka wa dare 
ga iru? 
“Erika,” and who else do you have? 
 

  

7.  Sota: ↑Ma::na::↑ 
Mana. 
 

  

8.  M: ↑Mana::↑  
hokawa dare ga ita kke? 
“Mana.” Who else do you 
remember? 
 

  

9.  Sota: ↑Je:ise::n↑ 
Jason. 
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10. M: ↑Jason↑  
hokawa dare ga iru? 
“Jason.” And who else do you 
have? 
 

  

11. Sota: ↑Jon Pi:ee::↑ 
Jean Pierre. 
 

  

12. M: ↑Jean Pierre↑ 
 Jean Pierre. 
 

  

13.  (.5)   
14.  Sensei no namae wa? 

And your teacher’s name is? 
 

  

15. Sota:  ↑Misu Je::n↑
Miss Jane. 
 

  

16. M: ↑Miss Jane↑  
mouhitori no sensei no 
namae wa? 
“Miss. Jane.” Another teacher’s 
name? 
 

  

17. Sota: ↑Mis Magi::↑ 
Miss Maggie. 
 

  

18. M: ↑Miss Maggie↑ 
ieta ieta:: 
Miss Maggie. You did it. You did it. 
 

  

19. F:  Ieta ne ippai 
You said a lot of names. 
 

  

20.   GM: jo::zu jo::zu 
((clapping her hands))  
Good job, good job. 

21.    Obaachan yoku wakara 
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kata kedo jo::zu jo::zu 
I couldn’t understand them, but 
you did it well, did it well. 
 
 

22. M: Sota, arigato:::tte 
Sota, say “thank you.” 
 

  

23. Sota:  Ariato 
Thank you. 
 

  

 

 

What is interesting is that Mother code-switches when she repeats the names. In 

the sequence of repeating a name and providing a scaffolding question, Mother, who is a 

bilingual Japanese American, switches languages from English to Japanese. When 

Mother repeats Sota, she does not nativize the non-Japanese names, but pronounces them 

in English. In other words, while Mother could have uttered the name of “Jason” as je-i-

so-n, she pronounced it “Jason” in a way that an English speaker would do. From a 

linguistic socialization point of view, the repetition is a type of elicited imitation or 

“glossing after the fact” (R. Scollon & Scollon 1981) where the child’s utterance is 

repeated in a form that is slightly modified such as by being paraphrased, translated, or 

explained by adults. This modification aims to familiarizes the child to adult patterns of 

discursive negotiations (S. Scollon 1982). However, Sota’s mother’s repetition does not 

only model for the child the appropriate pronunciations of personal names in American 

English, but also helps represent the improvement of Sota’s English for these particular 

audiences. In other words, by emphasizing the English pronunciation in the stream of 

interaction conducted in Japanese, Mother symbolically delineates and foregrounds the 

bilingual environment in which Sota lives.  
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3.4.4 (3) Responding 

There are various kinds of remarks that audiences make about the construction of 

collaboratively shown and described focal points. Audiences provide evaluations, 

compliments, and questions not only as a passive response to the performer, but as a 

collaborative way to facilitate the on-stage activity. In the example of Hugo’s showing 

his toy cars, his grandparents provide short responses such as “wow” and “yes, yes” after 

Mother provides descriptive statements (e.g., lines 9, 10, and 18 in Example 3.15). In 

addition to verbal responses, audiences respond by coordinating their bodily behaviors. In 

Sota’s example, his grandmother aligns herself with Sota by leaning towards the screen 

(line 5 in Example 3.16). When Sota successfully lists all of his friends’ and teachers’ 

names, his parents compliment him (lines 18 and 19) and his grandmother applauses (line 

20).  

A response can be a resource to manage participation frameworks in on-stage 

activities. When Hugo’s mother fails to identify the name of “lift loader” in Example 

3.15, Grandmother provides a question as she says, “What is that?” By directly asking 

Hugo about the toy, Grandmother transfers the narrator’s responsibility of providing a 

description from Mother to Hugo. Building on this shift, Mother also directly asks Hugo 

about the lift loader by saying “This carries luggage, doesn’t it?” (line 29).  

 

(From Example 3.15) 

 
25 
 

Hugo:  
Showing 2 
| 
| 
| 

=[Ko::re ko::re 
ko::re ko::re 
This one, this one, this one, 
this one. 
((keeps his arm in 
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| front of the webcam; 
moves his hand with 
a toy up and down)) 
 

26 M: 
| 
| 

[Haha 
((laughs)) 
 

  

27 | 
Describing 1  
| 
| 
| 

Kore ga hai rifuto 
lo:da: da[tta.hhh 
This one was the high lift 
loader. 
 

 
GM: 

  
[sore 
na::ni::? 
What is that? 
 

28 Hugo: 
| 
| 

((brings the car 
back to the desk)) 
 

  

29 M: 
Describing 2 
| 
| 

Kore onimotsu 
nokkeru n dayo ne 
This carries luggage, doesn’t 
it? 
 

  

30 Hugo:  Un  
Yes. 
 

  

31   GF:  
Describing 3 
 

Nimotsu o 
nokkette 
hakobu yatsu 
kana? 
Is that the one that 
loads and transports 
luggage? Perhaps?  
 

 

 

3.5 THE EMERGENCE OF NEW HABITUS AND TRANSFORMATION OF PRACTICES 

So far, I have shown that the interactional management in face-to-machine spaces 

transforms the impact of taken-for-granted, mutual monitoring possibilities in co-present 

environments. In this section, I discuss what implications face-to-machine spaces have 

for habitual ways of talking and interacting. In a way, visual access to the other space is a 

limited opportunity. Therefore, participants creatively coordinate their discursive 

practices and bodily behaviors to reach their interactional goals. Such negotiations are 
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often described as “limitations,” “ineffectual” experiences, and “communicative 

asymmetries” (Heath & Luff 1993; Keating 2000a) in mediated interactions. In this 

section, I examine how participants achieve their communicative goals regardless of the 

webcam’s “limited” affordances. I suggest that habituated webcam interactions combine 

the “oldness” of using communicative repertoires with the “newness” of the webcam 

context in which habitual ways of interacting are negotiated and managed. On one hand, 

this process reflects upon a “common ground” (Enfield 2006) where family members 

share pragmatic inferences and expectations about doing and being a family, and actively 

secure interaction opportunities through habituating webcam usages in order to reproduce 

cultural and family practices. On the other hand, this process results in the emergence of 

new habits of achieving communicative goals. From this perspective, children are not 

only socialized to language use, but also to ways of behaving in webcam settings.  

The following example illustrates how Sota successfully says “thank you” to 

Grandmother through a webcam. While he already knows how to discursively say the 

phrase, here he is learning how to coordinate turns, the body, and the phrase – bringing a 

book close to the computer and saying “thank you” simultaneously. The following 

excerpt indicates that saying “thank you” in a webcam interaction requires a complicated 

configuration of language, body orientation, and timing. This intricate embodiment of 

thanking may be peculiar to webcam environments. Although Sota manages to utter 

“thank you” three times, his goal is not yet achieved as Grandmother does not realize she 

has been thanked. Sota’s multiple tasks of holding the book, showing the book, standing 

at a particular spot in the face-to-machine space, and saying “thank you” are 

accomplished in collaboration with Mother and Father.  
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In the following short excerpt, the paired sequence of Mother’s instruction and 

Sota’s “thank you” repeats four times (lines 1-2, lines 3-5, lines 7-9, lines 10-11, and 

lines 12-14). In all attempts, Sota manages to say “thank you” except for one time when 

Grandmother greets Sota (line 4). Immediately after Mother quietly says, “Sota, try it 

again” in line 3, Grandmother says “Sota, good evening” (line 4). Now Sota is dealing 

with two tasks: responding to Grandmother’s greeting as well as saying “thank you.” 

These two tasks are somehow converged in line 5 where Sota holds up the book as if to 

hides his face and simultaneously says “good evening” (line 5).  

In the last attempt, Mother and Father instruct Sota to look at the webcam from a 

particular spot in the space (lines 12-13). Sota’s spatial position and his eye gaze 

directions are structured in a particular way within the stage space created in front of the 

computer. Finally in line 16, Grandmother recognizes Sota’s “Thank you for the book.” 

This example shows how an adjacency-paired sequence of “thank you” and “you’re 

welcome” is achieved in a webcam interaction. Sota’s habitual ways of saying “thank 

you” are made relevant in the webcam interaction by repeatedly modifying his body 

postures, spatial positions, gaze direction, and language. Borrowing Mauss’ (1973 

[1935]) terms, Sota’s “body technique” is made relevant in the context of webcam.  

 

 
Example 3.17: Say "thank you" 

 
U.S. Japan 
1.  M: °hora obaachan kita, 

obaachan kita. Sota, 
obaachan ni gohon arigatou 
tte° 
((taps Sota’s back)) 
Look, Grandmother’s coming, 
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Grandmother’s coming. Sota, say 
“thank you for the book” to 
Grandmother. 

 
 

2.  S: Arigatou  
Thank you. 
 

GM: Mie chan, Miechan  
((talks to Sota’s sister, Mie)) 
Hello Mie-chan. 
 

3.  M: °Sota itte goran°= 
Sota, try it again. 
 

  

4.    GM: =A Sota kun, konban wa 
Sota, good evening. 
 

5.  S: Konbanwa  
((hides his face with the 
book)) 
Good evening. 

  

6.    GM: Sakki tsuita hon ne? 
Did that book arrive just now? 
 

7.  M: °Sota hon arigatou tte° 
Sota, say “thank you for the book.” 
 

  

8.    GM: (  ) no hon yonde kureta? 
Tsuita no?= 
Did you read (  )? Did it arrive? 
 

9.  S: =hon arigato 
Thank you for the book. 
 

  

10. M: °mou ikkai itte goran°   
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Try it again. 
 

11. S: Hon arigato 
Thank you for the book. 
 

  

12. M: Sota kocchi mite iwanai 
to= 
((points to the laptop)) 
Sota, you should look here when you 
say thank you. 
 

  

13. F: =motto kocchi gawa ni 
((supports Sota’s back)) 
Come closer on this side. 

  

14. S: Hon arigato 
((waves the book)) 
Thank you for the book. 

  

15.   GM: Iie douitashimashite 
You are very welcome. 

 

Frequent participation in face-to-machine spaces contributes to the construction of 

a communicative “field” (Hanks 2005) through which various social roles and 

relationships are produced and maintained. Participants engage in “position taking” 

practices through which various identities, values, and social expectations circulate 

(Hanks 2005). Although Sota and his grandparents have never met in person, they 
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successfully establish a grandparent-grandchild relationship as shown in this example.  

The coordination of the face-to-machine space and socialization to the space require new 

ways of organizing discursive practices and managing family relationships across 

geographic distances. 

 

3.6 CONCLUSION  

In this chapter, I have described how social encounters are organized in 

coordinating face-to-machine spaces and how this coordination process is understood by 

participants. Not only does the work of monitoring a webcam play a role in visually 

connecting two spaces; it also allows remote family members to observe, interpret, and 

participate in the other space. Actively showing and watching each other’s spaces, family 

members share various experiences.  

The importance in the acts of showing and watching each other’s spaces is 

embodied in managing face-to-machine spaces. Coordinating webcam movements not 

only establishes visual foci, but it creates a stage to spotlight the shared foci. 

Additionally, it facilitates mutual recognition between participants. In face-to-face 

interactions, greeting is a primary form of displaying the recognition of others and 

requires participants’ sighting each other in the immediate context. In webcam 

interactions, however, the sighting-greeting order involves complex negotiations as 

participants do not always share visual and audio access due to the webcam’s limited 

visual access to the other space. When there is a temporal delay in establishing visual 

access as in Example 3.9, participants interrupt the conversation that already began and 

redefine mutual recognition as they visually greet by playfully exchanging V-sign 

gestures.  
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One significant way to create and sustain visual foci, particularly between 

children and caregivers across spaces, involves what I call “on-stage activity.” This 

activity is a temporary action in which caregivers and children engage in order to perform 

in front of particular webcam audiences—grandparents. Children are invited to be on a 

stage-space such as their mothers’ laps or on a particular corner of a sofa to demonstrate 

something to grandparents. Three components of this activity – showing, describing, and 

responding – are collaboratively managed by caregivers’ uses of scaffolding questions, 

repetitions, and compliments. Children’s body behaviors are corrected in particular ways 

in order to coach them to webcam-specific ways of participating in social encounters.  

Based on these findings, I have argued that webcam interactions become an 

important context where conventionalized ways of talking and participating in social 

encounters are contested and negotiated. Coordinating talk, spatial properties, and bodily 

behaviors, new habits of behaving in face-to-machine spaces emerge. As the following 

chapters explore, habitual participation in webcam interactions offer new ways in which 

family members across geographic boundaries produce and reproduce conventional 

family practices and various social responsibilities.  
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Chapter 4: Technology and elder care    

                                                                          

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to consider the impact of technology on the 

management of parent-child relationships over long distances. Specifically I consider 

how the role of technology is recognized in the context of coping with elder parents 

across geographic distances. The idea of oyakōkō or filial piety has been recognized as an 

important conceptual framework through which Japanese people consider elder care or 

more broadly children’s responsibility vis-à-vis their elder parents (Lebra 1998). Under 

the ie system, a living arrangement in which multigenerational households were the 

norm, children were responsible for taking care of their parents in their homes. Although 

the multigenerational household is no longer the dominant living style for contemporary 

Japanese families, the physical closeness between elder parents and children and the 

accessibility that they maintain with each other continue to be important ideological 

dimensions relevant to filial responsibilities. For families over long distances, however, 

the fulfillment of oyakōkō faces challenges due to physical and temporal distances. The 

goal of this chapter is to investigate how the use of technology provides solutions to these 

challenges.  

Since the notion of the panopticon (Foucault 1977) began to be used in describing 

characteristics of internet culture, the use of communication technologies have been 

categorized as a form of surveillance. From this perspective, monitoring technologies 

such as the webcam are types of “social surveillance,” (Tokunaga 2011), “peer-to-peer 

monitoring,” or “lateral surveillance” (Andrejevic 2005). While this line of research 

addresses sensitive issues related to the boundary between the private and the public, and 
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the difference between online and offline behavior, little attention has been given to the 

dynamic process in which the work of monitoring becomes an interactional resource for 

family members to display affects, achieve communicative goals, and consequently 

maintain family relationships over long distances.  

Instead of treating the use of technology as a way of monitoring and controlling elder 

parents’ behaviors, I consider it to be a way to sustain a communicative environment for 

children and their elder parents across spaces. By addressing how the role of technology 

is recognized in terms of elder care practices, I argue that the use of a webcam constructs 

an emerging context where oyakōkō practices are negotiated and transformed. Even 

though remote children are not able to live close to their parents in order to provide 

physical care, the use of technologies allows other types of care practices, including 

taking care of parents’ computers and providing emotional care via a webcam. For far-

flung children, promoting the use of communication technologies, managing their 

parents’ media environments, and providing emotional care by using a webcam 

contribute to the construction of a new form of oyakōkō. 

In what follows, I first analyze how the use of technology is relevant to elder care 

practices and how Japanese families consider technologies as a way to fulfill one’s filial 

responsibilities. Next, I discuss how geographic distances impact on participants’ 

understandings of filial responsibilities and the maintenance of parent-child relationships. 

Drawing on the notion of oyakōkō, I analyze the ways in which parents and children 

collaboratively negotiate their responsibilities and roles. Then I describe two types of 

care practices, media care and emotional care, that characterize ways in which remote 

children fulfill their oyakōkō responsibilities. In media care practices, children encourage 

the use of communication technologies, fix their parents’ computer problems, and 
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increase interactional opportunities for their parents. Emotional care practices are 

reciprocated in using technologies. By describing and examining physical appearances on 

a webcam screen, interpreting what others say, and sharing discourses about pain and 

health, children and their parents provide emotional and moral support across physical 

and temporal distances. 

 

4.2 CARE OR CONTROL? : TECHNOLOGY AND ELDER CARE  

As digital communication technologies develop, the use of technologies has been 

recognized as a new opportunity for elder care. Unlike so-called “Web 2.0” sites 

(O'Reilly 2005) such as blogs, weblogs, and homepage-based communities where users 

collaboratively create a virtual society, the installment of digital communication devices 

such as a webcam in one’s residence visually and directly connects individuals across 

spaces. Such peer-to-peer communication devices play an important role in managing 

long-distance elder care because such devices transform the impact of physical proximity 

among family members in new ways. In postindustrial societies such as Japan and the 

United States where growth in the proportion and number of elderly has been recognized, 

various kinds of technology devices including webcams, sensor detective systems, and 

surveillance cameras have been installed in the elderly’s homes. For example, a recent 

article in the New York Times describes a vast range of companies, from a start-up to 

General Electric, are developing systems that allow families to place movement sensors 

throughout the house. The sensors collect detailed information about any movement 

occurring inside the house, such as when doors are opened or what time a person goes to 

bed; the information is sent out via email text message or voice mail (Stout 2010).  
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While advantages are widely acknowledged, a major concern of using such 

monitoring technologies in domestic environments is how to reconcile intergenerational 

tensions. In research on surveillance, the controversial relation between privacy and good 

intentions is an important theoretical theme (Agre & Rotenberg 1998; Bennett 2011; 

boyd 2011). Unlike traditional forms of surveillance, typically used by entities (e.g. a 

nation state or a corporation) to monitor individuals, these emerging forms of 

surveillance through digital communication technologies circulate on the individual level. 

Thus, monitoring technologies such as motion sensors at one’s mother’s home are 

considered to be a device for “peer-to-peer monitoring” (Andrejevic 2005), 

“interpersonal electronic surveillance,” or “social surveillance” (Tokunaga 2011). In this 

line of research, the use of such technologies for the purpose of elder care is considered a 

form of surveillance that causes tension regarding the sensitive boundary between 

“loving watchfulness and over-intrusion” (Stout 2010: 3).  

Even though Japanese families acknowledge that sensitive issues may arise when 

using a technology for the purpose of elder care, digital communication technologies are 

typically recognized as a new opportunity for children to conduct oyakōkō or filial 

responsibilities for their elder parents. Yasuko, a mother of a one-year old son, once 

reluctantly told me that her parents in Japan declined the idea of buying a computer and a 

webcam. Her disappointment was not because her parents refused the assistance of 

technology in being independent in their homes, but because they did not give her an 

opportunity to fulfill filial responsibilities to her parents. She was hoping to use a 

webcam with her parents in order to ascertain that they were doing fine, as well as to tell 

them that her family was doing fine. As she said, “a webcam is a good way to do my 

oyakōkō.” Yasuko’s story symbolically illustrates a common issue that remote children 
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may share when they contemplate ways in which they can fulfill their filial 

responsibilities. Contrary to various studies about the Japanese family where the idea of 

oyakōkō revolves around issues directly related to physical care for elder parents, for a 

long-distance parent-child relationship, the significance of oyakōkō is placed on how to 

obtain and provide reassurance about each other’s well-being. While the management of 

physical and daily caring for the elderly is recognized as an important aspect of the idea 

of oyakōkō, far-flung children attempt to fulfill their oyakōkō by creating and maintaining 

communicative environments involving technologies. Therefore, monitoring technologies 

are treated not as controlling devices, but as tools with which family members confirm 

each other’s well-being and collaboratively produce and maintain the sense that they 

share a safe, protective environment with elder parents. 

 For example, Tokyo Gas, a major gas company in Tokyo, offers an email service 

called mimamooru (‘watching over’ or ‘protecting by watching’) for monitoring 

subscribers’ utility usage. As illustrated by Figure 4.14, this service is promoted as a new 

way to achieve oyakōkō by allowing young couples to monitor whether utility usage at 

their parents’ house is normal.  
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Figure 4.14: Tokyo Gas Mimamooru (translations are provided by the author) 

http://home.tokyogas.co.jp/mima/index.html?utm_source=asahicom&utm_medium=chu
mokujoho&utm_campaign=0906  

What is emphasized in Figure 4.14 is that through monitoring utility usage, far-flung 

children as well as their elder parents can establish anshin (‘peace of mind’ or ‘feeling 

safe’). In fact, the mimamooru service is one of the utility’s anshin-services, as indicated 

by the index tag in Figure 4.14.  

In the Murano family, the establishment of anshin is accomplished by constantly 

managing domestic media spaces in each household. For example, in addition to using a 

webcam, there is a surveillance camera installed in Mr. and Mrs. Murano’s house. All of 

their children live in remote cities and have access to the surveillance camera via internet. 

Initially, the first son’s family installed a surveillance camera in his own home to monitor 

their dog that had a history of epilepsy. A few months later, the first son installed a 

surveillance camera in Mr. and Mrs. Murano’s home and made it possible for his sister 

Satomi in the United States to access to the surveillance camera.  
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Figure 4.15: Installing a surveillance camera 

 Satomi describes that although everyone in her family is aware of potential over-

intrusion, the installment of surveillance cameras was accepted with ease because “it is 

like an intercom phone in the house.” In fact, Mr. and Mrs. Murano’s house in which 

Satomi and her brothers grew up was equipped with intercom devices in each room. 

When dinner was ready, Mrs. Murano called each one of her children in their rooms by 

using the intercom telephone. Therefore, the installment of a surveillance camera is 

considered an extension of the intercom phone with an addition of visual access to other 

family members’ domestic and private spaces. Additionally, as Satomi told me in an 

interview, if she had a choice regarding the use of a new technology for elder care, she 

inclined to use it rather than not to use it because sono hou ga anshin (‘(I) feel more 

anshin that way’).  
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The sense of anshin featured in the Tokyo Gas’ email service and in the use of the 

surveillance camera in Satomi’s family suggests that the use of technologies is not merely 

recognized as a way to promote the independent life management of elderly people, but it 

is characterized as an opportunity to express care for parents. In other words, far-flung 

children do not only aim to establish a worry-free, peaceful state of mind for their elder 

parents, but to use technologies as a way to feel like they are fulfilling filial 

responsibilities. This does not mean that negative predictions and anxious minds are 

tolerated and encouraged, but the use of technologies provides means for children and 

their elder parents to display their moral and emotional commitment to each other. My 

focus in this chapter is to shed light on this interactional process enabled by the use of 

technologies.  

 

4.3 THE IMPACT OF GEOGRAPHIC DISTANCE ON OYAKŌKO, FILIAL PIETY 

The concept of oyakōkō, filial piety, illustrates an important aspect of managing 

children’s responsibilities vis-à-vis their parents and maintaining a coherent family 

structure in Japan. The notion is a symbolic ethical ideology that has been discussed 

widely in studies about Japan and its social organizations (e.g. Nakane 1970; Traphagan 

2000b; Ochiai 2005; Hashimoto & Traphagan 2008b). When Japan became a nation-state 

in the late 19th century due to the Meiji Restoration, a Family Law was implemented 

expanding the primogeniture or the patriarchal stem family system. As a consequence, 

Japanese multigenerational families started to change their residence patterns. Within this 

expanded system, called ie (Nakane 1967), children were responsible for taking care of 

their parents in their homes; this type of co-resident elder care was a prototypical form of 

oyakōkō. Even in contemporary Japanese communities, although the traditional form of 
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oyakōkō is considered to have disappeared (Maeda 2004), the idea of children’s 

responsibility to take care of their parents is well recognized in various Japanese 

communities (Traphagan 2000b).  

In addition to co-resident elder care, there are various ways in which the idea of 

oyakōkō is realized. Before World War II, simply having children was part of being 

oyakōkō, as it was commonly believed that without a child one cannot become “a full-

fledged person” (Grossberg 1999: 216). In contemporary Japan, children’s returning 

home for their parents by giving up their career is often considered an example of 

achieving oyakōkō (Traphagan 2000b: 37-38).  

Although social meanings and people’s attitudes toward oyakōkō have been shifting 

to accommodate various social factors including the impact of individualism and 

industrialization (Maeda 2004) and the consequential increase in assisted-living facilities 

(Traphagan 2006), there remains a preference for the physical proximity between 

children and their parents. For instance, even though elderly people tend to live 

independent from their children, children attempt to live within the same property or 

within a commutable distance. From 1983 to 2008, the elderly population over 65 either 

living alone or only with a spouse has increased from 28% to 50.8% (Statistics Bureau 

2009a). However, 39.7% of the single elderly households and 50.1% of the elderly 

couple households have married children who live in locations within one hour of 

commuting time (Statistics Bureau 2009a). Additionally there has been an alternative 

form of co-residential housing called nisetai juutaku or three generation housing, in 

which a younger and an elder generations live together “under one roof” or within the 

same property, but have separate living quarters (N. Brown 2003) in order to maintain 

each other’s privacy. These studies suggest that while the decline of the traditional 
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multigenerational household is widely recognized, approximately half of contemporary 

Japanese families attempt to maintain a commutable, relatively close distance to elder 

parents’ homes, allowing children to immediately go to parents’ homes if something 

serious happens.  

The participants in this study clearly fall into the category of the other half of the 

population who do not maintain a close physical distance with their parents. Apparently 

the physical distance between Japan and the United States is a critical hurdle and 

consequently it raises tensions between siblings. Tamiko, who lives in the United States, 

has a younger sister, Hanako in Japan. According to Tamiko, Hanako always complains 

about Tamiko’s “irresponsible” attitudes (musekinin) because Tamiko does not act as a 

good first daughter (chōjo). Hanako often “scolds” Tamiko for not anticipating their 

parents’ care. In Tamiko’s terms, Hanako is “mature for her age” (shikkari shiteru) as she 

organizes her career by contemplating their parents’ elder care. In the following excerpt 

from an interview, Tamiko mentions that Hanako is planning to change her career 

according to the physical distance between her parents’ home and the location of her 

work because she anticipates that Tamiko may not be able to go back to Japan when their 

parents become sick.    

 
Example 4.18: Tamiko’s younger sister 

 
4. Tamiko: Otoosan to okaasan ga taoreta ra kaette koreru no? 

toka ne, imouto ni iwareta no.  
My sister always says, “are you able to come back or not if our father and 
mother become ill?”  
 

5. Chiho: Soudayo, dousuru no? demo imouto san mo sono koro 
madeniha kekkon siterukamo sirenaishi, dokoni 
sumuka wakaranai yone? 
Yeah, what would you do? But your sister will possibly be married by then 
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and doesn’t know where she will live, right? 
 

6. Tamiko: Nannka demo ima, Adachi no hou ni sumuka, jibun no 
ikitai byouin de Tokyo (eki) no tokoroni sumuka 
nayannderu kara, watashi wa docchiidemo iinjanai 
tte watashi wa itteru no. Datte, tonai nanndakara 
Adachi toka dattara juppun de kaereru shi. 
But right now she’s deciding where to live, whether she should live 
somewhere in Adachi (where our parents live) or find a job in the hospital 
she likes near the Tokyo station area. I told her she should choose a job she 
likes. Our parents live in Adachi, but from the Tokyo station, it only takes 
about 10 minutes.  

 

 

Similar to positive connotations that emerged in the story of a child who gave up his 

career to return to his hometown (Traphagan 2000b: 37-38), Hanako’s decision making 

process is understood as mature and filial. Contrarily Tamiko’s course of life which is 

based in the United States is considered to be “irresponsible,” a bad example of not being 

filial. Tamiko, who is married to an American husband, claims that while she does not 

intend to leave the United States, she “regrets” being far away from her parents, unable to 

carry out her responsibilities as the first daughter.  

As Example 4.18 indicates, remote children recognize the geographic distance 

between Japan and the United States as a hurdle for fulfilling their filial responsibilities 

and for managing an intra-generational relationship. The following example demonstrates 

how issues that arise as a result of geographic distance are handled and social 

expectations regarding filial responsibilities are negotiated in a webcam interaction.  

Returning home is expected not only when elder parents’ health conditions become 

an issue. Particularly after couples have a child, frequent or regular visits to their parents’ 

houses with the child are considered a form of oyakōkō. For diasporic families like 

Tamiko or Satomi, the arrangement of a return trip requires a range of negotiations due to 
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the geographic distance between Japan and the United States and consequential 

difficulties that may arise in traveling with small children. The following example 

demonstrates an interesting way in which this social expectation of returning home with 

children is contested and negotiated in a webcam conversation. Example 4.19 is derived 

from a webcam conversation between Satomi, her mother, and her mother-in-law. As the 

following figure shows, Satomi is at her own apartment in the United States, talking to 

her mother in Japan through a webcam as she feeds her new born son, Yuji. At the time 

of the conversation, Mrs. Takeno, Satomi’s mother-in-law, was present at Satomi’s 

apartment. She had been visiting Satomi for about a month in order to help take care of 

the family. Mr. Takeno, Satomi’s father-in-law, also visited Satomi, but just went back to 

Japan earlier in the day that the conversation was recorded. Mrs. Takano, the mother-in-

law, occasionally joined the webcam conversation. 
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Figure 4.16: Satomi, her mother, and her mother-in-law 

An image of Mrs. Murano not only appears on a small laptop screen, but is also projected 

on a big TV screen. Having the visual representation of her mother shared with her 

mother-in-law through a dual monitor on the TV screen, Satomi transforms a two-way 

daughter-mother conversation into a three-way family conversation.  

Situated within this intriguing participation framework, Satomi, her mother, and her 

mother-in-law discuss practical difficulties of creating opportunities to meet the baby in 

person. What is intriguing is that different aspects of “meeting in person” are introduced 

and talked about in the course of interaction. After Satomi says, “next time when (Mr. 

Takano) meets (Yuji), he will have grown a lot” in line 1, Satomi’s mother, Mrs. Murano 

says “it may take a while for (Yuji) to be able to get on a plane” (line 4). Here, Mrs. 

Murano associates a candidate next-time meeting with the age requirement of plane ride. 
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In line 6, Satomi says, “even if (Yuji) could (get on a plane), it is quite difficult to take 

him back to Japan.” Satomi does not emphasize the legal age for plane ride, but practical 

difficulties that may arise during the trip. She further elaborates the difficulties in line 9 

by providing possible problems she may encounter. After Satomi’s listing of difficult 

aspects of traveling with Yuji, Mrs. Murano suggests that “(we/this side) should go and 

visit for a while” (line 12).  

 

 
Example 4.19: How to meet grandchildren 

U.S. Japan 
1.  Satomi: Tsugi au toki wa daibu 

ookiku natteru kara 
Next time when (Mr. Takano) 
meets (Yuji), he will have grown 
a lot.  
 

  

2.  Mrs.T: 
(mother
-in-
law) 

[ookiku un 
Yes, (he will be) grown up. 
 

  

3.    Mrs. M: 
(Satomi’s 
mother) 

[Un sou yo ne 
Yes, indeed. 
 

4.     Hikouki noreru youni 
naru no ga mada daibu 
saki darou kedo ne 
It may take a while for (Yuji) to 
be able to get on a plane.  
 

5.  Mrs.T: U::n 
Yes. 
 

  

6.  Satomi: Dashi, hikouki norete 
mo nihon ni tsurete 
kaeru noga taihen 
Even if (he) could, it is quite 
difficult to take him back to 
Japan. 
 

  

7.  Mrs.T: Un un:n 
Uh huh. 
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8.    Mrs.M: Sou sou sou 

That’s right. 
 

9.  Satomi: Sally mo iru shi Yuji 
mo ryouhou tsurete 
hitori dattara chotto 
muzukashii. Yasushi 
kun to kaerere ba 
iikedo mata mae mitai 
ni zettai kaerenai to 
omou shi ne 
I have Sally (her dog), too. If 
I’m alone and taking both of 
them, that would be difficult. It 
would be ideal if Yasushi could 
return with me like last time, but 
I’m sure that is unlikely 
happening.  
 

  

10.   Mrs.M: Aa, aa 
Uh huh. 
 

11. Mrs.T: Dotanba de kaere masen 
to naru to ne, Yuji-
chan o senaka ni seoi 
Sally-chan o bebii kaa 
ni ire 
If he had to cancel a trip last 
minute, (Satomi) has to carry 
Yuji on her back, Sally in a 
stroller… 
 

  

12.   Mrs.M: Kocchi ga aini ikan to 
ikenai ne shibaraku  
 (We/this side) should go and 
visit for a while. 
 

13. Mrs.T: Soudesu ne 
That’s right.  
 

  

14.   Mrs.M: Otoo-san ga ni gatsu ka 
sangatsu goro ni aini 
ikouka tte 
Dad said he’d like to go and see 
(Yuji) next February or March.  
 

15. Mrs:T: Aa, yokatta ((laughs)) 
That’s good! 
 

  

16. Satomi: Uchi wa itsu demo ii   
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yo 
Anytime is good with us. 

 

The negotiation practices that Satomi and her mother create in this example illustrate 

the interdependent nature of a Japanese parent-child relationship. As a Japanese 

psychiatrist Takeo Doi explains, a parent-child relationship in Japan is characterized in 

relation to the concept of amae (‘dependency’). It refers to a complementary relationship 

as caregivers allowing indulgence (amayakasu) for their children and the children asking 

their parents for dependence (amaeru) (Doi 1971b). As parents become old, the roles are 

gradually reversed and the children become the provider of indulgence. Practices of 

oyakōkō such as taking care of elder parents form an example where the role shift is 

recognized. Important to note is that this type of dependency and its role shift do not refer 

to a passive reliance that one seeks from another. Children and their elder parents 

negotiate when and how they take the role of an indulgence seeker or provider. 

Example 4.19 illustrates how a daughter in the United States changes what is 

expected as an oyakōkō activity to an opportunity to ask for the role of dependent. 

Possible difficulties mentioned in relation to travels to Japan can be interpreted as an 

indirect request Satomi makes for her mother (and mother-in-law) to come to the United 

States to see Yuji. Releasing oyakōkō burdens of returning home, Satomi’s indirect 

request leads to her mother’s taking the role of an indulgence provider. Further, as the 

mother-daughter negotiation regarding trips is made in the presence of her mother-in-law, 

Satomi indirectly tells her mother-in-law that Satomi and her son will not go to Japan 

anytime soon. While Satomi takes an active role in creating opportunities for her son and 

her parents (and parents-in-law) to “meet” via a webcam, her mother provides reciprocal 

assistance by actually traveling to the United States. Becoming a good dependent or an 
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efficient provider of indulgence shapes an important part of the communicative 

competence that maintains intergenerational relationships (Lebra 1976; Traphagan 

2000b). In a way, the interdependency inherited in parent-child relationships transforms 

conventional ways of realizing oyakōkō. From this perspective, the notion of oyakōkō is 

“a fluid concept” that is “coconstructed and manipulated within families” (Traphagan 

2006: 206).  

 

4.4 PRACTICES OF MEDIA CARE 

As shown in the previous section, children’s proactive persuasion in using 

technologies for and with their elder parents and maintaining a communication 

environment echoes practices created over years in the relationship between children and 

their elderly parents in respect to their interdependent relationships and oyakōkō. Even 

though providing physical care is not easily accomplished by children from afar, children 

engage in other kinds of care practices by using digital communication technologies. As 

it has been an ideological norm and moral obligation that children take care of their 

elderly parents, children take care of parents’ computers and other media environments. 

The ideological importance of physical proximity and accessibility between children and 

their parents is transformed in media care practices.  

 Media care practices do not merely entail setting up the elder parents’ computers, 

internet connections, and other relevant technological devices, and fixing any technical 

problems. An important aspect of media practices is that behaviors and practices made in 

using technologies become a window for children to interpret and understand their 

parents and accommodate their parents’ needs. In other words, issues that arise due to 

communication technologies become a nexus for family relationships. In this section, I 
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explore how interactional practices are juxtaposed with those of media care among family 

members across geographic boundaries, and thereby how a long-distance parent-child 

relationship is managed through such negotiations. I focus on three aspects of media care 

practices: First, I investigate how participants encourage local as well as cross-spatial 

interactions as they use a range of communication tools. Second, I describe how children 

adapt to their parents’ media usages by accommodating their parents’ media knowledge 

and experiences. In this process, they also modify ways that their filial responsibilities are 

accomplished. Lastly I describe the role of “tech support” in a family and discuss how its 

social expectations are understood in relation to various social relationships.  

 

4.4.1 Encouraging communications across and within spaces 

First I explore how participants collaboratively maintain elder parents’ media 

environments by using webcams and other relevant communication tools. In the 

following example, Kana and her sisters discuss issues related to manners of using 

communication tools in one of their regular webcam sessions. Kana, a mother of one-

year-old Taro, lives in the United States with her American husband, David. She has two 

older sisters, Aki and Yuri who live in Tokyo and the United Kingdom respectively. 

Since Taro was born, Kana has actively interacted with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Yano, 

and her siblings by using a webcam.  
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Figure 4.17: The Yano family 

 

The family encourages each other to turn on Skype, webcam software, when they are 

home. This suggests that the visual (and virtual) representation of one’s online status does 

not necessarily represent availability for talking at that moment, but provides a publically 

available cue for family members to recognize one’s virtual existence, indicating the 

normality of life. As Kana described in an interview, she could feel anshin by monitoring 

the online status of her mother’s Skype account.  

When the following conversation was recorded, Kana was worried because her 

mother had not been online for a while. The excerpt is derived from a webcam 

conversation between Kana and her sister Aki when Kana was trying to find out the 

reason for her mother’s continuous offline status. In the excerpt, Kana figures that the 

mother’s computer is broken. While Kana attempts to gather more information about the 
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computer problem, Aki repeatedly claims she does not know much about it in line 8 and 

10. Finally in line 11, Kana insistently asks Aki to tell their mother to buy a laptop.   

 

 
Example 4.20: Kana’s mother’s computer 

 
U.S. Japan
1. Kana: Neechan Okaasan zutto 

online janai n dakedo 
Hey sis, mom hasn’t been 
online for a long time.  
 

  

2.   Aki: Konpuutaa kowareteru n ja 
nai? 
Her computer is probably broken. 
 

3. Kana: Kowaretan? 
Broken?? 
 

  

4.   Aki: Un 
Yeah. 
 

5. Kana: Mata anta suneteru 
tte ittetakara zutto 
sonomama enchoo de 
suneta manma nanokato 
omotta 
I thought she was still upset 
about the other day, as you 
said. 
 

  

6.   Aki: Kowareten nen pasokon 
No. Her computer is broken. 
 

7. Kana: (    ) kowashitan? 
Is it (    ) who broke it? 
 

  

8.   Aki: Nanka shiran. Mae 
okashikatta yo. 
I don’t know. (The computer) was acting 
strange before.  
 

9. Kana: Doushitano? 
What happened? 
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10.   Aki: Shiran. Nanka kaun janai? 
Mou mata naoshini itta tte. 
Yoku naoshini ittetamon. 
I don’t know. She might be buying a new 
one. She said she brought it in for repair 
quite often.  
 

11. Kana:  Nooto basukon kaina 
tte okaasan ni 
itteoite yo 
Please tell Mom to buy a 
notebook. 
 

  

12.   Aki: Shashin toka haitteru kara 
are dousurun darou 
What will she do with pictures in there? 
 

13. Kana: E? 
What? 
 

  

14. Kana: [Shashin wa yakeru 
desho? 
Pictures, (she) can copy and 
burn them (to save). 
 

Aki: [Shashin 
Pictures. 
 

 

 Managing parents’ media environments is not confined to their computer and 

webcam use. On another day when Kana was talking to Yuri in England through a 

webcam, she drew attention to their father’s cell phone usage. A couple of months before 

this webcam interaction, Kana visited her parents in Japan with her son Taro. During her 

stay, she borrowed her father’s cell phone and noticed nobody had called him. He told 

Kana that he was using his cell phone not as a phone, but as a dictionary, embedded in 

the texting function of a typical Japanese cell phone. In the following excerpt, the sisters 

negotiate whether they should send text messages to their father more often. At the 

beginning, Yuki reluctantly mentions that their father sent a video of their grandmother 

that Yuki had already seen. Since Yuki has seen it many times, she does not “have to 

watch it again” (line 5.) Responding to Yuki’s unenthusiastic attitude toward her father, 

Kana strongly suggests that Yuki send text messages to their father’s cell phone more 
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often (lines 8-11). Although their father may not respond to the sisters’ text messages, she 

thinks frequent text messages from Yuki will make him delighted.  

 
Example 4.21: Kana’s father’s cellphone  

U.S. U.K. 
1.   Yuri: Chinami ni 

By the way. 
 

2. Kana: Hai 
((patting Taro’s back 
while he is crying)) 
Yes? 
 

  

3.   Yuri: Otoosan ga mata bideo 
okutte kita 
((smiling to Taro)) 
Dad sent us a video again. 
 

4. Kana: Obaachan no? 
((patting Taro’s back)) 
Yeah? Grandma’s video? 
 

  

5.   Yuri: (    ) miseru hituyou 
nai tte itta n dakedo 
Mata onajino 
okuttekite miru 
hituyou nai nen te 
(     ) he doesn’t have to show 
it, I said. But he sent the same 
one. I don’t have to watch it 
again. 
 

6. Kana: Onaji bideo? 
Is that the same video? 
 

  

7.   Yuri: Atarashii bideo. 
Obaachan no.  
It’s the new video of Grandma.  
 

8.  
Kana: 

                
[Anone motto chosshuu 
otousan ni nee 
You know what. More often to 
your Dad,  

 

 Mattaku onnaji 
[(yatsu) 
The same one. 
 

9. 
   

  Yuri: Un 
Yes 
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10. Kana: Tekisuto shiteagete  

Send text messages! 
 

  

11.   Yuri: Otousan meeru okutte 
mo henji sinaikara 
He doesn’t respond when I text 
him. 
 

12. Kana: Henji sinaikedo 
yorokonderu kara. 
Kwaisou nandayo. Watshi 
ga mottete mo darekara 
mo denwa kakatte 
konaishi ne, Otoosan 
konnan mottetemo 
jishogawarini tukatteru 
dakeya tte kanashiku 
itteta 
He doesn’t respond but he’s really 
happy (if he receives emails from 
you). It was sad (when I was 
borrowing his cell phone in Japan) 
that nobody called him on his cell 
phone. Dad said “I’m using my 
cell phone as an electronic 
dictionary.” 
 

  

13.   Yuri: Otousan demo kiita? 
Okaasan ni ageta saa, 
keitai denwa kaiyaku 
shitatte 
Oh, did you hear that Dad 
cancelled a cell phone (we) gave 
to Mom? 
 

14. Kana: Yuttetana  
You told me.  

  

 

These examples indicate the important role that Kana plays in facilitating 

intergenerational communications. Sharing discourses about her parent’s behaviors 

surrounding the digital communication technologies such as a laptop and the dictionary 

function of a cell phone, Kana attempts to involve her parents and sisters in order to 

maintain a familial environment encompassing Japan, the United States, and the United 
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Kingdom. Kana’s dedicated attitude illustrated in the examples indicates that Kana as the 

youngest in the Yano family is modeling the role of the filial child. Although traditionally 

all these women no longer belong to their natal ie after marriage, they remain important 

to and actively involve each other’s lives in relation to their natal ie, their “other house” 

(S. Clark 1999).  

In addition to cross-spatial interactions, the use of a webcam encourages local 

interactions. In the Yano family, children occasionally send each other small presents and 

when the presents arrive, they join each other via webcam to open and see the presents 

together. The idea of gifts in the Yano family is inextricably linked to the use of a 

webcam. Immediately after Example 4.20, Kana asks about a package she recently sent. 

Enclosed were items that her mother and her nephew requested including pieces of 

interfacing for sewing, stickers of an American basketball player, and table cloths with 

printed images of Transformers and Spiderman. Interestingly, the package was sent 

directly to the mother’s home so that Aki has to visit or contact her mother to pick up the 

presents. In line 1, Kana asks about the package as she says “by the way hasn’t that 

arrived yet, the interfacing?” Contrary to a general assumption that a “yes” or “no” 

follows the “whether” question, Aki responds with another question asking where the 

interfacing is supposed to arrive (line 2). Kana then answers the item should arrive at 

their mother’s place (line 3). This sequence of Kana’s “whether” and Aki’s “where” 

questions suggests that there is shared knowledge that when Kana sends a package, she 

often combines presents and sends them to one place.  
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Example 4.22: Kana’s package  

 
U.S. Japan
1. Kana: Souda are mada 

todoitenai? Secchaku 
shin 
By the way hasn’t that arrived yet? 
The interfacing? 
 

  

2.   Aki: Doko ni todokuno? 
Where is it supposed to arrive? 
 

3. Kana: Okaasan toko 
At Mom’s place. 
 

  

4.   Aki: A, siiru no? 
Do you mean stickers? 
 

5. Kana: Secchaku shin teiuka 
shiiru ka. 
Right. Interfacing, I mean sticker 
ones.  
 

  

6.   Aki: Miku-chan no shiiru wa? 
How about Miku’s stickers? 
 

7. Kana: Aa sonoato taagetto 
ikan kattakara  
Oh, I didn’t go to Target after that. 
 

  

8.   Aki: A, iiyo iiyo. 
No worries.  
 

9. Kana: Hobii robii no ne 
Instead (I went to) Hobby Lobby. 
 

  

10.   Aki: Un 
Yeah. 
 

11. Kana: Nannka basuketto no 
senshu no dekkai siiru 
okutta 
And sent her a big sticker of some 
basketball player. 
 

  

12.   Aki: Sore yorokobu kana? 
Do you think (he) likes it? 
 

13. Kana: Wakaran. Amerika 
dattara nanndemo 
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yorokobu tte ittajan. 
Ato toransufoomaa to 
supaidaaman no teeburu 
kurosu mitainano  
I don’t know but, you said he’ll 
like anything American. I also got 
table clothes with printed images 
of Transformers and Spiderman.  
 

14.   Aki: Uso, sore mecha yokoroku wa 
Wow, I think (he) really likes those. 
 

15. Kana: Soo yaro. Sore kabe ni 
hatteoitara ii desho 
I thought so. You can put them on 
the wall.  
 

  

16.   Aki: Sore mecha yorokobu  
He certainly likes those.  

 
 

The examples from the Yano family suggest that media care practices do not only involve 

fixing computer problems for elder parents, but more importantly encouraging local as 

well as cross-spatial communications among family members across geographic 

boundaries. 

 

4.4.2 Adapting to parents’ media experiences 

Elder parents’ familiarity with digital communication technologies vary. The 

following examples derived from interviews with Juri and Emi illustrate how children 

adapt to their parents’ or parents-in-law’s communication patterns. In both cases, when 

elderly parents do not use a computer, children from afar attempt to find alternative ways 

to maintain regular contact. Juri, who is married to a Japanese-American and the mother 

of a seven-year-old girl, has been sending recorded VHS tapes of her daughter to her own 

parents in Japan who do not use a computer as a way of communicating with others. Juri 
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does not send videos to her parents-in-law as often as she does to her own mother 

because Juri’s parents-in-law live close enough to frequently visit Juri’s family. In the 

excerpt, she mentions the time-consuming process to make one video for her parents. 

Acknowledging a “generation gap” (Ito, Okabe & Matsuda 2005) regarding the use of 

communication technologies, Juri explains that the continuous video recording of her 

daughter is a replacement for her parents’ actual visit.  

 
Example 4.23: Juri makes VHS tapes 

 
1. Juri: Tokuni chiisaikoro, umareta koro video camera de 

totte, konnna chicchai teepu datta kara sore o video 
ni otoshite  
When my child was smaller, particularly when she was just born, I video-
taped her using a tiny video cassette tape, then copied it to a video tape. 
 

2. Chiho: Mini DV kara VHS? 
You mean from a mini DV to a VHS tape? 
 

3. Juri: Sou sou sou sou. Konna chicchai yatsu. Sore o VHS ni 
rokuga shinaoshite sore o teikiteki ni okutteta no 
ne 
Yes, exactly. It was very tiny like this. I converted it to a VHS tape and sent 
the VHS to my mother regularly. 
 

4. Chiho: Sugoi:: 
How nice! 
 

5. Juri: Yappari kodomo ga mirenakatta kara.  Umareta toki wa 
oya kuru tte ittannda kedomo yappari shinpai dakara, 
noritsugi shite, sorede kagu- denka seihin no 
tukaikata mo wakannaishi, demo, watashi, umareta 
bakkaride, kodomoiru, oshierarenai, dattara 
konakuteiitteitte, sonokawari ni okutte ageteta 
none. De soreto issho ni teikiteki ni shashin mo 
irete, ima ikkagetume, isshuukan ni narimasita, 
nishuukan ninarimasita 
Yeah, (my parents) couldn’t get to see my child. When she was born, my 
parents said they would come, but I was worried they might miss a connecting 
flight. They don’t know how to use (American) household appliances, and I 
didn’t think I would have time to teach them because I would be busy with a 
new born baby. So I told them it was not necessary to come. Instead, I have 
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been sending (video tapes). Also I have sent pictures. It was like “now my 
daughter is one month old, a week passed, two weeks passed,” etc.  
 

6. Chiho: Shuukan beesu de? 
(Did you do that on a) weekly basis? 
 

7. Juri: Saisho nokoro wa sonogurai yattete, sore o ikkagetu, 
nikagetu matomete teepu nisite 
I did (video record my daughter) weekly. Then I edited them every one or two 
months.  
 

8. Chiho: Ippon nannpun? 60 fun? 
How long did you record in one video? 60 minutes? 
 

9. Juri: Soreyori motto haittakana. 
Much longer I taped (in one video.) 
 

10.Chiho: 3bai soku? 
3 times longer? 
 

11.Juri: Kekkou na jikan girigiri made mittiri irete, sorede 
okutteta no. zu::tto. 
I recorded quite a bit. As long as the video could fit (in one tape). I sent them 
to my parents for a really long time.  
 

Instead of having her own parents fly to the United States, Juri has been making an 

alternative effort by constantly video taping her daughter. This effort, which symbolizes a 

sense of gambaru (‘to be persistent’) (Singleton 1989), illustrates the disciplined and 

ethical attitude of a filial daughter. 

Similar persistent effort is also recognized in Emi’s case. Emi is currently living in 

the United States with her husband and a two-year-old girl. While her parents are using a 

webcam, a computer, and a cell phone on regular basis, her parents-in-law do not use any 

of them. Thus, twice a month, she writes letters to her parents-in-law along with pictures 

of her daughter. She also tries to have her husband call his parents every week or two, 

encouraging him to communicate more with his own parents.  

 
Example 4.24: Emi writes letters to her parents-in-law 
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1.  Emi: Watashiwa ne oshiereba dekiru to omou n desukedo 

kareha zettai muridatte. DVD toka souiunomo 
dekinaikara. 
In my opinion, they (the husband’s parents) should be able to (use a 
webcam) if you teach them how to use it. But my husband thinks it’s 
absolutely impossible because they cannot even play a DVD.  
 

2.  Chiho: Setup mo ichi kara? 
(They need assistance for) setting up the DVD too? 
 

3.  Emi:  Sorya mou tsukaikataga mou muri dato omou 
For that (setting up), of course (they need assistance). It’s not even 
possible (for them) to use it (by themselves).  
 

4.  Chiho:  Demo irassharu no? 
Do they come to visit you in the States?  
 

5.  Emi: Kare no hou wa kaigairyokou, pass port o motta 
kotoganaitteiu oya dakara, mou honto zettai 
arienai 
His parents have never owned a passport. So it’s really--it’s improbable.  
 

6.  Chiho: Kaettekoi toka wa iwarenai no? 
Have you been asked to return home? 
 

7.  Emi: Maa nannka tooku ni ikuno wa yada ppoi 
kannjidatta desukedo, dounandesyou ne 
I don’t think so. Well, it seemed to me (they) didn’t like the idea of us 
living far away.  
 

8.  Chiho: Ikunowa naa dakara kite mitaina? 
Is it like, “we don’t want you to go. So please come (back often)”? 
 

9.  Emi: Unn, unn. Dakara mou semete-. tabun kare wa jibun 
dake no toki wa shocchu renraku shitari wa 
sinakattari maa otokonohito ttene, sonna ni 
renraku shitari shinai desu yone 
Yes, yes. So at least--if he’s alone, (my husband) won’t be in touch (with 
his parents) very often. I mean guys are like that. They won’t talk to their 
parents that often.  
 

10.  Chiho: Nihonjin toku ni 
Japanese (guys) are especially so. 
  

11.  Emi: Honto. Totsuzen denwa shite youken dake tsutaeru 
mitai na. warito ima wa semete, ich- ni- shuukan 
ni ikkai wa denwa o betsu ni you ga nakutemo 
sasete iru no to, ato watashi wa katte ni jibun 
de tegami kaitari tokashite 
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Indeed. (They) would call all of sudden and tell whatever they need to 
tell with no details. So these days at least I have him call his parents 
every week or two even if he doesn’t have anything special to share with 
them. And I often write to his parents (without involving him). 
 

12.  Chiho: Yome yatteru wake da 
You’re playing the role of yome (‘a daughter-in-law’ or ‘a marrying-in 
wife’). 
 

13.  Emi: Sou sou. Yome yome. Hantsuki goto ni kore no 
shyashin o okuru. Joujun no musume, gejun no 
musume, mitai na kanji de shashin to tegami to 
ookuri shite 
Exactly. It’s yome work. Every two weeks I write a letter to his parents to 
send a picture of my daughter. Two pictures per month: my daughter in 
the first two weeks and in the latter two weeks. 
 

14.  Chiho: Era::i! 
That’s great.   

 

In this excerpt, Emi’s stance towards her parents-in-law is contrastively created compared 

with that of her husband. As she emphasized in line 1, watashi wa ne (‘in my opinion’), 

she differentiates her opinion about potentials that her parents-in-law have for using a 

webcam from her husband’s discouraging view on the level of his parents’ understanding 

of media technologies. Ascribing her husband’s infrequent communications to a gender 

characteristic as she says “(my husband) won’t be in touch (with his parents) very often” 

because “guys are like that” (line 9), Emi demonstrates her role as a daughter-in-law 

regulating communication practices between her husband and his parents: she has him 

call them on a regular basis, and sends letters along with pictures of their daughter. Such 

constant attention to the achievement of regular contact resonates with Rosenberger’s 

study on women’s tensions that emerge inside their multigenerational ie homes. From a 

Western perspective, home is a place where one would expect relaxation. However, in 

Rosenberger’s study, middle aged Japanese wives complained that they could never 

really relax when their husbands and particularly their parents-in-law were at home 
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because without being asked, the wives were always expected to discern needs of their 

husbands and parents-in-law (Rosenberger 1994a: 93). Although Emi does not describe 

her effort to write letters and to manage her husband’s communication as a “tension,” she 

apparently recognizes her role as a daughter-in-law who is expected to be able to discern 

her husband’s and his parents’ needs. Her effort to regulate communication among family 

members is a reflection of her recognition of her parents-in-law’s desire to interact with 

their child and grandchild. When she mentions she sends pictures of her daughter along 

with letters, she uses a polite predicate, ookuri shite (‘to send’) in line 13. This suggests 

that Emi’s deference toward her parents-in-law and her role as yome (‘daughter-in-law’) 

(bold-faced in line 13) are indexed through the polite expression. 

 An important implication from Juri and Emi’s narratives is that their negotiation 

processes with respective family members can be considered an example of fulfilling 

their oyakōkō. Under the ie regime, having a child was an important way for adult 

children to reify their filial responsibilities because the continuation of an ie was a critical 

social responsibility particularly placed on successor children (Grossberg 1999). 

However, in contemporary Japanese families, particularly in diasporic situations as Juri 

and Emi’s examples illustrate, creating opportunities for interaction by “showing” 

children through pictures, video tapes, and other relevant media is becoming a common 

form of being filial. As Juri and Emi adapt to their elder parents’ media experiences, they 

help to create a grandchild-grandparent relationship. Juri and Emi’s effort to convert the 

format of video clips from digital to analogue, to write letters, and to make international 

phone calls not only results in managing regular family interactions, but also in extending 

“the transgenerational perpetuation of the ie unit” (Lebra 1984: 20). 
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4.4.3 The role of tech support in family 

If media care practice is becoming an additional area where children’s obligations 

for their elder parents are carried out, the following questions arise: Who is the primary 

caretaker for elder parents’ media environments? How is the role of the caretaker 

understood by family members? And how do participants associate the role of tech 

support in their families and relevant media care practices with social expectations of 

traditional filial responsibilities vis-à-vis parents? To address these issues, I focus on how 

family media care practices are carried out, how children talk about their responsibilities, 

and position in the family in relation to the role of tech support. 

In the ie tradition, there is a general gender expectation that elder care should be 

provided by a female member, a daughter-in-law or a daughter who co-resides with 

parents in an ie household (Plath 1980; Lebra 1984; Harris & Long 1993; Lock 1993; 

Jenike 2003). Although the increase of men’s involvement in care giving practices has 

been recognized (Harris & Long 1999), the structural obligation of women for elder care 

seems persistent (Traphagan 2006). In the context of media care practices, technical 

support should be provided by a family member who is relatively knowledgeable about 

the Internet and computers regardless of his or her gender or position. This is not simply 

because technical problems are easily solved by someone who knows about technology. 

The family member providing tech support understands his or her parents’ needs and 

their particular ways of using communication devices.   

In the following example, I describe how the tech support role in a family intersects 

with that of the first child or an only child. The following example is derived from an 

interview with Emi. While Emi’s parents-in-law do not use computers as described in 

Example 4.24, her own parents use computers to read her blogs and homepage as well as 
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to interact with her family via a webcam even though her parents do not know much 

about computers. This is because Emi taught them how to use computers and browse the 

Internet. Since the Internet was first introduced in Japan, she has learned HTML code, 

created her own website, and uploaded pictures to show snapshots of her life in foreign 

countries. Emi recognizes that “because I’m only child” (in line 16), she is responsible 

for taking care of her parents and their media environment. 

 
Example 4.25: Teaching how to use computers 

1. Emi: Maa watashiga oshieta tteiu. Jikka ni 
kaettatokini. Dakedo maa, 70 koeteru shi mou 
hontouni tukaikata mo skype no chatto no kinou 
toka fairu tensoutoka wa mou zenzen wakaranai 
desu 
Well, I taught (them) when I visited my parents. But really, my parents 
are over 70, so they don’t understand how to Skype-chat or to transfer a 
file (through Skype).  
 

2. Chiho: Tada bideo de 
Just using its video function? 
 

3. Emi: Sousou. Hanasu. Kakeru. Kiru. Tteiu denwano 
maaku ga tsuiteru desho tte itte  
Yes, yes. I told them there are three simple symbols “Talk,” “Phone,” 
and “Listen.” 
 

4. Chiho: Hee 
I see. 
 

5. Emi: Sore wa gonen gurai 
Like five years ago. 
 

6. Chiho: Demo skype tte saikin janai? 
Isn’t Skype recent? 
 

7. Emi: Sonomae wa oya towa burogu toka mata hoomu peeji 
o zutto motteta kara 
Before (Skype), I (communicated) with my parents through my blogs 
and homepage.  
 

8. Chiho: Emi chan ga dekiru kara? 
㜹ou are managing (the blogs and homepage)? 
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9. Emi: Watashi ga warito sukide souiu hoomu peeji wa 
mou nihon ni inntaanetto ga haitta toshi kara, 
tteiuto sugoi mukashi ni naru kedo. Dakara 96 
nen toka kara 
I like that kind of stuff. I started my homepage when the Internet was 
first introduced in Japan. So that is a long time ago, like in 96.  
 

10. Chiho: Koodo kaite? 
By writing source codes? 
 

11. Emi: Sousou. Maa seikatu chanto shiteru yo tteiu no o 
shashin appu shitari shite uchi no oya wa sono 
hoomu peeji toka o mite maa kinnkyou o mainichi 
Yes, yes. (I wanted to say) “I’m doing fine” by uploading pictures to my 
homepage. My parents were checking it every day so that they would 
learn how my days were.  
 

12. Chiho: Shashin toka o mite. 
By watching pictures. 
 

13. Emi: Un keitai no meeru wa nazeka dekiteta n desu you 
chi no oya  
Yes. And my parents somehow managed to use text messaging on their 
cell phones.  
 

14. Chiho: Go kyoudai wa? 
Do you have any siblings? 
 

15. Emi: Hitorikko. 
I’m an only child.  
  

16.  Hitorikko dakara ichiou iroiro kinkyou o ikokude 
kurashiteiru kinnkyou o misetoite ageyou to 
omotte 
Because I’m only child, I have to, at least, give my parents updates 
about my days in a foreign country. 

 

 

Similar to Emi, Shoko, the first child of the Koyama family, constructs her identity 

as the first child while she helps her mother in Japan fix computer problems. Regardless 

of the long distance and limited visual access to her mother’s computer screen, Shoko 

devotes herself to solving problems by developing a mutual understanding with her 

mother. Focusing on her mother’s particular way of using language regarding computers, 
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Shoko successfully manages to understand her mother’s needs and problems. As 

described in the following example, this is why her mother always calls Shoko in the 

United States all the way from Japan even though Shoko’s younger sister and brother live 

close to their mother.  

The problem solving process between Shoko and her mother typically consists of 

two phases: First, Shoko and her mother talk on the phone. Second, they switch to Skype 

in order to show the computer screen that visually indicates the location of a problem. 

Reaching the second phase requires various interactional work because Shoko and her 

mother do not share vocabularies for describing a computer and its behaviors. As Shoko 

says in line 5, “I don’t understand my mother’s jargon.” Despite this metalinguistic 

account for the interactional difficulty that Shoko and her mother have, her mother relies 

on Shoko more than her sister or any other ‘professional’ tech support because there is 

nobody else but Shoko who can understand her mother’s particular ways of describing 

computer behaviors. 

 
Example 4.26: Fixing mother’s computer problems 

 
1. Shoko: Itsumo denwa kakete kuru no ne, uchi no haha wa. 

Sonna ni konpuutaa tokui ja nai kara. De, “ima 
chotto pasokon tukattete kouiu waado no mondai 
ga aru n dakedo” tte uda uda setsumei suru 
ndakedo, wakannai kara, “okaasan, pasokon 
notokoroni itte” tteitte. De, “skype yatte” 
tteittemo haha niwa wakatte nai no  
My mom always calls me because she is not really good at the 
computer. Then she says, “I’m using my computer now, and there 
seems to be such and such problems in Word.” And she goes on. But I 
don’t understand her. So I say, “Mom, go to your computer,” not “turn 
on your Skype” because she wouldn’t understand if I said so.   
  

2. Chiho: Dousuru no souiu baai? 
What do you do (when she doesn’t understand what you say)? 
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3. Shoko: Dakara “pasokon on ni natteru yone” tte. Dakara 

konomae jikka ni kaetta toki ni mou pasokon on 
nishitara skype roguin suru youni setteishite 
kaettekiteru no. dakara haha no pasokon ga on ni 
natteru tteiukoto wa skype ni roguin shiteru 
noyo. Demo sorewo dasaseru noni denwa kakenakya 
ikenai kara, kocchi kara. Sore o uketoru no toka 
zenbu denwa de toriaeu setumei shinagara.  
I ask, “is your computer on?” Last time I went back home, I made her 
Skype automatically sign-in when her computer is turned on. So if her 
computer is on, her Skype should be on, too. But for her to get to that 
phase, I have to make a phone call. Then I explain and demonstrate how 
to receive a Skype call.  
 
 

4. Chiho: Denwa ga kakattekite okaasan ga pasokon 
notokoroni itte, tte naru wake ne. 
So she receives a telephone call (from you) and goes to her computer. 
 

5. Shoko: Sousousou. Maa denwa de sumu kotomo ooi kedo, 
saikin souiu “tech support” wa skype nashi dewa 
dekinakute. Mukashi ha sore o denwa dake de 
yatteta wake janai? Honto ni wakaranai no. Uchi 
no haha no tsukau senmon yougo wa. “click” 
hitotsu desae, “click” tte shiranai kara, 
“chiku” tteiuno. “Chiku chiku shitara” toka 
iuno. “Chiku chiku tte nani?” tteiu to, “click” 
nokotodattari 
Yes, yes. Sometimes we could solve problems just by talking on the 
phone, but these days, I cannot provide such “tech support” without 
Skype. I can’t believe a long time ago (we) only had phones to do this. I 
don’t understand my mom’s jargon. For example, “click.” She doesn’t 
know what that is. So she calls it “chick, chick.” She says things like 
“when I do ‘chick-chick’.” So I ask, “what’s ‘chick-chick’?” Then I 
figure out that it means “to click.” 

 … 
 

6.  Uchi no danna toka ni iwaseru to sorega wake 
wakannnai ojiichan obaachan dato shitemo tech 
support no hito ha puro dakara aite no hanashi o 
kiite naniga mondai ka figure out suru no ga 
karera no shigoto tteiundakedo. Iya, shigoto 
nimo genkaiga ate. Anna kaiwa dare datte 
wakannnaiyo. Uchi no haha mo hokano hito niwa 
onegai dekinakute amerika made denwa shite kuru 
wake janai? Sorede denwashite skype ni 
kirikaete, atowa skype de kamera motte gamen ni 
kouiunoga atte kouiunoga mondai tte 
According to my husband, professional tech support people are able to 
listen to elderly people who don’t know anything (about computers), 
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then figure out what their problems are. That’s what tech support is. 
But, I think there’s a limitation. I don’t think anybody understands the 
kind of conversation I have with my mom. My mom, too, thinks that she 
can’t rely on other people. That’s why she calls me all the way in 
America, right? Anyways, she calls me, switches to Skype, and then she 
holds a webcam to show her screen to describe what her problems are. 
 

7. Chiho: Skype o tachiageru tokoro made wa wakaru no? 
Can she open the Skype screen by herself? 
 

8. Shoko:  Iya sokoga mata taihen. Denwa de 30 fun gurai 
kakarun dakedo.  
That takes a lot of work, too. It takes me about 30 minutes by phone. 

 … 

9.  Sorega watashi ga supiikaa no oto o “on” ni 
saseru no wasuretete mazu supiikaa wa wakaru 
kara, sore o “on” ni sasete. Sousuruto tururu 
tte natterunoga kocchikara kikoeru kara, “hora 
nannka natteru desho” tteitte,” natterukedo, 
doko?” “kono denwa kitte iino?” “a, denwa kiccha 
dame” toka natte. “ima motteiru hontou no denwa 
wa sonomama dayo. Watashiga iitte iumade zettai 
kiccha dame dayo” tte. Toriaeu skype tsunagaru 
made wa denwa ga inochi janai? 
One thing I forgot to do (the last time I went to Japan) was to set the 
speakers turned on. So I had my mom to do that by herself. That was 
easy for her. Then I could hear the ring tone of her Skype call through 
the phone. So I said, “there, it’s ringing.” (And my mom said,) “Yes, 
it’s ringing, but where? Can I hang up?” (I said) “No, don’t get off the 
line. Don’t hang up this real phone. Don’t hang up until I say so.” 
Because you know, until Skype is connected, the phone is a lifeline, 
right? 

 … 

10.  Skype sae tsunagare ba “okaasan, watashino koe 
skype kara kikoeteru? Jaa denwa kitte iikara” 
tte. “futsuuno ima tede motteru denwa wa kitte” 
tte itte denwa wa kiru no.  
Once Skype was connected, “Mom, can you hear me from Skype?” 
“Okay, then, you can hang up now. I mean, you can put down your 
phone that you are holding in your hand now.” Then we hang up.  

 … 

11.  Uchi no okaasan kandou shiteta. Sugoi toka itte. 
Uchi no imouto ni oshiete morau to shite ikkai 
denwa shitara, sappari wakaranakatta rashikute. 
“Konomae Sato chan ni ikkai denwa shita n dakedo 
sonnano dekinai tte iwareta kedo, dekiru janai 
ne” tokaitte. “Yappari Shoko dawa” tokaitte 
My mom was impressed. She once called my younger sister to ask how 
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to fix a problem, but my sister didn’t understand at all. My mom said, 
“the other day I called Sato-chan. She said it’s not possible to fix. But it 
is fixed now.” “After all, it’s Shoko who did it.”  

 

The narratives in Example 4.25 and Example 4.26 provide accounts of how children 

with computer experience are capable of taking care of their elder parents’ media 

environments and how issues that arise due to technical failures offer an opportunity for 

far-flung children to carry out their filial obligations. It is interesting that Emi and 

Shoko’s positions in their families as the first child (or the only child) are emphasized in 

their descriptions about their experiences in media care practices. Their knowledge about 

technologies and their communicative skills, which may not be shared by other children, 

create distinguished identities in the families.  

Even though both Emi and Shoko emphasize their solo roles in fixing and managing 

their parents’ computers, it does not mean that media care practices can only be done by 

one person in the family. In fact, as the next two examples show, the management of the 

parents’ media environment is achieved as a result of highly collaborative interactional 

arrangements. In this process, both men and women participate in identifying problems, 

providing suggestions, and negotiating solutions by intertwining screen acts and 

discursive acts in the course of interaction.  

Example 4.27 and Example 4.28 are derived from webcam conversations made 

between members in the Murano family (Figure 4.18). Example 4.27 includes an excerpt 

of a conversation between Atsushi’s immediate family and his parents, and Example 4.28 

illustrates an interaction between Satomi’s family and her parents.  
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Figure 4.18: The Murano family 

 

In Example 4.27 the first son Atsushi and his family are sharing dinner time via a 

webcam while Atsushi’s son Ryoji was staying at his grandparents’ house. Immediately 

before the excerpt, there is a few-second pause and both Misato and Atsushi interpreted 

the silence as a technical failure of Mr. and Mrs. Murano’s computer sound. Convinced 

by Misato’s suggestion to speak into the webcam microphone near the computer screen 

(line 1), Atsushi volunteers to turn up his parents’ laptop volume by remotely logging in 

to his parents’ laptop (line 2).  
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Example 4.27: Remotely fixing computer problems  

Tokyo Shimane 
1.  Misato: Asoko maeitte shabette 

There, go closer (to the screen) 
then talk. 
 

  

2.  Atsushi: Socchi no nooto no 
supiika ageyouka?  
((approaching to the 
screen)) 
Do you want me to turn up your 
volume?  
 

  

3.    Mr. Murano: Un? 
Yes? 
 

4.  Atsushi: [Socchi no supiikaa no 
Your speaker. 
 

  

5.  Misato: [Okkii koede iina 
Speak up. 
 

  

6.    Mrs. Murano: Kocchi no 
supiikaa no 
voruumu o? 
Our speaker volume? 
 

7.  Atsushi:  Un 
Yes. 
 

  

8.    Mrs. Murano: Un 
Yes. 
 

9.  Atsushi: ((moving to another 
room)) 
 

  

10.   Mrs. Murano: Tabun ne watashi 
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wa kikoeru kedo 
ima terebi tukete 
naishi. Toosan ga 
kikoen no yone 
I could hear because the 
TV isn’t on right now. But 
Dad can’t hear, I guess. 
 

11. Misato: Uun soudesu yone 
I see. 

  

 

Both Satomi and Atsushi participate in fixing the volume of the computer sound, but 

in different ways. While Misato attempts to fix the volume issue by coordinating 

discursive manners, Atsushi directly works on the volume on his parents’ laptop by 

remotely logging in to their computer. This collaborative media care practice contributes 

to sustaining cross-spatial interactions and activities.  

Issues and concerns related to computer or Internet connections are not simply 

treated as problems that need to be solved, but as opportunities for interaction. 

Participants attend to each other as they coordinate their discursive practices with their 

screen behaviors. Example 4.28 illustrates how the failure to connect the visual channel 

of a webcam provides an opportunity for a son and his father-in-law to talk about their 

favorite baseball team. The following excerpt is derived from a conversation recorded at 

Mr. and Mrs. Murano’s house in Japan where their daughter Satomi and her husband 

Yasushi were staying for two weeks in the summer. During the couple’s stay in Japan, 

Satomi’s father, Mr. Murano, flew to their apartment in the United States in order to take 

care of their dog, Sally. This rather unusual arrangement was feasible due to Mr. 

Murano’s familiarity with international travel and American culture as well as the 

habitual use of a webcam across households in the Murano family. In fact, Satomi, 
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Yasushi, and Mrs. Murano interacted with Mr. Murano in the United States twice a day 

during the two weeks.  

The excerpt starts immediately after Yasushi finished eating dinner in Japan. His 

wife, Satomi, and her mother were still at the dining table drinking a cup of post-meal 

tea. Yasushi moved to the coffee table where the family computer was located, and 

connected a webcam to talk to Mr. Murano who just woke up in the morning of the same 

day in the United States. At the beginning, while Yasushi can speak to and hear from Mr. 

Murano, their visual images are not mutually shared. The following analysis 

demonstrates the way in which Yasushi and Mr. Murano come to realize the problem of 

the visual connection and fix it while engaging in conversations about their favorite 

baseball team. These two acts, fixing the webcam connection and talking about baseball, 

are not unrelated, independent acts of “multitasking” (Harmon 1998; Wasson 2006), but 

interrelated by being incorporated into the stream of interaction and coordinated in a 

participation framework involving Satomi and Mrs. Murano who are co-present during 

the conversation.    

At the beginning of the excerpt, while Yasushi is reading a sports news page online 

to check the result of a baseball game that day, Mrs. Murano prompts Satomi to tell Mr. 

Murano that his webcam is not working and he does not realize it (lines 1-3.) Pointed out 

by Mrs. Murano, who is still at the dinner table with Satomi, Yasushi switches the 

computer screen from the newspaper page to the webcam screen. As the image in line 4 

on the right column indicate, Mr. Murano’s image does not appear, and as Mrs. Murano 

guessed correctly, Mr. Murano did not realize that his camera was not in use (lines 8-9). 

While waiting for Mr. Murano to start his webcam, Yasushi moves back to the sports 

news page (line 12 on the right column) and tells Mr. Murano that their favorite baseball 
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team “Hanshin” is winning the game (line 12 on the left column.) Yasushi and Mr. 

Murano go on to discuss how the team members played the game that day (lines 12-21) 

while waiting for the camera to be connected. However, the webcam image is still not 

fixed. From line 24, Satomi and Mrs. Murano participate in providing technical 

suggestions for Mr. Murano. When Satomi says to her father, “you probably have to 

unplug and plug in the USB cable. Do our usual ‘Two Steps’,” Mrs. Murano points out 

that Mr. Murano would not understand what “plug in the USB cable” means (line 27).  

Satomi and her mother’s negotiations suggest that they take the role of tech support in 

different ways. The usual “Two Steps” (line 24) is a specific and private concept that 

only Satomi and her father know. Mrs. Murano’s interpretation that Mr. Murano does not 

understand the concept of “USB” (line 27) reflects her knowledge about Mr. Murano’s 

familiarity with computer devices. Reflecting on these two diagnostic statements, 

Yasushi changes the screen from the sports news page to the webcam, shows his hand 

gestures depicting the shape of a USB cable, and tells him to “unfasten” the cable (line 

28.) Finally when Yasushi disconnects the webcam and restarts a session, Mr. Murano’s 

image successfully appears.    

 

 

Example 4.28: Yasushi helps his father-in-law 

Discursive acts 
 

Screen acts 

1.   
Mrs. Murano: 
Webcam 

Satomi-chan, Otousan ga 
video tsukete nai kedo 
Satomi, I don’t think Dad’s video is 
on.  
 

 
Baseball 

2.  Satomi: Iinjanai? Yasu-kun ni 
yattemorae ba 
That’s fine. Let Yasushi handle it. 
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3.  Mrs. Murano: Iya Otoo san wa tsuiteru 
to omotteru n janai? 
What I mean is, I think Dad thinks 
his video is on. 
 

4.  Satomi:  Kite goran jaa 
Ask him then. 
 

Webcam 

 

5.  Yasushi: E? 
What? 
 

6.  Satomi: Video utsutte nai n date 
(Dad’s) video isn’t coming through 
(Mom said). 
 

7.  Yasushi: Otousan video wazato 
desu yone? Utsushite nai 
no wa? 
You didn’t want video, did you, 
Dad? 
 

8.  Mr. Murano: 
 
 
 

Are?  
Really?  
 

 
 

 [Doushita n darou 
I don’t know what happened to it. 
 

9.  Yasushi: [Sounandesuka? Ahahaha  
You did (want the video on)? 
Ahahaha. 
((laughs)) 
 

10. Satomi: Mou ittsumo dane. Maikai 
sounano yo. 
(Dad, you) are always like that. It 
happens every time. 
 

11. Yasushi: 
Baseball 

((laughs))  
Baseball 

12.  
 

Otoosan, hanshin 
kattemasu yo, kyoo. Roku 
tai ni de kachimasita. 
Kushida, kossetsu 
desukedo, Himuro ga 
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yoban ni haitte masu. 
Dad, Hanshin is winning today. 6 to 
2. Kushida is absent because he got 
his leg broken. But Himuro is 
playing the 4th instead of Kushida.  
 

 
 

 

13. Mr. Murano: Kushida damedaa 
Kushida isn’t doing great. 
 

14. Yasushi: Kossetsu shite[masu- 
He got his leg broken. 
 

15. Mr. Murano:                 [(  ) 
                 (  ) 
 

16. Yasushi: 
Webcam 

 
 

E? Camera? 
What? Camera? 
((switching to webcam 
screen; the webcam 
screen shows that Mr. 
Murano’s camera is still 
in the process of 
connecting)) 
 

 
Webcam 

 17. Mr. Murano: 
Baseball 

 

Shiai chuukee shiteru n 
ka? 
(Is the TV) still showing the game? 
 

18. Yasushi: Iya ima boku netto de 
mita dake desu. Yahoo 
de. 
No, I just checked the news. Yahoo 
news.  
 

19. Mr. Murano:  Jaa mada wakaran wa 
Then we don’t know yet. 
 

20. Yasushi: Iya, kattemasuyo. Kekka 
dete masu. 
Well, (Hanshin) won. The results are 
up (on the news page).  
 

21. Mr. Murano: A, honto, jaa yokatta  
Really? That’s good then! 
 

Baseball 

 
 

22. Mr. Murano: 
Webcam 

Gazoo uturan? 
Images aren’t coming yet? 
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23. Yasushi: Gazoo wa mada “video 
kaishichuu” tte 
nattemasu. 
Images aren’t through yet. It says, 
“video starting.”  
 

 
 
 
Webcam 

24. Satomi: 
Webcam 

USB sasshi naosanai to 
ikenain ja naino? 
Itsumono tsuu suteppu 
shinaito 
(Dad, you) probably have to unplug 
and plug in the USB cable. Do our 
usual “Two Steps.”  
 

Baseball 

 
 
 

25. Mrs. Murano: USB ka 
USB it is. 
 

 

26. Satomi: Mukoo pasokon no chooshi 
ga okashii n 
There, your computer isn’t working 
well.  
 

 

27. Mrs. Murano: USB o sashikomu tte itta 
tte (wakaranai) 
(He wouldn’t understand) “plug in 
the USB cable.” 
 

 

28. Yasushi: 
Webcam 

Otoosan ikkai kamerano 
sen nuitemoratte 
iretemorattara naoru to 
omou kara 
Dad, could you unfasten the camera 
cable then fasten it again? That will 
do, I think.  
 

 
Webcam 
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29. Satomi: Itsumono tsuu suteppu  
The usual “two steps.” 
 

 

30. Yasushi: Nannnano itsumo no tsuu 
suteppu tte? 
What’s “the usual two steps”?  
 

 

31. Satomi: Maikai suru n yo sore. 
Video o on ni suru tte 
yatsu 
We do them every time to turn on 
the video.  
 

 

32.   
(35.0) 
((Mrs. Murano and Satomi 
are chatting in the 
background)) 
 

 
Baseball 

 
 

33. Mr. Murano: 
Webcam 

 

Tsukekaeta 
I did it. 

 

34. Yasushi  Webcam 

 

35.  (10.0) 
 

36. Yasushi: 
Webcam 

Doo desu kane? Mou ikkai 
boku no hoo kara yatte 
mimashoo ka? 
How is it? Let me try to call you 
again. 
((restarts the webcam)) 
 

37. Mr. Murano: Un 
Yes. 

 

38.  ((The webcam is  
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disconnected; Satomi and 
Mrs. Murano are still 
talking at the dining 
table)) 
 

39. Yosuke: ((reconnecting the 
webcam)) 
 

 

40. Mr. Murano: Oo, utsutta utsutta. 
[Yatto utsutta. 
Yes, I can see it. I can see it. Finally 
it went through. 
 

 

41. Yasushi: [Uturimashita? Aa, 
utsurimasita,utsurimashi
ta. 
Did you get our image? I just got 
yours.  
 

Webcam 

42. Mr. Murano: Yatto utsutta. 
Finally got the image.  
 

 

43. Satomi: Sally wa? Mishite morai, 
Yasu-kun. 
How’s Sally? Yasu, ask (Dad) to 
show Sally.  
 

 

44. Mr. Murano: Utsutta ro? 
You got my image, right? 
 

 

45. Yasushi: A, utsuri mashita yo. 
Yes, we got your image. 

 

 

 

This example demonstrates various ways in which each family member in Japan orients 

to Mr. Murano while collaboratively attempting to fix his webcam connection. In 

addition to talk, the deployment of participants, body postures, and on-screen activities 

are related to each other in the process of “contextual configuration” (C. Goodwin 2000) 

through which participants demonstrably and simultaneously orient to a wide range of 

resources in order to achieve interactional goals. From this perspective, Yasushi’s on-
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screen activities including reading online sports news and checking the status of Mr. 

Murano’s webcam are not ramified simultaneous acts, but become relevant resources for 

Yasushi to engage with Mr. Murano through talk. In recent debates about computer-

mediated interactions, reading a website while talking is typically considered 

“multitasking” (Harmon 1998), which characterizes various aspects of social encounters 

in sociotechnological environments including virtual meetings (Wasson 2006), 

classrooms (R. Jones 2004), and effective virtual workplaces (Klein & Kleinhanns 2003). 

However, as semiotic fields can be added and dropped as the action unfolds, Yasushi’s 

act of reading an online newspaper is transformed by his talk and incorporated into the 

unfolding interactional process.  

 

4.5 PRACTICES OF EMOTIONAL CARE    

In addition to media care, children from afar actively engage in practices of 

emotional care by way of a webcam. Even though it is not easy for families in the United 

States to commute to their parents’ home in Japan to provide actual physical care, the 

active involvement in “seeing” each other and talking via a webcam is becoming a vital 

part of displaying the sense of care. Similar to what is achieved by the use of monitoring 

devices such as an email monitoring service and a surveillance camera (Figure 4.14 and 

Figure 4.15), the sense of anshin (‘peace of mind’/‘feeling safe’) is collaboratively 

constructed as children and their elder parents organize media usages and manage 

discourses about issues related to each other’s health and well-being. 
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4.5.1 Sharing discourses about pain 

Even though elder parents in this study do not have any health issues that require 

families in the United States to return to Japan, they occasionally experience illness or 

pain. Under such circumstances, family members particularly make use of webcam 

features to provide emotional support and obtain the sense of anshin.  

In the following I draw on examples from the Murano family and the Saito family 

where family members attempt to share experiences about pain in many ways by using 

webcams and other relevant tools such as telephones, cell phones, and blogs. In a 

webcam conversation, participants examine the condition of others not simply with 

words, but by interpreting visual and aural cues such as others’ facial color and tone of 

voice. This interpretive capability is collaboratively managed as the interaction unfolds. 

Example 4.29 and Example 4.30 present a case where Satomi and Mrs. Murano in the 

United States treat the webcam as a visual diagnostic tool to obtain information about Mr. 

Murano who is in Japan and suffering from a migraine caused by an eye problem.  

The excerpt is derived from an interview recorded in Satomi’s apartment in the 

United States. Mrs. Murano was visiting Satomi who had her first son about four weeks 

before the conversation was recorded. The purpose of Mrs. Murano’s visit was to help 

Satomi and her family. Mr. Murano did not come with Mrs. Murano because of his 

conflicting schedules. A couple of days before the trip, Mr. Murano had developed a 

migraine and some dizziness. Mrs. Murano reconsidered her travel plans for a while, but 

decided not to cancel since Mr. Murano’s doctor did not find any serious problems and 

his condition became stable. 

The following excerpt illustrates how Mrs. Murano and Satomi collaboratively 

describe Mr. Murano’s eye problem. In the process of recounting what they see via 
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webcam conversations and how they understand it, Mrs. Murano and Satomi share the 

highly involved task of taking care of Mr. Murano’s sickness regardless of their physical 

distance to Mr. Murano. Mrs. Murano, who could accompany Mr. Murano to a hospital 

only once out of three visits, and Satomi, who was not even in Japan, become highly 

involved co-narrators of the story about Mr. Murano’s migraine caused by an eye 

problem. For example, in line 3, when Mrs. Murano begins to talk about the problem, she 

turns to Satomi and asks, “Was it the left (muscle)?” This question, while it can be a 

simple request for correct information, recruits Satomi to be an active co-narrator or what 

Goffman (1981) calls an “animator” of the story. As Satomi becomes an active co-

narrator, the highly involved “tellership,” which delineates the degree of speakers’ 

involvement in the story (Ochs & Capps 2001), is co-constructed. Even though they are 

not physically present in Japan, Mrs. Murano and Satomi are able to elaborate on Mr. 

Murano’s symptoms, interpret his current condition, and digest what doctors tell him.  

 
Example 4.29: Mr. Murano’s eye problem 1 

1. Mrs. Murano: Anshin dayo ne. Nihon ni otte mo ne. 
‘Nanitabeta?’ tte itte, ‘taberumon nai kara 
yasetaa’ toka itteru kedo. ((laughs)) 
I’m reassured even though (my husband) stays alone in Japan. When I 
asked (the other day), “what did you eat?”, he said “I have nothing to eat 
so I lost some weight.” 
 

2. Chiho:  Soudesukaa  
I see. 
 

3. Mrs. Murano: Choodo kocchi- America ni kuru mikka ka yokka mae 
ni ano atama ga itai iidashite. Okashii, okashii 
tte. Maa, ano noo no- noo dokku mitaini noo 
shirabete morattara noo ni issai ijo wa nai n 
dakedo me no shinkei- suji ga roppon aru noga 
hidari gawa dakke? 
Just three or four days before I came here to America, my husband was 
having a headache. He said “something is wrong.” Then he took a brain 
scanning. The result was all negative. But his optic nerves, among six 
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eye muscles, was it the left (muscle) ((turning to Satomi))? 
 

4. Satomi: Kinniku ga ippon kire [toru toka iwarete 
One of the eye muscles was torn, (Dad) was told.  
 

5. Mrs. Murano: [Kinniku ga ippon kiretoru no 
An eye muscle is torn.  
 

6. Satomi: [nijuu ni mieru tte itteta ne 
(Dad) said he’s experiencing double-vision.  
 

7. Mrs. Murano: [de koo mono ga nijuu ni mieru no. katappou ga 
And he’s seeing things double. Only one of his eyes.  
 

8.  De katame dattara mieru kedo ryouhou no me o 
tukau to burette. De, unten suru no mo muzukashii 
si, de sore de chotto obaa chan ga kekkan ga 
kirete nakunattakara, maa toshi jattanndakedo, 
maa toosan mo aruteido, maa 70 nimo narukara sore 
janai? Tokaitte watashi mo odokashi chatte. Deru 
mae ni.((laughs))  
So when he only uses one of his eyes, he sees things okay. But when he 
uses both eyes, he experiences double-vision. It’s difficult to drive like 
that. Before I left, I scared my husband by reminding him of his mother 
who died of stroke –although she was very old.  
 

9. Chiho: ((laughs)) 
 

10. Mrs.Murano: Jibun dewa taishita koto nai tte iu n dakedo, 
tonikaku watashi ga Amerika iku mae ni byouin 
ittene tte itte. Byouin ittara ijyouganai 
tteitte, sorede mega sore tteiuno wa wakatta n 
dakedo, maa sono teido nara kocchi kyanseru sezu 
ni koyou kana toomotte kita n dakedo, maa kini 
natte. Sonohouga kini natte zutto renraku shite. 
De yappari me no okashii noga naoran kara tte 
kondo wa ganka no senmonka- 6nin gurai iru youna 
ookii byouin ni mitemorattara, douiu no ka,  
He insisted he was fine, but I asked him to go to a hospital before I left 
for America. Then he went. Again everything was fine. So I decided not 
to cancel my trip and came here. Since I arrived, I’ve been contacting 
him all the time to make sure he is fine. The condition remains the same. 
Something was still wrong with his eye, so this time he went to a bigger, 
specialized hospital where there were six or more ophthalmologists.  
 
 

11. Satomi: Sokode are tte iwareta n yo 
That’s where he found out what it was. 
 

12. Mrs. Murano: Aa souda. Soko demo- sokode shujutsu o sinaito 
ikenai wake janaikedo hottoitara naoru baai mo 
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arushi. Konomama zutto toiu baai mo arushi. De 
zureteru bun wa megane ni siiru o harimasu tte. 
De kataippo no megane ni siiru o hatterun dakedo 
sorega na- nanbo? ((turning to Satomi)) 
Yes, that’s right. There he was told that he didn’t have to have surgery or 
anything. It is not certain whether (his torn eye muscle) will be cured or 
not. For the double-vision, he got a sticker to place on the surface of his 
glasses. How much is it? 
 

13. Satomi: Unto 
Well. 
 

14. Mrs. Murano: Ikko rokusen en. Soshitara unten wa raku ni natta 
te. Ano douiu n kana. Ranshi o kyousei suru youna 
siiru kana to omotterun dakedo. Dakedo demo 
shinbun yomunomo katame de minto dakara, 
muzukashii tteitte. Maa sorega naoruka naoranka 
wakaranaikedo 
One sticker costs 6000 yen and it makes a difference particularly for 
driving. I think this sticker works for astigmatic vision too. With only 
one eye, (he said) it was hard to read newspapers. We still don’t know 
whether his eye is cured completely.    
 

15. Chiho: Mega tsukaremasu yone 
His eyes must be tired.  
 

16. Mrs. Murano: Un. De atamaga itai tteiu kara= 
Yes, and he has a headache.  
 

17. Satomi: =sorede atama ga itaku natteta 
That’s why he developed a headache.  
 

18. Mrs. Murano: Sousousou atamaga itai tteiu 
Yes, he says he has a headache.  
 

19. Satomi: Mega tsukareru to naru tte iu yone 
If your eyes are tired, you likely get a headache.  
 

20. Mrs. Murano: Sore mo atta. Nou no kekkan ga tsumatteru no kamo 
tte watashimo shikiri ni itta kara sorede chotto 
ne oomono iukedo ki wa yowai hito dakara tabun 
sutoresu ni natte 
That’s true too. I might have scared him too much because I told him 
many times that it might be that something was stuck in his blood vessels 
in his brain. He acts like a “Mr. Big” but he’s easily stressed out and 
worried.  
  

21. Chiho: Sorya shinpai desu yo ((laughs)) 
It is natural to be worried (in that condition).  
 

22. Satomi: Sore de skype de mieru shi ne. kao mo kao ga 
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mieru shi ne.  
I can see him through Skype. I can see his face.  
 

23. Mrs. Murano:  Sousou 
That’s right.  
 

24. Satomi: Souiuno ii yone. Denwa dake dato nanimo dekin 
kara.  
I like that. (I) can’t do much with a phone.  
 

25. Mr. Murano:  Sousou 
That’s right.  
 

26. Satomi: Skype wa nekkorogatte gorogoro shinagara 
With Skype (video), (Dad) can lie down while talking.  
 

27. Mrs. Murano: De donna tte ittara, mada atama itain dayo 
tteiukara kusuri morattano ttekiitara ijyou 
naikara morattenai tteiukara jaa ne, mouikkai 
oishaitte atamaga itai tteittara? Tteittara jaa 
zutuuyaku dashimasu tteitte, tokubetsu no kusuri 
janakattannda to omoun dakedo zutuu yaku o 
moratte futuka gurai nondara ne naotta 
tte((laughs)) 
So I asked (through Skype) how he feels. Then he still had a headache. 
Then I asked whether he got a prescription again. He said no. I told him 
to go see a doctor again and tell him about the headache. Then my 
husband just got aspirin and now the headache is gone.  
 

28. Chiho: Aa yokatta, yokatta. 
What a relief! 
 

29. Mrs. Murano: Itami ga tomattara mou nomande iitte. Dakara 
kekkan ga kireru youna syoujyou wa imanotokoro 
naitte. Kibun wa raku ninatte. Tada maa me dake 
ne.  
He doesn’t have to take aspirin anymore. There’s no symptom that can 
lead to abnormal blood vessels in the brain. He feels much better now 
although his eye hasn’t been completely healed.  
 

30. Chiho: Siiru natte naoru no wa sugoi. 
It’s amazing how much a sticker can do.  
 

31. Mrs. Murano: Sousou. Gen-in ga hakkiri wakaran kedo shigoto de 
tsumete= 
Yes, exactly. I don’t know what the cause is but he probably works hard. 
 

32. Satomi: =are yo nengajo zukuri shiteta n date 
I mean he was writing new year’s cards.  
 

33. Chiho: Meo kokushi shite pasokon de 
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He uses his eyes a lot by using a computer. 
 

34. Mrs. Murano: Tabun ne= 
Probably.  
 

35. Satomi: =sonotsugino hi ka sono futukago gurai ni natta 
no yo ne 
The symptom developed two days later. 
 

36. Mrs. Murano: Sousou 
Yes, that’s right. 
 

37. Satomi: Sorede kinniku ga kireta 
Then his eye muscle got torn.  
 

38. Mrs. Murano: Demo honto Skype de zutto hanashiteru kara  
We’ve been talking by Skype, so… 
 

39. Satomi: Taichoo o shinpai shiteru toki tte ii yone 
(Skype) is very useful particularly when you are worried about 
someone’s physical condition.  
 

40. Mrs. Murano: Seishinteki na kea ga dekiru  
You can provide emotional support.  
 

It is interesting that Satomi describes how different capabilities of media contribute to 

providing physical care. As Satomi says “(I) cannot do much with a phone” but “with 

Skype (video), (Dad) can lie down while talking” (lines 24 and 26), she describes how a 

webcam indirectly provides physical care by letting her father “lie down” while talking. 

Another important implication is that the attainment of anshin (line 1) is constructed in 

multiple ways. It is not merely established by obtaining diagnostic knowledge about Mr. 

Murano’s condition, but by commenting on other aspects of elder care via webcam. An 

ideal caregiver is expected to provide most of the daily care and exclusive attention to all 

kinds of tasks related to care giving (Lebra 1984; Long 1996; Harris & Long 1999). 

While Mrs. Murano’s main concern is about Mr. Murano’s eye problem, as Mrs. Murano 

recounts in line 1, Mr. Murano jokingly emphasizes other aspects of caring that Mrs. 

Murano would usually provide, such as preparing food.  
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In addition to sharing diagnostic knowledge, the management of family relationships 

is an important aspect of managing and distributing responsibilities regarding elder care. 

The following excerpt illustrates an actual interaction the family has in a webcam. 

Discursive practices and visual contacts are coordinated by adjusting the deployment of 

computer screens and the body. Soon after the conversation starts, Satomi tells Mr. 

Murano to adjust the computer screen because she only sees his head, but not his face 

(line 3). Additionally, she moves an image of Mr. Murano from her laptop screen to a 

larger TV screen (line 10) on which Mrs. Murano, who is in the kitchen, can easily see 

Mr. Murano. In line 18, when Mrs. Murano talks to Mr. Murano about their second son’s 

family, she interrupts cooking and approaches the webcam in order to make herself 

visible to Mr. Murano. In order to make it easier for Mr. Murano to participate in the 

conversation, a webcam allows flexibility for Mr. Murano’s body position. As will be 

shown in Satomi’s account in line 26 of Example 4.29, while a telephone structures the 

body in a particular way, a webcam allows Mr. Murano to lie down while talking if he 

needs to.   

   
Example 4.30: Mr. Murano's eye problem 2 

 
U.S. Japan
1. Satomi: Moshimoshi 

Hello? 
 

  

2.   Mr. Murano: ((adjusting the screen 
position)) 
 

3. Satomi: Hai ima- mouchotto gamen 
o shita ni shinai to 
atama shika detenai  
Yes, now- You have to tilt down the 
screen because it’s only your head 
we can see now.  
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4.   Mr. Murano: ((adjusting the screen 
position)) 
 

5.    (    ) waruin 
(    ) not good. 
 

6. Satomi: Aa aa. Netetara jaa? 
Oh, why don’t you lie down then? 
  

  

7.   Mr. Murano: Un? Umm 
Well, umm.  
  

8. Satomi: Taicyou wa? 
How are you feeling? 
 

  

9.   Mr. Murano: Kinou yori ee you na 
kigasuru. Ima gohan 
tabeta 
I feel better than yesterday. I just 
ate now. 
 

10. Satomi: ((turning up the volume; 
enlarging the image of 
Mr. Murano)) 

 

  

11.   Mr. Murano: Kinou Akira-kun kaetta 
Akira-kun (the second son) went 
back yesterday.  
 

12. Satomi: Un kiita. Kinou dake? 
Yes, I heard. Only yesterday? 
 

  

13.   Mr. Murano: Kinou dake. Kyou wa ii 
tte ittan yo. 
Only yesterday. I said it’s not 
necessary to stay for today.  
 

14.    Daikon nanka motte 
kaetta n dakedo 
(They) brought back Daikon 
radish and others.  
 

15. Satomi: Yasai torini kaettano? 
Did they come for vegetables? 
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16. Mrs. 
Murano: 

Sonna koto nai de syou 
((laughs)) 
No, it’s not that. 
 

  

17.   Mr. Murano: Maa ippen ni motte 
kaetta 
They brought back a lot (of 
vegetables) once. 
 

18. Mrs. 
Murano: 

((approaching to the 
screen)) 

  

19.  Ano Mai-chan ni ne, rei o 
itte iota. Rei toiuka, 
maa Akira-kun ga kite 
kureta shi, otousan 
tanomu tte itte, donna n 
ka tte Mai-chan ga itta 
kara, un, maa kou kou 
nanda tte ittara, ano 
kondo no nichiyoubi ni 
dizunii rando ka dokoka 
ni ikou to omotta kedo, 
inaka e kaerou ka tte 
itte ta kara, Maa, Miku-
chan ga tanoshimi ni 
shiteru kara, otousan ga 
sokomade waruku nakereba 
daijyoubu yo tte 
ittanndakedo 
I told “thank you” to Mai-chan. I 
mean, Akira-kun returned home (for 
you). When I told (Mai-chan) about 
you, she asked how you were doing. 
So I explained such and such. Then 
she told me they were planning to go 
to Disneyland this coming Sunday, 
but they could cancel it and return 
home. But I know Miku-chan has 
been looking forward to it, so I told 
(Mai-chan) it’s not necessary. I mean 
as long as your condition is not that 
bad. 
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20.   Mr. Murano: Ou 
Yup. 
  

21. Mrs. 
Murano: 

Maa shinpai shitekureru 
kara arigatou iutoita 
Anyways, I told them “thank you” 
because they were worried about 
you.  

  

 

It is important to note that Mrs. Murano facilitates, organizes, and manages various 

ways in which family members participate in taking care of Mr. Murano. For example, 

Mr. Murano’s second son, Akira visited Mr. Murano a day before the conversation took 

place. For what Akira did, Mrs. Murano conveyed her gratitude not to Akira, but toward 

his wife, Mai. Additionally, Mrs. Murano emphasized that Mai did not have to change 

her family plan of going to Disneyland. This suggests that Mrs. Murano does not share a 

widely circulated social expectation which would be placed on Mai that she should 

devote herself as a daughter-in-law to taking care of Mr. Murano. Traditionally it is 

overwhelmingly known that the enactment of filial piety impacts on children’s own lives 

as oyakōkō is often achieved at the expense of children’s careers (Lebra 1984; Traphagan 

2006). By emphasizing that Mai should not cancel her family plans, Mrs. Murano 

attempts to prevent Akira’s family from being inconvenienced by Mr. Murano’s sickness.  

Child delivery is another significant area where the attainment of anshin is 

collaboratively constructed through digital communication technologies. Remote family 

members, who cannot be physically present at the time of the delivery, strategically 

manage multiple communication tools to obtain, circulate, and exchange the minute-by-

minute status of the one who is in the bearing process. In the Murano family, Satomi 

experienced some pain due to a C-section. Since Mrs. Murano was not yet in the United 

States when Satomi had surgery for delivery, she was relieved when she first saw Satomi 
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via a webcam from the hospital. In addition to the first visual encounter with the new 

born baby, the visual access of a webcam allowed Mrs. Murano to see and examine the 

size of the scar that Satomi had. Due to the webcam, Mrs. Murano could build empathy 

for Satomi from a distance.  

 
Example 4.31: C-section  

Mrs. Murano: De Satomi no taicho toka mo. Yappari 
shujutsu shiteru kara. Kizu made misete 
kureta kara. Chotto miseteageru kara tte 
itte. Watashi ra mo sonna no mitakoto nai 
shi, e sonna kitteru no? to omotte chotto 
are wa kawaisoo da to omotte. Suggoi kirumon 
da to omotte. 
(I could see) Satomi’s physical condition, too. As you know she 
had an operation. She could show us a scar. She just said, “here it 
is” then showed it to us. We were surprised how big it was. We 
had never seen such a thing. I felt sorry for her because the scar 
was huge. 
 

 

The Saito family had a similar situation when the second daughter, Mamiko, who 

lives in the United States, delivered her first child. The family was using a cell phone, a 

laptop, and a webcam during the delivery process in order to obtain, circulate, and update 

information about the delivering status on a minute-by-minute basis. Similar to the highly 

involved stance that Mrs. Murano and Satomi showed in the process of sharing the story 

about Mr. Murano’s pain, the alignment of Mrs. Saito and Masako toward Mamiko in 

labor is constructed by strategically using multiple communication tools.  

 
 Example 4.32: Updating about labor 

1.  Chiho: Douyatte nyuusu ga tsutawatta n desu ka? 
How did you receive the news? 
 

2.  Mrs. Saito: Hasui shita tte denwa ga kakatte, “mamaa, 
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nanka hasui shita mitaii” tte. “Mouchotto 
shitara byouin ikuwa” tte. Sono ato shawaa 
mo shita yotte atokara kiita kedo, hasui 
shitara sora mou umareru kara byouin iku 
shika naiwa. De, sono hi no 2 ji gurai janai 
kana? Umareta no.  
She first called me when her water broke. Then she said she was 
leaving for a hospital soon. But later she told me after the first call 
she took a shower. I mean, you would go to a hospital right away 
when your water breaks. Anyways I think at around 2 that day the 
baby was born.  
 

3.  Masako:  Mou nanka appu deeto toka mo ate. “Aa, Masa-
chan, ima nantoka” mitai na. 
She was updating (her blog.) She said, “Hey Masako, I’m all right 
now,” and so on. 
 

4.  Chiho:  Nihon no okaasan to Sydney no Masa-chan ni? 
To her mother in Japan and to you in Sydney? 
 

5.  Masako:  Saisho ni denwa kakattekita no ga byouin 
itte kara. Sono ato byouin de burogu toka 
koushin shiteta kara. Cyoo yoyuu. Watashi mo 
yonaka ni denwa kakatte kite. Asa ni natte, 
“a, yabai, mou umareta kamo” toomotte, 
burogu mitano. Soushitara koushin ga 
tomattete, dou nandarou, dou nandarou, to 
omotte mama to Mami-chan ni denwa shitara 
“mada umarenai” tte. Jintsuu ga hajimatte 
kita kara mata denwa shiteru mitai na.  
For me, she called me first from the hospital. Then after that I was 
following her blog updates. She was so relaxed by being able to do 
that. I took that first call at night (in Sydney). In the morning 
there, I was like, “Geez, the baby must have been born by now,” 
so checked her blog again. And I realized her updates had stopped. 
Then I got nervous. What’s going on? What’s going on? Then I 
called her and she said the baby hasn’t been born yet. So we 
continued talking. 

6.   … 
7.  Chiho: Mita no wa itsu goro? 

When did you see the baby first? 
 

8.  Masako:  Sukaipu sugu shita. Watashi byouin no 
sukaipu de Shii-chan o mita. 
We immediately saw the baby through Skype. Skype at the 
hospital is where we first saw Shii-chan.  
  

9.  Mrs. Saito:  Souda souda sou da. Sorede-dakara watashi mo 
iku mae ni sukaipu de mita 
Yes, that’s right. That’s why I was able to see her before my 
flight.  
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10.  Masako:  Asa okite denwa shite sukaipu shita. Sugoai 

jidai dana tte omotta 
Woke up in the morning, then did Skype right away. I was amazed 
what a generation we were in.  
 

11.  Chiho:  Denwa ga kite jissai no o mita? 
So, first telephone, then actual meeting? 
 

12.  Masako: Denwa ka meeru de “dounano?” tte kakunin 
shitara “jaa sukaipu suru? Tte 
I think it was either phone or email that we used first. I asked 
“how was it?” then she said “turn on your Skype.”  

 

The idea of reassurance has been recognized as a professional skill that is typically 

carried out in nursing and caring practices (e.g. Teasdale 1989; Fareed 1994). However, 

the examples from the Murano and the Saito families suggest that the construction of 

anshin is an interactional goal to which family members are oriented through a range of 

communication technologies. Although both Masako and Mamiko live abroad, Mrs. Saito 

is fine because she obtains reassurance from her daughters through the visual capability 

of a webcam which provides useful resources that she draws on to interpret the condition 

of her daughters.  

 
Example 4.33: The feeling of reassurance 

Mrs. Saito: …sorede Skype o yoku yaruyouni natte yappari sono 
kao o miru kotoni yotte ‘a, genki ni shiteru’ toka 
‘a, kaoiro warukatta.’ ‘doushiteruno? 
Kazehiitano?’ toka sorega sugoku wakaru kara mou 
kodomo ga gaikoku ni itte temo sugoi anshin kan ga 
aru 
Since I started using Skype, I’ve been able to examine how (my children) 
are doing, like, “oh, she’s doing alright” or “her facial color was not good.” 
Then I can ask her, “how are you doing? Did you catch a cold?” I could 
really understand her that way. This gives me reassurance so that I’m fine, 
even though my children are living in a foreign country.  
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Mrs. Saito’s interpretations such as “genki ni shiteru” (‘she (my daughter) is doing 

alright’) and “kao iro warukatta” (‘her facial color was not good’) are derived from 

scrutinizing visual images of her daughters transmitted via webcam. Additionally, 

comparing herself with her own parents who were very worried all the time when she 

lived in England, Mrs. Saito appreciates “easy, handy, and economical” means that allow 

her to feel reassured about her daughters. While various issues that arise due to long 

distances are not solved only by using a webcam, technological affordances of digital 

communication technologies offer resources to construct reassurance from and for other 

family members.   

 

4.5.2 The experience of a long distance in a new space  

It is intriguing that the construction of anshin via webcam transforms the impact of 

physical co-presence in parent-child relationships. The importance of physical closeness 

or “skin-to-skin” (S. Clark 1994: 73) contact is recognized as early as a mother starts 

breastfeeding. An infant and its mother “communicate” not necessarily by verbal 

exchanges, but through activities such as co-sleeping and co-bathing (Caudill & Plath 

1966; Lebra 1976; Lebra 1984; S. Clark 1994). In the context of elder care, not just living 

together, but sleeping in the same room as the frail person provides peace of mind (Harris 

& Long 1999). For families across geographic boundaries, the visual access of using a 

webcam and habitual webcam interactions influence what is typically thought of as a 

long distance. When I asked Mr. Murano about the relation between webcam use and his 

stance towards geographic distance from children and grandchildren, he replied that the 

physical distance did not correspond to the sense of closeness he obtains with his 

grandchildren.  
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Example 4.34: The feeling of closeness 

1.  Mr. Murano: Toukyou mo shimane mo anmari  kawaran 
It’s not that different. Tokyo or Shimane. 
 

2.  Satomi: Docchi ka tte ittara Toukyou no hou ga yoku 
hanasu yo ne 
In comparison, (you) talk more with (my brother’s family) in Tokyo 
(than my other brother’s family in Shimane.)  

3.   … 
4.  Mr. Murano: Moshiku wa koko ga ichiban ooi kamo 

Or (I interact) with (Satomi’s) family most often. 
 

5.  Chiho: Jaa kyori tte wake ja nai n da 
So it’s not about distance, then. 
 

6.  Mr. Murano: Sousousou 
That’s right. 
 

7.   Tooku temo ne Satomi wa Amerika to kyori ga 
sugoi aru kedo monosugoku shinkinkan ga aru. 
Itsudemo aeru youna kiga suru  
Satomi’s farthest, but I feel very close to her family and I feel like I 
can see (them) any time.

 

Combined with actual visits to each other’s households, Mr. Murano obtains the feeling 

of shinkinkan (‘closeness’) with Satomi’s family through their habituated webcam 

interactions. In other words, participation in a visually connected space transforms and 

reproduces Mr. Murano’s experiences in the local space where he establishes the feeling 

of affinity by engaging in interactions with his daughter and his grandchild.  

 

4.6 CONCLUSION  

In this chapter, I examined the complex ways in which the role of technology was 

mapped onto the management of parent-child relationships over long distances. Even 

though it is not easy for children over a long distance to provide physical and daily care 
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for their elder parents, the use of a webcam and other digital communication technologies 

provides opportunities for the children to demonstrate their filial responsibilities. I 

described an emerging domain of interactional practices consisting of overlapping media 

care practices and emotional care practices. Technical problems and issues that arose in 

parents’ media environments provided opportunities for children not only to solve the 

problems, but also to demonstrate their filial responsibilities by understanding and 

accommodating their parents’ needs. Media care practices also encourage frequent and 

habitual communications across generations. Well-maintained media spaces offer 

contexts for providing emotional care when one experiences pain. Through webcam 

interactions along with blogs and text messaging, family members not only obtain 

diagnostic knowledge, but also align themselves to show empathy for each other across 

geographic and temporal distances.  

Maintaining media environments between children and their parents had powerful 

social consequences for the conceptualization of oyakōkō or filial piety. While the notion 

of filial piety typically emphasizes issues directly related to physical care for elder 

parents, for dispersed families, the significance of oyakōkō was placed on how to obtain 

and provide the sense of reassurance about each other’s well-being. The role of visual 

access provided by a webcam was crucial in this process. Specifically I explored ways in 

which family members achieved the establishment of mutual reassurance by interpreting 

a range of visual clues provided by a webcam including one anothers’ facial color, 

behaviors, and voices. The webcam’s capacity for visual interpretation contributed to the 

creation and maintenance of long-distance parent-child relationships.   
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Chapter 5: Virtual ie space  

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this chapter is to investigate how goal-oriented activities are 

collaboratively achieved across spaces and how participation in the activities creates a 

temporally formed space in which family members dwell. Traditionally, the Japanese ie 

(‘stem-family’) system is symbolically recognized in the multigenerational household. 

Even though diasporic Japanese families do not live together, the activities that are 

consistently made across spaces through a webcam create opportunities for the families to 

habituate the presence of other extended family members in their ordinary lives. 

Examples of such cross-spatial activities include role-play games, mothering, 

appreciating a view of snow, and taking a family photo. These activities can be 

constructed in innovative ways by using the technical affordances of digital 

communication devices and arranging talk and bodily postures. For example, in the 

Koyama family, Shoko’s nieces in Japan stand next to a computer monitor that projects a 

live webcam image of Shoko and her husband in the United States. The children’s mother 

uses the camera function on her smartphone to take a family photo of her children in 

Japan with their aunt and uncle in the United States. Immediately after this, the mother 

emails the picture from her smartphone to Shoko in the United States. In Shoko’s terms, a 

webcam can create “one of these ‘family-gathering photographs’” (Section 5.3).   

As a point of analytical departure, I draw on two concepts – ie (‘stem-family’/ 

‘family’) and uchi (‘in-group’/‘family’) – to contextualize cross-spatial interactions 

within the construction of family identities. While both terms can mean “family,” I 
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specifically define ie as an ideological framework in which families conceptualize their 

genealogical linkages and uchi as a collaboratively achieved interactional practice that 

can be observed in the course of webcam interaction. I examine how understandings of ie 

are juxtaposed with the creation and negotiation of uchi through webcam interactions. 

Specifically looking at the ways participants control how they display themselves through 

a webcam, I argue that co-spatial activities offer a new living space shared by families 

across households. When participants interact with their own parents in Japan, they 

maximize the visual capability of a webcam by relying on their experiential knowledge 

about the other space and pay attention to what they hear through a webcam. When they 

interact with their in-law families, on the other hand, they sometimes manipulate the 

webcam’s limited visual access to minimize their visual presence and hide 

inappropriately informal aspects of their everyday lives, such as folding laundry.  

My analyses in this chapter show that visual communication technology allows 

participants to reflect their ideological understandings of domestic spaces and reconfigure 

various social relationships while managing the content of a webcam screen. This visual 

selection process does not simply elevate “the mundane” to “a photographic object” as 

the Japanese keitai (‘cell phone’) camera does (Kato, Okabe, Ito & Uemoto 2005: 305). 

Rather, the process itself creates a context for transforming family practices, sharing 

experiences, and managing social relationships in innovative ways. Although the 

multigenerational household, which was typical under the ie stem-family system, is no 

longer a norm among contemporary Japanese families, I argue that the webcam-mediated 

activities become a context for establishing a temporally formed ie space.   

In the rest of this chapter, I first describe how I conceptualize possibilities and 

constraints in using digital communication technologies. Then I introduce the concepts of 
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ie and uchi in order to discuss how these two ideas inform my analyses. In the analysis of 

participants’ interactions with their extended family members in their natal households, I 

demonstrate how the range of a visual field is maximized as participants fill in the unseen 

space, pay attention to what they hear, and rely on their experiential knowledge about 

others and the other space. Investigating interactions between in-law members, I illustrate 

how the visual constraint of a webcam is strategically used as participants manage the 

hierarchy and solidarity underlying their in-law relationships.  

 

5.2 THE VISUAL FIELD AS A GROUND FOR PARTICIPATION FRAMEWORK  

In Chapter 3, I focused on dramaturgical aspects of webcam interactions. As 

participants strategically moved a webcam, an actor was selected – usually a small child 

– and invited to an “on-stage” area made in a face-to-machine space to show and describe 

something in front of particular audiences. While Chapter 4 focuses on the face-to-

machine space, this chapter pays attention to how participation frameworks are developed 

across spaces through a visual webcam field.  

The management of participation frameworks is crucial in order to accomplish cross-

spatial activities. Constantly attending to the limited nature of the visual field that a 

webcam produces, participants manage participation frameworks by coordinating their 

talk, bodily behaviors, and postures. The fragmented visual access suggests that even 

though a webcam is a new opportunity for dispersed families, it also produces new 

constraints. Technical limitations are one of the major topics in workplace studies. The 

use of “a media space” (Heath & Luff 1992), which provides audio-visual access among 

remote colleagues at work, often results in challenges and difficulties for coordinating 

collaborative activities. This is primarily because the impact of co-present, face-to-face 
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interactions is somehow lost in a media space. Habitual ways of communicating such as 

making eye contact, identifying a referent from a pointing gesture, turning toward another 

person, and coordinating relevant material objects in space are disrupted and may not be 

conducted as smoothly as they are in a face-to-face environment (Heath, Hindmarsh & 

Luff 2010: 143). People engaged in distributed collaborative environments report 

unprecedented problems of managing multiple participation frameworks across spaces 

and understanding cultural differences in order to achieve their institutional goals 

(Evaristo 2003; Hardin, Fuller & Davison 2007; Monteiro & Keating 2009; Keating & 

Jarvenpaa 2010; Majchrzak & Jarvenpaa 2010).  

In this chapter, I focus on the process in which technological limitations turn out to 

be useful resources for strategically managing participation frameworks and 

demonstrating participants’ stances towards their extended family members. As my 

analyses show in the rest of this chapter, in spite of ‘limited’ visual access to the other 

space, participants ‘fill in’ the unseen space by drawing on what they hear and know 

about the other space and its inhabitants. On the contrary, taking advantage of the 

‘limited’ visual information, participants sometimes ‘hide’ certain parts of their 

immediate space. My focus in this chapter is to consider the relation between the 

arrangement of webcam affordances and the management of participation frameworks 

necessary to accomplish cross-spatial activities. Additionally, I investigate how such 

interactional management contributes to the management of familial relationships.  

 

5.3 PRACTICES OF FAMILY: THE NOTION OF IE AND UCHI  

In order to analyze how cross-spatial activities are made in a webcam and what 

consequences habitual participation in the activities has for the establishment of family, I 
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particularly draw on two concepts that are familiar to analysts of Japanese culture: ie 

(‘stem-family’) and uchi (‘inside’/‘in-group’/‘family’). Although there are various and 

controversial approaches to these two concepts, they are useful to discuss how family is 

conceptualized and practiced in mediated interactions. Figure 5.19 highlights interesting 

overlaps and fundamental differences between the two concepts. It is interesting to note 

that both terms can mean “family,” “home,” and “house.” An important difference is that 

while ie focuses on the genealogical linkage of a family, uchi broadly contextualizes 

family as a type of “in-group.” As Kondo (1990:141) writes, “while the notion of ie 

highlights continuity, generation after succeeding generation, uchi focuses on the 

household in close-up as a center of belonging and attachment.”  

Within this in-group, the social position of self is determined in relation to other 

members. For example, uchi no kaisha means either ‘my company’ or ‘our company’ 

depending on its addressee. In other words, the referent for uchi is determined by 

defining whether or not the addressee belongs to the same company as the speaker of 

uchi no kaisha. If the speaker utters the phrase to his or her colleagues, the phrase means 

‘our company,’ and if he or she utters it to someone outside the company, it means ‘my 

company.’ This suggests that the term ‘uchi’ does not simply have multiple meanings, 

but it functions as a deictic “anchor point” (Bachnik 1994) whose referent is determined 

in interactional contexts. The single ‘I’ and collective ‘we’ are placed on the same axis of 

collectivity as uchi shifts “from an ‘us’ at the upper limit to a ‘me’ at the lower limit” 

(Bachnik 1994: 26). From this perspective, even though a family is inherently an in-

group, members within it constantly manage their interactions as they position 

themselves in relation to others and various social factors.  
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Figure 5.19: Ie and uchi 

 

In this chapter, I discuss how ideological understandings of ie are constructed in the 

process of managing uchi in a webcam interaction. Even though the stem-family system 

has been given primary attention in research on Japanese culture, the role of talk and its 

relation to uchi practices has been relatively understudied. My aim in this chapter is to 

focus on the convergence of the two elements.    
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5.3.1 The ie as an ideological framework 

The ie, the Japanese stem-family system, has been one of the common research 

themes in studies of Japan (K. Brown 1968; Hamabata 1990; Traphagan 2000a; 

Traphagan 2004; Ochiai 2005). Among a wide range of approaches, my theoretical stakes 

are positioned within debates concerning the coexistence of traditional and modern 

practices in contemporary Japanese families (Hashimoto 2008). On one hand, all of the 

participants for this study have strayed from the traditional stem-family household, 

because these married children have chosen to live abroad and thereby do not live with 

their elder parents who live in Japan. Yet, on the other hand, their use of digital 

communication technologies provides a context in which the impact of ie ideologies is 

transformed. Their active participation in using a webcam offers them new ways in which 

to negotiate in-law relationships and responsibilities, and to socialize small children into 

their ie groups. Given that participants live far from their extended family members, their 

ie “may look like a typical nuclear family, but it potentially or ideally expands into a 

three-or-more-generation family” (Lebra 1984: 20). Although married couples live 

separately from their respective parents, they collaboratively protect and maintain their 

relationships with both of their ie families regardless of their social positions in terms of 

succession. The use of digital communication technologies is one of many ways to 

facilitate their collaborations. 

As an ideological framework, the ie refers to a “transgenerational perpetuation” 

(Lebra 1984:20) that consists of a series of “first sons and their wives and minor 

children” (Morioka 1967: 597). This continuity of successors is not limited to the present 

generations, but includes deceased ones (Traphagan 2004). Historically, the development 

of the idea that an ie is understood as a “transgenerational perpetuation” dates back to the 
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19th century. In 1898, when Japan became a nation-state, the Family Law was 

implemented to expand primogeniture (the patriarchal stem family system of 

inheritance), which had been confined to the elite samurai class, to the entire population. 

Since then, married couples were required to use the same last name (Hashimoto & 

Traphagan 2008a) and successors’ families were expected to take care of their elder 

parents at home (see Chapter 4 regarding filial responsibilities for elder care).  

In addition to the continuation of a family across generations involving ancestral, 

current, and future members, the ie is also characterized as a corporate unit of co-

residents (Befu 1963; Nakane 1967). A prototypical ie, particularly until World War II, 

involved the co-residence of two nuclear families across generations – one consisting of 

the head of the family, his wife, and their unmarried children, and the other consisting of 

the first son of the family head, his wife, and their children (Embree 1945). When an ie 

runs a business, it can accommodate non-kin members who work there (Befu 1963). In 

the domestic spaces of the ie’s co-residential living arrangement, family members resolve 

conflicts and tensions, negotiate various relationships, achieve solidarity, and manage 

family, social, and economic responsibilities. Among various issues, the management of 

in-law relationships, particularly in virilocal households, plays a significant role. A bride 

is expected to work hard and fulfill her obligations in the ie she married into. Lebra 

(1984) emphasizes that for Japanese women, being a good daughter-in-law is more 

important than being a good wife. In fact, various issues that arise due to this ideology are 

often depicted in popular culture scenes, including TV dramas, films, and newspaper 

comics (Hashimoto & Traphagan 2004; Hashimoto 2008; 2008).  

In contemporary Japan, the co-residence of multiple generations is no longer a 

prototypical living arrangement as the nuclear family has become a more common 
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residential pattern (e.g. Traphagan 2004). In one recent ethnographic work on the 

Japanese family, Clark (1999) reveals that even though each generation lives in separate 

houses, the separation “is more symbolic than geographic” (ibid: 56) as houses are often 

close enough for a son, his wife, and his mother to visit each other and share everyday 

domestic activities such as eating breakfast, lunch, and dinner together. My aim in this 

chapter is to analyze how the concept of ie is realized and embodied in communication 

practices. Regardless of their physical distances, participants engage in webcam 

interactions to demonstrate, negotiate, and practice their understandings of ie 

relationships and social expectations.  

 

5.3.1.1 Two ie groups 

One of the salient aspects of using a webcam is that participants in a diasporic 

situation can regularly connect to in-law households. Mothers in the United States, for 

instance, do not exclusively use a webcam with their ie members such as their parents-in-

law, but also use it with their own parents. Among a range of themes in research about 

the ie system, the relationship outside of the ie structure is relatively understudied. A 

primary reason is because a common focus tends to be placed on the structural properties 

and complexity within an ie system. Only a few ethnographic studies focus on the 

significance of non-ie relatives, such as bilateral kindred or “other relatives” through 

paternal, maternal, affinal, and filial ties, that are acknowledged in everyday activities 

and ritual occasions (Befu 1963).  

When Clark conducted his fieldwork with a family of six sisters, he recognized 

that the term “ie” not only refers to women’s affinal household but also their natal one. It 

was confusing for him because his research participants used the term frequently, but its 
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references shifted between the two households without any qualifiers (S. Clark 1999: 41). 

Similar to Clark’s finding, women in this study, particularly ones in the United States 

with small children, are actively involved with both their current ie households as well as 

their old ie or natal households. While Clark (1999) differentiates a married woman’s 

natal household from the ie she now belongs to by calling the natal household “the other 

house,” I consider married women to belong to two ie groups after marriage. Although 

structured around the traditional ie ideology, women (and men) collaboratively maintain 

the two ie groups with which they have strong association.  

In the following excerpt of a webcam conversation, the significance of the two ie 

groups is articulated when a mother discusses how she creates opportunities for her son to 

spend enough time with his grandparents. Misato, the mother of a two-year-old boy, is 

planning to have her son stay with his grandparents from both of his parents’ sides for 

two weeks respectively. Although it is unusual for a two-year-old to be separated from 

his mother for four weeks, Misato believes it is feasible because her usual mothering can 

be provided by a webcam.  

When she was a child, Misato lived with her grandparents since her natal 

household was a typical multigenerational ie household consisting of her parents and 

grandparents. In interviews, Misato often described herself as an obaachan-ko 

(‘grandma’s favorite’) and shared stories about her grandmother. Now as she becomes a 

mother, she hopes that her son Ryoji will have a similar experience with his own 

grandparents even though he lives 600 miles (900 km) away. This rather unusual ‘four-

week-sleepover’ is an attempt to create opportunities for Ryoji to spend enough time with 

his grandparents. It may be too early for him to stay away from his parents for such a 

long time, but Misato decides to send Ryoji to his grandparents’ houses because she is 
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planning to interact with him via a webcam every day. Since Ryoji and his grandparents 

are already familiar with webcam interactions, Misato thinks that this plan is feasible. In 

other words, the use of a webcam in this case is considered to be an effective tool to 

manage family experiences and mothering.  

In the following excerpt, Misato discusses this idea with her mother-in-law (Mrs. 

Murano) via a webcam. The conversation took place between the United States and Japan 

when Mrs. Murano was visiting her daughter Satomi in the United States. In the excerpt, 

Satomi is present and participating in the conversation. In the Murano family, it is 

customary that when Mr. and Mrs. Murano travel to the United States, they stop by 

Tokyo on their way back home. This way Mr. and Mrs. Murano can deliver souvenirs 

from the United States and spend time with their grandson, Ryoji. Misato is expecting to 

accommodate Mrs. Murano for a couple of days when she returns from the United States. 

What Misato is asking in the following expert is twofold: whether Mrs. Murano can bring 

Ryoji back with her when she returns to her own home from Misato’s apartment, and 

whether Ryoji can stay with Mr. and Mrs. Murano for two weeks. 
 

Example 5.35: Planning Ryoji’s first sleepover  

U.S. Japan 
46.  Misato: Iya okaasan ga ne moo 

chotto nagaku oru n 
dattara, Ryoji kun o issho 
ni tsurete kaette moraou 
kato omotte ta n desu yo. 
If you’ll be staying here for a while, I 
was wondering if you could bring 
(Ryoji with you when you) return 
(home). ((POL)) 
 

47.Mrs. Murano: 
(Mother-in-
law) 

Aa haa haa:: 
Uh-huh. 
 

  

48.  Misato: Atashi:: iya betsu ni nani 
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tte wake ja nai n desu 
kedo konkai shigoto ga aru 
kara yasumi ga- nenshi ga 
ichi nichi, ichi nichi 
tteiu ka yokka shika 
torenai n desu yo. 
Well, I don’t have a particular reason. 
But this year I have a (part-time) job, 
and I only could take one, not four, 
days in total for the New Year 
vacation. ((POL)) 
 

49.Mrs. Murano: Aa un= 
Uh-huh, Yes. 
 

  

50.  Misato: =Dakara watashi jitai wa 
hayakute mo nijuu hachi ka 
nijuu kyuu gurai janaito 
kaerenai kara moshi-, 
Fujiwara wa ichiou nannka 
ii tte ittekureta n 
desukedo, Murano no hoo mo 
nishuukan gurai zutu de, 
Ryoji kun ga daijyoubu 
nara  
So for me, the earliest possible (date 
that I can return for the New Year) 
will have to be either the 28th or 29th 
(of December) and before that I won’t 
be able to return, so... The Fujiwara 
side (“my parents”) said it’s okay, so 
(I wonder if) the Murano side (“you 
two” or “Mr. and Mrs. Murano”) is 
okay too. Two weeks (for each). As 
long as Ryoji is doing fine.  ((POL)) 
 

51.Mrs. Murano: Haa haa haa haa, 
iiyo 
Oh, I see, I see. It’s fine 
(I can take Ryoji back 
with me when I return 
to Japan). 
 

 
Misato: 

 
sekkaku- ii desu? Ii desu 
tteiuka tsukareteru darou 
kara giri giri de kimete 
moratte mo  
It is a-- Is it fine? I mean you would be 
tired (when you come back) so you 
can decide at the last minute. ((POL)) 
 

52.Satomi: 
(Mrs. 
Murano’s 
daughter) 

(      ) 
 

  

53.  Misato: Soo dakara hitori de 
tomarasu youni naru kara 
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chotto fuan mo arukedo, 
Otoosan to okaasan ga 
taihen dakara 
Exactly. So I’m a bit worried because 
I’ll have to have Ryoji sleep by 
himself, and it will be a lot of work for 
both dad and mom (Mr. & Mrs. 
Murano). 
  

54.Mrs. Murano: Sore wa ii yo 
No, don’t worry about 
that.  
 

  

55.  Misato: Fuyu wa nagaku kaerenai 
shi anmari misete- misete 
tteiuka, Ryoji-kun mo 
asobe- asoberukara to 
omotte saki ni-, maa 
okaasan ga kaeru n 
dattara, yokere ba tsurete 
kaette moraou kana to 
omotte 
We won’t be able to return and stay 
long enough in winter (if we return 
just for the New Year’s vacation). And 
if so, we won’t be able to show-, I 
mean I’d like to have Ryoji play (with 
you and other relatives in Shimane if 
Ryoji can stay longer). So if you’re 
returning home from here on the way 
back (from the U.S.), I’m wondering if 
you could bring (Ryoji) back with you. 

 

 

Intriguingly, in this example the conceptualization of Misato’s two ie households is 

linguistically indicated. First, in line 5, Misato’s current ie group is explicitly juxtaposed 

with her natal ie group by using the last names, “Murano” and “Fujiwara.” Instead of 

using person-centered terms such as “my parents” or “you,” Ryoji’s grandparents are 

referred to by their last names, “Murano” and “Fujiwara” respectively.  
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Line 5 (Last names)3 
Fujiwara wa ichiou nannka ii tte ittekureta n desukedo, Murano no hoo  
Fujiwara    TOP anyway somewhat good QT  said   give   NOM.POL. but  Murano  NOM side 
 
mo nishuukan gurai zutu de 
too 2 weeks      about   each  for  
 
The Fujiwara side (or “my parents”) said it’s okay, so (I wonder if) the Murano side 
(“you two” or “Mr. and Mrs. Murano”) is okay too. Two weeks (for each.) 

 

Since a last name is a symbolic ie form with which a familial group associates its 

collective identity (Ochiai 2005), the juxtaposition of two last names indicates Misato’s 

involvements in two ie groups.  

In addition to the last names, the use of the verb kaeru (‘to return’) is worth 

mentioning. When Misato tells Mrs. Murano that an earliest possible date for Misato to 

pick up Ryoji is December 28th or 29th, she uses the verb “return” as follows: 

 
Line 5 (Returning) 
watashi jitai wa hayakutemo nijuu hachi ka nijuu kyuu gurai janaito  
I        myself.TOP.earliest.         28      or  29  about   has to 
 
kaerenai kara 
return.not   so 
 
So for me the earliest possible will have to be either the 28th or 29th (of December) and 
before that (I won’t) be able to return, so…  

 

This use of “return” instead of iku (‘to go’) indicates that Misato conceptualizes the 

Murano family in Shimane as a place she “returns.” This type of “return” is also used in 

line 10 where she explains that Misato’s immediate family would not be able to “return” 

and stay long enough in winter.  

                                                 
3 TOP: a topic marker; QT: a quotative marker; NOM: a nominalizer; POL: a polite marker 
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As Figure 5.20 summarizes, these specific discursive features including using family 

names and a particular verb phrase for “return” index Misato’s two ie groups to which 

she has strong commitments.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.20: The conceptualization of Misato’s current ie and past ie (her natal 
household) 

 

It is important to note how Misato constructs her ie identity with Mrs. Murano. As 

indicated in the previous example, framing Misato’s (and her family’s) visit to her 
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parents-in-law’s house as a ‘return’ is a way to demonstrate that she recognizes her 

identity as a daughter-in-law who is married into the Murano ie household. Additionally, 

throughout the excerpt, Misato uses desu/masu forms, which indicate politeness towards 

Mrs. Murano. This suggests that while Misato is demonstrating an insider stance by 

framing the Murano residence as a place to which Misato ‘returns,’ she maintains an in-

law stance by using polite forms. Interestingly, when Misato talks to her sister-in-law 

(Satomi), who is present at the conversation, Misato switches to plain forms. This shift 

indicates that Misato manages to demonstrate her close relationship with her sister-in-law 

as well as her hierarchical relationship with Mrs. Murano (see Chapter 4 for more about 

the use of desu/masu forms between caregivers and children).  

  

5.3.2 The uchi as discursive practices  

At the beginning of section 5.2, I described how my analysis was informed by the 

concepts of ie and uchi, and the previous section explored how I conceptualized the 

notion of ie. In this section, I further explicate how the term uchi (‘inside’/‘in-group’/ 

family’) is relevant to analyzing the management of cross-spatial activities. In a cross-

spatial webcam interaction, the visual field of a webcam provides a limited view of the 

other space. Thus, participants are constantly negotiating what should be and can be seen 

on a webcam screen. Building on these perspectives, I describe how uchi is indexed as 

participants coordinate discursive practices and the webcam’s visual fields . To begin 

with, I lay the groundwork for understanding how the social meaning of uchi as ‘inside’ 
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(and its distinction from the outside) is mapped onto the organization of social situations 

and relationships.4 

The locus of uchi as ‘inside’ is not defined in isolation, but in contrast to the 

counterpart of soto or ‘outside’ (Kondo 1990; Bachnik 1994). In one’s house, this 

distinction is embodied by the way that residents use domestic spaces. For example, 

people belonging to the soto world such as guests always enter through the omote guchi  

(‘front door’), whereas uchi members such as direct family members arrive through the 

back door (ura guchi), typically located near the kitchen and dining area. Rooms such as 

zashiki and ousetsuma (Japanese and Western styles of the formal parlor) are designed 

for people from the soto world, whereas the chanoma (living and dining area) or 

daidokoro (kitchen and dining room) are everyday spaces to which only uchi members 

have access (Kondo 1990; Makino 1998 [1978]). The use of domestic spaces is 

intricately negotiated through language and demeanors. Members construct informal, 

relaxing relationships in the uchi space by speaking in plain language, wearing casual 

clothes, and engaging in multiple everyday activities. Even in smaller houses or 

apartments where an informal chanoma and formal zashiki are not separated, family 

members create them by shifting language and demeanor. When receiving guests in a 

small apartment, family members use formal language and demeanor, and consequently 

shift their uchi space to a relatively soto space.  

Another important aspect of uchi is that it is often used to explain culturally 

specific phenomena. Indeed, domestic space is a common context where culturally 

                                                 
4 The uchi/soto distinction has been overwhelmingly employed along with other paired concepts such as 
amaeru/amayakasu (‘to indulge’/‘to be indulged’), omote/ura (‘front’/‘back’), and tatemae/honne 
(‘principles’/‘one’s own perspectives hidden by tatemae’) (Doi 1986) in order to understand the system of 
organizing the Japanese self, social life, and language. 
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specific ways of conceptualizing physical space and social relationships are examined 

(Frake 1975; Hanks 1990; Duranti 1992; Keating 1998). In the context of uchi/soto, the 

management of uchi can cause cultural misunderstandings. For example, at a Japanese 

home party, as a soto person, a guest is ushered into a certain room or formal soto space 

as mentioned above and constantly attended to by his or her host. Contrarily, at an 

American home party, the host shows respect to guests by inviting them to feel relaxed 

and comfortable in the house as represented by prototypical phrases like ‘please help 

yourself.’ From a Japanese perspective, this phrase is not heard as a way of showing 

respect because it “has somehow a flavor of ‘nobody else will help you’”: asking the 

guest who is “unfamiliar with the house” to ‘help himself’ would be interpreted as 

“excessively lacking in consideration” (Doi 1971b: 13). In other words, from a Japanese 

perspective, for a guest who is ‘unfamiliar’ or relatively soto with the house and its 

residents, it is not preferred to be independent in the house, even if the host tells the guest 

to be so because independent behaviors are typically associated with uchi behaviors. 

Walking around the house, entering the kitchen, and opening the refrigerator are actions 

that uchi members can take. It takes some time for a soto person to socialize himself or 

herself into the house and establish an uchi relationship with the family in order to make 

those uchi actions. In fact, as Makino (1998 [1978]) describes, a typical cross-cultural 

misunderstanding takes place when an American exchange student uses the kitchen of his 

or her host family’s house before building a relatively uchi (or less soto) relationship. 

Even if the host mother tells the student to feel home, the student’s independent behavior 

might be regarded as an invasion into the mother’s uchi space. Guests can have difficulty 

in knowing how and when an uchi action is allowed. It may be possible that, even if the 
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student resides in the house for a long time, the host mother would still satisfy a large part 

of his or her needs.  

Uchi’s context dependent nature has been recognized since early ethnographic 

studies about Japan (Benedict 1946; Nakane 1970; Doi 1971a). The uchi notion, along 

with its contrastive notion of soto, is considered particularly useful to explain the 

complex organization of ‘self’ and ‘society’ that is not easily explicable from a Western 

perspective (Doi 1971a; Doi 1986; Wetzel 1994). Contrary to the tradition of Western 

thought where the notion of the individual is central, the uchi/soto distinction highlights 

the situated nature of self within fluid boundaries. Studies in this line of work challenge 

the current Western academic approach to “the Other” through which researchers recast 

their own “observer Self” (Lebra 2004: x).  

Explicitly or implicitly challenging the dichotomous distinction between ‘self’ 

and ‘other’ or the person-centered approach to self and society, ethnographically 

informed studies about Japanese social organizations incorporate the notion of uchi (and 

soto) in order to better understand culturally specific ways of organizing an individual 

situated in social contexts including the family (Hamabata 1990; Bachnik 1992), 

preschool organizations (Tobin, Wu & Davidson 1989; Peak 1991; Tobin 1992), work 

places (Kondo 1990), fitness clubs (Spielvogel 2003), and health care facilities (Ohnuki-

Tierney 1984). While approaches vary, a common theme underlying these ethnographic 

studies is not to describe the essential characteristics of the Japanese self, but various 

ways in which the relational, indexical, and contextually dependent nature of Japanese 

‘person-hood’ emerge within a temporal social frame or ba, a socially filled 

communicative context (Nakane 1970; Ide 2002).  
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These studies suggest that there are two important aspects of the notions of uchi 

and soto: First, the uchi/soto distinction is contextually as well as spatially dependent. 

Second, the notions have what Ochs calls “non-exclusivity” (Ochs 1992). In her study 

about the relationship between language and gender, Ochs pays attention to the fact that 

the same linguistic form can be used both by male and female speakers. As she explains, 

“non-exclusivity is demonstrated by the fact that many linguistics forms associated with 

gender are associated as well with the marking of other social information such as the 

marking of stance and social action” (Ochs 1992: 340). For example, Japanese sentence 

final particles such as ne and yo are typically linked to femininity, but they are also linked 

to stances such as delicate intensity. Similarly, uchi (and soto) do not have categorical 

definitions, but the construction of uchi involves “a whole package of decisions about 

language, behavior, and social interaction” (Kondo 1990: 152). Building on these 

perspectives, I describe how uchi and soto are indexed as participants coordinate 

discursive practices and the webcam’s visual field. 

 

5.3.2.1 Uchi greetings 

 Uchi is a collaborative achievement that emerges as family members coordinate 

various semiotic means such as language, bodily behaviors, and the computer screen. The 

following excerpt illustrates how a particular set of greeting expressions associated with 

an uchi relationship is strategically used to create a feeling of uchi and consequently 

becomes an opportunity for socialization. The excerpt is derived from a webcam 

interaction that took place in the Koyama family. Shoko, in the United States, is talking 

to her sister Sato and her daughters, Mee-chan and Sachi, in Japan. Soon after they start 

talking, Shoko’s American husband David comes home from work. The following 
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example shows how an uchi greeting, a okaeri-tadaima exchange, is collaboratively 

formulated by using two languages, bodily behaviors, and managing the webcam screen 

in order to socialize David into an uchi space that Shoko has established with members in 

her natal household. The paired expressions of an okaeri (‘welcome home’ or literally 

‘you have returned’) and a tadaima (‘just now I’m home’ or literally ‘I have just this 

moment returned home’) are usually used between residents of a house. The okaeri-

tadaima expression marks when one leaves and returns to the uchi (Kondo 1990: 142). 

Interestingly, in the following example, the greeting is not exchanged between co-

residents, but between ones who are close uchi members of a family. 

When David returns home from work, one of the pair-parts of the greeting is 

provided by Sato and Mee-chan. In line 4 and 7, Sato asks how to translate okaeri 

(‘welcome home’). As Shoko answers, she says “it’s okaeri” (line 8), inviting Sato and 

Mee-chan to say okaeri to David (lines 9-11). After David provides the wrong phrase, 

okaeri (‘welcome home’) (line 13), Shoko quietly corrects him by providing the right 

phrase, tadaima (‘just now I’m home’) (line 14). As David walks closer to the webcam 

screen, he provides the right greeting, tadaima (‘just now I’m home’), and briefly shows 

his face to Sato and others in Japan on his way to the bathroom (line 15).  

 
 
Example 5.36: Okaeri-tadaima greeting 

 
U.S. Japan
1. Shoko: 

 
a David-chan kaette 
kita ken happy 
birthday issho ni utao 
ka. chotto matte ya 
David got home. So let’s sing 
Happy Birthday together. Just a 
second. 
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2.   Sato: 

 
ima shigoto kara kaette 
kita n? 
Has he just returned from work? 
 

3. Shoko: 
 

un ima kaette kitan 
yo, David- chan. Kyou 
wa osokatta na. 8 ji 
de. 
((head shift to 
David)) 
Yeah, he’s just returned now. He 
came back a bit late today. It’s 
already 8 o’clock. 
 

  

4.  Hey ((to David)) 
Hey.  
 

Sato: 
 

okaeri tte nan te iu no 
How do you say “okaeri”? 
 

5. David: 
 

Hello ((to his wife, 
Shoko)) 
Hello. 
 

  

6. Shoko: 
 

Un? ((to her sister, 
Sato)) 
What? 
 

  

7.   Sato: 
 

Okaeri tte nan te iu no 
eigo de? 
How do you say “okaeri” in 
English? 
 

8. Shoko: 
 

Okaeri 
It’s “okaeri” 
 

  

9.  Okaeritte itte 
Say “okaeri” ((to David.)) 
 

  

10.   Sato: 
 

Okaeri:: [David-chan] 
Okaeri, David. 
 

11.   Mee-
chan: 
 

           [okaeri::] 
            Okaeri:: 
 

12. Shoko: 
 
 

It’s for you, David. 
 

  

13. David: 
 

Okaeri 
Okaeri. 
 

  

14. Shoko: 
 

̊ta[daima° 
(It’s) “tadaima.” 
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15. David: 

 
    [Tadaima 
((walking towards the 
screen; leaving for 
the bathroom)) 
Tadaima. 
 
 

  

16. Shoko: 
 

Tadaima tte oshietan 
yo 
I taught him “tadaima.” 
 

  

17.   Sato: 
 

A tadaima tte 
ittan.hhhh? 
Did he just say “tadaima?”  
 

18. Shoko: 
 

Un 
Yeah. 
 

  

19.   Sato: He:: 
I see. 

 
 

There are two important implications in this example. First, language creates an uchi 

space regardless of geographic distances. In other words, the initiation of okaeri 

(‘welcome home’) from Sato and Mee-chan in Japan transforms the impact of the 

geographic distance. From the perspective of the U.S. side, the feeling of uchi indexed by 

the expression and the immediacy provided by the visual representation of Sato and Mee-

chan on the webcam screen creates the sense that Sato and Mee-chan were physically 

present in Shoko’s house. As  

Figure 5.21 illustrates, the okaeri-tadaima exchange between Sato’s family and David 

demonstrates an interesting intersection between language, local environments, and the 

emerging uchi space revolving around the use of an okaeri-tadaima expression via a 

webcam.  
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Figure 5.21: The relation between residential space and the Okaeri-tadaima greeting 
in Example 5.2 

Second, the okaeri-tadaima sequence is collaboratively performed and provides an 

opportunity for David to be socialized into the uchi space that Shoko, Sato, and Mee-chan 

are creating. After Sato’s first attempt to greet David by asking about the English 

equivalent of okaeri, Shoko assists Sato, Mee-chan, and David to appropriately provide 

the first pair part of okaeri and the second pair part of tadaima. Additionally, Sato’s and 

Mee-chan’s prolongation of the last vowel of okaeri (lines 10 -11), as well as Sato’s 

“David-chan” (‘David’ + a diminutive form) (line 10), contribute to the creation of 

solidarity. In addition to the linguistic forms, participants’ discursive practices are 

organized in such a way that they invite David to be a co-constructor of the emerging 

uchi space. Strategically using the situated nature of the okaeri-tadaima greeting, which 

is typically lodged in the physically bounded home space, the participants collaboratively 

achieve the creation of a new type of uchi space.  
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This type of cross-spatial uchi activity does not simply transform conventional 

linguistic and cultural practices confined to immediate family members. Rather, it creates 

an opportunity for socialization. Relatively new members of an ie such as in-law 

members and small children are invited to participate in cross-spatial uchi activities 

through which they learn, recognize, and share the emerging uchi space. In the rest of this 

chapter, I closely examine how participants are mutually oriented in order to establish 

“interspatial subjectivities” (Keating & Jarvenpaa 2010) as participants manage degrees 

of uchi/soto. 

 

5.4 CONNECTION TO NATAL HOUSEHOLDS 

 In this section, I first describe creative ways in which participants deal with the 

webcam’s limited visual field while coordinating their discursive practices. As 

participants assemble a range of resources and coordinate their discursive practices, they 

reproduce habitual family practices across spaces such as taking pictures, fixing the 

camera’s focus, and participating in role-play games. Active engagement in such cross-

spatial activities constructs participants’ emotional attachment and demonstrates the 

integration of family as a united group.  

 

5.4.1 Taking a family photograph  

The following excerpt from an interview with Shoko in the United States illustrates 

how her sister and nieces’ creative uses of communication tools made her feel “close” to 

her natal ie household. When Shoko had a webcam conversation with her sister and 

nieces in Japan for the first time, the children stood next to the computer and took a 
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picture with the computer screen where images of Shoko and her American husband, 

David, were projected. The picture was taken with Shoko’s sister’s cell phone and was 

immediately sent via email.  

 
Example 5.37: A family-gathering photograph 

 Shoko: Omoshirokatta noga ichiban saishoni skype yattatoki 
wa mukou demo ‘oo’tte kanji dattanndakedo yappari 
pasokon ni Sho-chan no kaoga detekite tteiu 
kannjini naru janai. Sonotoki tamatama kocchi yoru 
dattakara David mo itandakedo, watashi to David no 
kao ga uchino jikka no pasokon ni detete sono 
pasokon no yoko de kodomo tachi ga 
Kouyatte sonoshashin o totteru none. Uchira 
no…dakara minnnade kinennsatuei nanndakedo, 
watashitatiha pasokon no naka. De, kodomo tachi wa 
sonopasokon no yoko de piisu site sore o uchi no 
imouto ga keitai no kamera de totte sugu okutte 
kureta n da yone. Kyori wa aru kedo issho ni iru 
kankaku o mogi teki ni misete kureru tteiu ka. 
It was interesting that when I had a Skype (video) conversation for the first 
time (with my sister’s family in Japan from my parents’ house), they were 
“wowed” by seeing my face on the computer screen. It was evening here (in 
the United States), so David was home, too. The kids (in Japan) were 
standing next to the computer and taking a picture with us whose faces were 
up on the computer at my jikka (natal household). Can you picture it? It was 
one of those ‘family-gathering photographs’ (taken at home), but David and 
I were inside the computer. My sister took a picture of her kids posing with a 
“peace” sign standing next to “us” in the computer, and my sister 
immediately emailed that photo to me. This picture made me feel as if I were 
there (with them) regardless of the physical distance.   

 

The sense of ‘togetherness’ is a critical aspect of managing family relationships over long 

distances. As Shoko’s narrative indicates, emotional closeness is sequentially achieved as 

participants organize their talk and use multiple communication devices such as a cell 

phone camera and email in addition to a webcam. The impact of immediacy in co-

present, face-to-face situations is transformed into the shared digital photograph as 

Shoko’s sister and nieces recognize ‘new’ affordances and possibilities of the webcam 
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and associate them with an ‘old’ practice of taking a family picture. Goffman (1963) may 

treat mediated messages such as letters, emails, and photographs as “disembodied 

information” because there is a slight time lag between the moment when the information 

is sent and its arrival. However, the coordination of webcam conversations and 

subsequent actions such as taking and sending a picture contextualizes the inherently 

disembodied nature of long-distance interaction into an embodied one. Such innovative 

arrangements of participation frameworks across spaces help create the sense of uchi or 

‘in-group’ identity.   

The feeling of ‘togetherness’ discussed above has been recognized as a 

sociological function of photographs. For families, the presence and arrival of children 

“reinforces the integration of the group, and at the same time reinforces its inclination to 

capture the image of this integration, an image which, in turn, serves to reinforce the 

integration” (Bourdieu 1965 [1990]: 26). In the context of webcam-mediated interactions, 

the integration of the group can be achieved across space and time.  

The next example shows how a picture-taking activity is sequentially 

accomplished between Japan and the United States while participants coordinate their 

talk and spatial dispositions in the course of interaction. The excerpt is part of a webcam 

conversation between Satomi in the United States and her mother, Mrs. Murano, in 

Japan. As the following figure shows, Mrs. Takeno, Satomi’s mother-in-law, is present 

and occasionally joins the conversation because she has been staying at Satomi’s home in 

the United States in order to help her family take care of the new born baby, Yuji. This 

spatial arrangement, the presence of mother-in-law in a mother-daughter mediated 

interaction, provides a unique space where two types of mother-daughter relationships are 

explored in the course of interaction. Parturient cooperation and postpartum care are 
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important opportunities for reinforcing mother-daughter ties. At the same time, through 

sharing the experience of child birth, a generally distant relationship between a mother-

in-law and her daughter-in-law can turn into a close one (Lebra 1984: 263).   

At the beginning of the excerpt, two grandmothers, Mrs. Murano in Japan and 

Mrs. Takeno in the United States, are discussing how fast the baby is growing. The tone 

of the conversation is relatively formal as indicated by their use of polite forms (lines 1, 

3). Satomi does not participate in the conversation, but when Yuji makes some audible 

noise, she leans forward to the webcam as she says “He said ‘pooh’” (line 2). The 

arrangement of Satomi’s bodily posture along with her verbal description interrupts the 

grandmothers’ talk and draws Mrs. Murano’s attention. In line 4, Mrs. Murano says “wait 

a second,” then asks Satomi to enter the webcam screen frame because she wants to “take 

a picture” of Satomi and Yuji (lines 6-9). This does not mean that Mrs. Murano literally 

uses a camera, but she uses the photo function equipped in webcam software to copy an 

image of the computer screen. Mrs. Murano’s responsive bodily posture (line 12) as she 

tilts her head as if making her face parallel to Yuji indicates that the arrangement of 

bodily postures contributes to the reproduction of some habituated practice of “taking a 

picture” in a new context. 
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Figure 5.22: The layout of Satomi’s webcam conversation (America)  

 
Example 5.38: Taking a picture across space 

U.S. Japan 
1. Mrs. T: 

 
Hayai desu ne.POL 
He’s really fast.  

 

  

2. Satomi: 
 

Pooh iuta  
((leaning forward to 
camera)) 
(He said) ‘pooh.’ 

Mrs. M: 
 

aa soudesuka.POL 
I see. 
 

3. Mrs. T: Hai=   
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 Yes. 
 

4.   Mrs. M: 
 

=Aa chotto matte yo 
(Satomi,) wait a second.  
 

5. Satomi: 
 
 

((looking up)) 
 

  

6.   Mrs. M: 
 

Shashin o toru kara 
Let me take a picture of you.  
 

7.    Satomi-chan no kao mo 
Satomi, your face, too. 
 

8.    (2.0) 
9.    Ufufu 

((laughs)) 
 

10. Satomi: 
 

Poo tteiu kao shiteru 
He looks like he’s doing a “pooh.” 
 

  

11. Mrs. T: 
 
 

Nakisouna kao shiteru 
He is almost crying. 

  

12.   Mrs.M: ((tilting her head to 
left)) 

13.  Uunn 
Yes. 
 

  

14. Satomi: 
 

((looking up))   

15.  Totta? 
Did you take one? 
 

  

16.   Mrs. M: 
 

Utsutta utsutta 
Yes, I did, I did.  

 

 On another day, as Satomi and Mrs. Murano are again talking via the webcam, 

Mrs. Murano realizes that Yuji looks just like Satomi when she was an infant. Mrs. 

Murano pulls out a picture of three-month-old Satomi from one of the family albums and 
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shows it through the webcam. Satomi then asks her mother to hold the picture for a while 

because she wants to ‘take a picture of the picture’ along with Yuji. She enlarges the 

picture image as indicated in Figure 5.23, then stands in front of the monitor holding Yuji 

in her arms. What is interesting is that by incorporating conventional ways of using a 

photograph into the webcam mediated interaction, Mrs. Murano and Satomi symbolically 

display the integration of the family across space and the ie cohesion across time. 

Enlarging an image of the standard sized photo from thirty-three years ago, projecting it 

on a 44 inch TV screen, and taking a picture ‘with the old picture,’ Satomi and Mrs. 

Murano successfully create an innovative space where the vertically linked family 

relationships are visually represented.  

 

 

  

 
Figure 5.23: Take a picture across space and time 
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These examples of picture-taking practices show that participants do not simply adapt to 

the webcam’s limited visual field, but collaboratively play with technological features in 

order to achieve a cross-spatial activity through which an integrated space is created. 

Mrs. Murano’s kinesthetic alignment towards her new born grandchild is made possible 

through this interactional process even before she met the baby in person.  

 

5.4.2 Fixing the camera: The uchi as experiential knowledge  

In addition to the incorporation of technical affordances in the unfolding process of 

interaction, knowledge about the other space plays an important role in achieving a cross-

spatial activity. As shown in the next example, the visually fragmented representation of 

the other space activates the participant’s memories and experiences in her natal 

household and thereby facilitates her active involvement in the other space.  

The following excerpt is derived from a webcam conversation between two sisters, 

Shoko in the United States and her sister Sato in Japan. I recorded the conversation at 

their parents’ house, the Koyama residence, in Japan. In the excerpt, Shoko is telling Sato 

how to fix the camera focus by manipulating its sliding dial. Shoko’s knowledge about 

the unseen part of the other space indicates her strong commitment to her natal household 

where Shoko is involved in taking care of her parents’ media environment. The excerpt 

begins when Sato is trying to show an old picture of Shoko. As Figure 5.24 indicates, the 

projected image of the picture is unclear and Shoko in the United States attempts to fix it 

by helping Sato in Japan to identify the location of the “dial” (lines 3-7) to adjust the 

camera focus. Shoko’s detailed description of the webcam, “around the camera lens, 

there’s a dial” (line 5), is indicative of her familiarity with the other space as well as her 

commitment to the webcam environment of the other space. In fact, she offers to buy a 
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new webcam next time she visits her parents’ home (line 17) because it was Shoko who 

bought the webcam for her parents and set up the computer environment at her natal 

house in such a way that everyone, including Sato and her daughter, could use it when 

they visit Mr. and Mrs. Koyama. Since then she has been responsible for “media care” 

practices (see Chapter 5.) 

 

 

 
Figure 5.24: Shoko's screen image in line 1 

Example 5.39: I'll buy a new camera 

U.S. Japan 
1.   Shoko: 

 
Sore chotto kamera-
. Yugan-. Mou na 
gottsu boketon yo 
anta no kamera= 
That camera-. is shaky-. 
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Your camera gives very 
blurry images. 
 

2.    Sato: 
 

=hou nan? 
Is it really? 
 

3.  Shoko: 
 

Anna kamera no mae 
ni daiyaru tuitou 
daro? 
Do you see a dial in front of 
the camera? 
 

  

4.    Sato: 
 

Are? 
What? 
 

5.  Shoko: 
 

Kamera no renzu no 
mawari ni daiyaru 
tuiteru 
Around the camera lens, 
there’s a dial.  

  

6.    Sato: 
 

Aa ima mawashiyoru 
I’m turning it now. 
 

7.  Shoko: 
 

Are ga na tabun 
fo:kasu dato omou n 
yona 
I think that’s the camera 
focus. 
 

  

8.    Sato: 
 

Hee jaa mawasu yo 
I see. I’ll turn it around now. 
 

9.  Shoko: 
 

Un 
Yes. 
 

  

10.   Sato: 
 

Kawatta? 
Any change? 
 

11. Shoko: 
 

Anmashi 
Not really. 
 

  

12.   Sato: 
 

Kore wa? 
How about this? 
 

13. Shoko: 
 

Hidoo natta kamo 
shiren= 
It’s gotten worse. 
 

  

14.  =a kono kanji ga 
ichiban mada ii 
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This one is best, better.  
 

15.   Sato: 
 

Souka naoshi toita wa 
I see. I’ve fixed it this way then. 
 

16. Shoko: 
 

Soro soro kamera 
kaedoki yana 
It’s time to change the 
camera. 
 

  

17.  Kondo kaettara 
kamera kaetaroka 
I’ll buy a new one next time 
I come back. 

  

 

This example shows Shoko’s active participation and continuous involvement with 

her natal house. Her cross-spatial involvement and her sister’s supporting role create an 

opportunity to reproduce family practices that are familiar to everyone in the Koyama 

family. While both Shoko and Sato no longer belong to the Koyama’s ie in a traditional 

sense because they have married out, they reproduce uchi practices through webcam-

mediated, cross-spatial activities. From this perspective, the uchi space is not passively 

granted to ie members within ie locations, but created as participants actively engage in 

cross-spatial activities. 

 

5.4.3 Participating in a role-play game 

The incorporation of local knowledge in the management of a cross-spatial activity is 

in fact collaboratively achieved. The next example illustrates how Shoko and Sato 

collaboratively manage participation frameworks to organize a role-play game involving 

Sato’s two daughters, Sachi and Mee-chan. Shoko (Aunt) in the United States carefully 

attends to what she hears from the unseen space while Sato (Mother) in Japan supports 

her sister’s participation by moving the webcam angle and filling in Shoko’s misheard 
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speech. As shown in Figure 5.25, Mee-chan and Sachi are playing shopping. Mee-chan is 

sitting on the floor in front of the camera and sketching something in her drawing book as 

if she were a painter. Sachi is walking around the coffee table area pretending to be the 

owner of a coffee shop and a restaurant of okonomiyaki, a type of Japanese pancake. The 

adult members, Shoko in the United States and Sato in Japan, strategically and 

collaboratively pick up cues from the children’s discursive activities in order to invite 

Shoko to participate in the role-play activity taking place in Japan. 

The role of Sato’s (Mother’s) discursive and video practices are particularly 

interesting. At the beginning of the excerpt, Sachi, who is out of the webcam frame, is 

starting to call out the typical greeting provided by a service provider to a customer, 

irasshaimase:: (‘welcome’). This phrase typically represents a customer’s arrival or an 

invitation. Sato’s encouragement to make okonomiyaki for Shoko (Aunt) (line 2) helps to 

establish a pseudo-business relationship between Sachi and Shoko (Aunt). When Sachi’s 

question “how about coffee?” (line 3) is overlapped with Shoko’s (Aunt’s) request for a 

home delivery to America (line 3), Sato (Mother) relays Sachi’s message by repeating 

“how about coffee?” for Shoko (Aunt) (line 4). When Sachi mimics the sound of pouring 

coffee as jaa::: in line 6, Shoko (Aunt) mishears it as iya::: (‘no’/’I don’t want to’) which 

is one of the negation expressions in Japanese. Sato (Mother) corrects Shoko’s (Aunt’s) 

interpretation by repeating the mimicking sounds, jaa::: (lines 8-9). While waiting for 

Sachi to cook okonomiyaki and brew coffee, Mee-chan starts to call out irasshaimase 

(lines 11-13). Mee-chan creatively coordinates her irasshaimase call-outs with her 

appearance on the webcam screen. She first hides herself from the computer screen and 

suddenly reappears as she brings her face close to the webcam (line 13). The organization 

of this sudden appearance on screen is coordinated with prosodic features encapsulated in 
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the phrase irasshaimase. When Mee-chan disappears from the screen, she slowly utters 

the first half of the expression, °irrasshai° (line 12). Then when she appears again, the 

latter half of the phrase MA(.) SSE:: is uttered with a strong emphasis and a lengthened 

vowel at the end. After this appearance, Sato (Mother) picks up the webcam and 

manually focuses on Mee-chan until Sachi comes back with her okonomiyaki and a cup 

of coffee (line 22). In line 26 and 27, Sachi and Sato (Mother) collaboratively adjust the 

focus of the camera to show the pretend okonomiyaki to the customer, Shoko. Make-

believe practices between the children and their aunt Shoko continue when a coffee is 

delivered (lines 31-37). They calibrate each other’s camera focus by bringing imaginary 

cups close to the webcam and pretending to pour and drink coffee.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.25: The layout of Shoko’s parents’ house (Japan)  
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Example 5.40: Playing shopping 

U.S. Japan 
1.   Sachi: 

 
Irasshai MASE::::: 
irasshai MASE::: 
((walking toward the 
dining table.)) 
Irasshai mase, irasshai mase. 
 

2.   Sato: 
(Mother) 

Hona ichimai yaite age 
te 
Well then, cook one (for Shoko). 
 

3. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Amerika made takuhai 
shite 
kudasa:::i((POL)) 
Please deliver it to America. 
 

Sachi: 
 

koohee wa? Koohee wa? 
How about coffee? How about 
coffee? 
 

4.   Sato: 
(Mother) 

Koohee wa? 
How about coffee? 
 

5. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Koohee mo atsu atsu no 
yatsu Amerika made 
otodoke onegai 
shimasu((POL)) 
Coffee too. Very hot one. Could 
you also deliver it to America? 
 

  

6.   Sachi: 
 

Jaa::: 
((mimicking the sound 
of pouring coffee)) 
 

7. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

‘iya::’ tte iuta no? 
omise no hito wa 
‘iya:::’tte ittara 
akan no chau no? 
Did you just say ‘no::’ (‘I don’t 
want to’)? I don’t think shop staff 
would ever say ‘no!’/’I don’t 
want to!’ 
 

  

8.   Sato: 
(Mother) 

Uun jaa::: tte koohee 
ireyotta 
No, she is pouring coffee and it’s 
like ‘jaa::’. 

9. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

A:: ‘jaa::’ ne aa 
sokka sokka 
Oh, it was ‘jaa::’. I see, I see.  
 

  

10.  (4.0)   
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11.   Mee-
chan: 
 

((walking toward the 
camera)) 
Irasshai MASE::  
Irasshai mase (welcome). 
 
 

12.    °irasshai° 

 
 

13.    MA(.)SSE:::: 

 
 

14.   Sato: 
(Mother) 

((focusing the camera 
on Mee-chan)) 
 

15. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Hhhhh 
Mee-chan no omise wa 
nani ya san desu 
ka?((POL)) 
Mee-chan, what’s your shop 
selling? 
 

  

16.   Mee-
chan: 

A? (.) iro ya san= 
Yes? I’m selling colors. 
 

17. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

iro ya san? Jaa Midori
onegai shimasu((POL)) 
Colors? Then, could I have green, 
please? 
 

  

18.   Mee-
chan: 

Midori desu ka?((POL)) 
Green? 
 

19. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Hai((POL)) 
Yes. 
 

  

20.   Mee-
chan: 

Rakugaki ya san yo 
I mean I’m a graffiti painter. 
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21. Shoko: 

(Aunt) 
 

Un= 
Yes. 

  

22.   Sachi: =hai douzo  
((bringing a pretended 
okonomi-yaki)) 
Here you are. 
 

23. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Yatta:: itadaki masu. 
Ikura desu ka?((POL)) 
Yeah! Thank you! How much 
was it? 
 

  

24.   Sachi: 
 

300 yen 
It’s 300 yen. 
 

25. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Aa jaa tsuketoite 
kudasai. Mata matomete 
harai masu. Kaetta 
toki ni.((POL)) 
Could I pay it later? I’ll pay 
altogether when I return.  
 

  

26.   Sachi: 
 

((trying to adjust the 
camera focus on the 
pretended okonomiyaki)) 

 
 

27.   Sato: 
(Mother) 

((picking up the food 
from Sachi’s hand; 
adjusting the camera 
focus on the food)) 
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28. Shoko: 

(Aunt) 
Iidesu ne: ((POL))
oishisou ya na 
Looks good. Looks yummy. 
 

  

29.   Sato: 
(Mother) 

Kana? 
((moving the camera 
focus to Sachi)) 
Does it? 
 

30.   Sachi: 
 

Koohee? 
Coffee? 
 

31. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

Hai itadaki 
masu((POL)) 
((raising her right 
hand towards the 
webcam)) 
Yes. I’ll take it.  

 
 

  

32.   Sachi: 
 

((bringing her 
pretended coffee jar)) 
Ja::: 
Ja::  

 
33. Shoko: 

(Aunt) 
Itadakima::su ((POL)) 
Cheers!  

  

34.   Sachi: 
 

Nonda? 
Did you drink it? 
 

35. Shoko: Nonda.    
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(Aunt) Yes, I did.  
 

36.   Sachi: 
 

‘a:::’tte shiiya, 
‘a:::’ tte 
You have to do like ‘Ah::’, like 
‘Ah.’ 
 

37. Shoko: 
(Aunt) 

‘a:::’ 
((bending backwards 
with a pretended 
coffee cup in hand)) 

  

 

The collaborative coordination of participation frameworks in this example suggests 

that the visual field made by a webcam is not a limited transparent window of social 

interactions or reality (Mondada 2009). In order to create an opportunity for children and 

their far-flung aunt to ‘play together,’ participants creatively and effectively draw on cues 

for participation (Keating & Sunakawa 2010) from both what is seen and not seen on the 

mediated visual field.  

Recurrent practices of role-play sessions are particularly important from the 

perspective of language socialization. As children learn gender differences and culturally 

appropriate behaviors through role-playing interactions (Schieffelin 2005 [1990]), the 

play-shopping interaction allows Sachi and Mee-chan to be socialized into a particular 

speech style that is appropriate for a service encounter. As indicated in the transcript (by 
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the marks of ‘POL’), the shifts of sentence final forms from a plain form to a desu/masu 

polite form indicates that Shoko participates in the interaction as a pretend customer.  

Additionally, it is not the children’s mother who is co-present in the other space, but 

Shoko (Aunt) in the United States who is an active participant in this role-playing 

interaction. This suggests that the mediated playtime is not simply a language 

socialization opportunity for Sachi and Mee-chan, but through habituated webcam 

interactions between Japan and the United States, Sachi and Mee-chan are also socialized 

into the very idea that they have an aunt in the United States with her American husband. 

An important aspect of the visual connection between two home spaces is the degree 

to which participants are familiar with the other space. For women in the United States, 

talking to their parents in Japan via a webcam establishes a visual connection of two 

familiar uchi spaces, their current and past residences. All of the participants in this study 

were born and raised in the house where their parents currently live. Thus, the visual 

access provided by a webcam allows them to display their affection for and spatial 

knowledge and ownership of the other space via a webcam. Habitual practices such as 

taking a family photograph, participating in role-playing games, and adjusting the other’s 

camera focus are transformed into a webcam interaction. In this process, the range of a 

webcam’s visual field is expanded by strategically arranging webcam movements, bodily 

behaviors, and talk. Even though the visual field only partially represents the participants’ 

old ie household, the coordination of participants’ discursive practices expands the visual 

field and produces a new type of uchi space. 
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5.5 CONNECTION TO THE CURRENT IE HOUSEHOLD 

In webcam interactions with their natal household, women complemented visual 

access with effectively directing the webcam’s visual field, assembling cues from what 

they saw and what they heard from webcams, and utilizing their experiential knowledge 

about the other space. This coordination process illustrates how participants maximize 

webcam possibilities in order to initiate and sustain habitual family practices across 

spaces. As participants are drawn into cross-spatial activities, they continuously create 

opportunities for maintaining their uchi relationships. In this section, I focus on the role 

of visual access as a disadvantage and discuss different ways in which this disadvantage 

is avoided, negotiated, and shifted into advantages.  

 

5.5.1 Visual access as disadvantage 

Similar to the ways in which monitoring devices can intrude on elder parents’ 

privacy (Chapter 4), visual access to one’s household can be threatening. In the case of 

the Murano family, one of the daughters-in-law rarely uses a webcam to communicate 

with other members of the family. Interestingly, Mrs. Murano’s interpretation of this 

choice, as shown in Example 5.41, demonstrates complex relations between visual access 

as a threat and the close relationship that the Murano family has established with the 

daughter-in-law. In the Murano family, there are three children, all of whom live in an 

independent household. Mr. and Mrs. Murano live in Shimane, as does Akira, the second 

son, and his family. The families of the first son Atsushi and the daughter Satomi live in 

geographically distant places, Tokyo and the United States respectively. All members in 

the Murano family, except for Akira’s family, rely on a webcam in order to regularly 
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communicate with each other. In the following interview, Mrs. Murano ascribes this 

difference to Akira’s wife, Mai, and her unwillingness to broadcast her living 

environment via a webcam. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.26: The Murano family 

The following interview took place at Satomi’s home in the United States when Mrs. 

Murano visited Satomi. In Mrs. Murano’s view, Mai’s apartment is “small and old” (line 

9) because all the clothes are hanging along the wall. Mai does not want those clothes to 

be seen on the webcam screen (line 10-11). Mrs. Murano’s interpretation suggests that if 

visual access to a daughter-in-law’s home can be a threat to her self-esteem, avoiding 

webcam contacts is a prototypical way to prevent those threats (Goffman 1967). In other 

words, the avoidance of visual access is a way to project a relatively soto or in-law 

stance. Regardless of such an interpretation, it is interesting to note that Mrs. Murano and 

Satomi repeatedly emphasize their familiarity with Mai’s home space implying their 
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close uchi relationship with her. Mrs. Murano contrastively emphasizes that she knows 

all about Mai’s home environment as she says, “I know all this” in line 11. Satomi adds a 

detailed description about the apartment by mentioning that there is no dedicated desk for 

a computer (line 14). Additionally, one time when Mrs. Murano and Mai had a webcam 

conversation, they were “in pajamas” and “brushing teeth” (line 19). These two informal 

acts connote that Mai and Mrs. Murano have established an uchi relationship through a 

webcam. 

 
Example 5.41: She doesn’t want her clothes to be on webcam.  

1. Satomi: Mouhitorino oniisan wa annmari tsuketenai. Ikkaimo 
mitenai yo. 
At my other brother’s place, I don’t think they turn on (the webcam) very 
often. In fact, they haven’t seen (my baby) yet (through the webcam). 
 

2. Chiho: Onii san wa doko ni iru n desuka? 
Where does your brother live? 
 

3. Mrs. Murano: Shimane. Un.  
In Shimane, yes. 
 

4. Satomi: Shimane 
In Shimane. 
 

5. Mrs. Murano: Anone  
((looks at Satomi)) 
Well, 
 

6.  Ano:: 
((looks at Chiho) 
I mean, 
 

7.  Kousha? [Ano ken no?= 
((opens palms to make a square shape 
Government quarters? That belong to our prefecture? 
 

8. Chiho:         [haihaihai 
         Yes, I see. 
 

9. Mrs. Murano: =ken no kousha jake suggoi semakutte furu::i 
tatemono nan yo. 
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Because it’s government’s property, (the apartment) is very small and old. 
 

10.  Dakara tansu mo mottekarenai kara ano:: douiun kana 
kantan na are- hangaa pa::tto kaketari shite.  
So they couldn’t even take a dresser (from my place). So, how do you call it? 
A simple-, hanger? They have to hang clothes along the wall.  
 

11.  Sono ie zenbu ga- [WATASHI WA shitteru kedo, utsuru 
noga tabun yome san ga anma suki janai.  
The entire home- I mean, I know all this, but I don’t think yome (my 
daughter-in-law) likes them to be on webcam.  
 

                      [((bends her right hand by her 
wrist towards herself and points to herself 

12. Chiho: [A::haa::  
I see. 
 
((laughs)) 
 

13. Satomi: [((nods)) 
 

14.  Pasokon mo pasokon dai ga atte tsune ni soko ni 
oitearu wake ja nakute wazawaza dashitekuru 
They don’t have a dedicated desk for a computer. They have to pull out their 
laptop and set it on the table every time they use it.  
 

15. Chiho: Wazawaza dashite? 
They prepare? 
 

16. Satomi: [Sousou 
Yes, exactly. 
 

17. Mrs. Murano: [Sousou 
Yes, exactly. 
 

18. Mrs. Murano: Maa itsuka shitakedo. Pajama kite hamigaki 
shinagara. Sonotoki hanashita kedo demo annmari. 
I did once have a webcam conversation with (her), though. We were both in 
pajamas and brushing teeth. We talked that day (by a webcam), but (since 
then) not much.  
 

19. Satomi: Anmari pasokon Mainichi toiu [kanji janai yone 
It’s not like they use a computer every day. 
 

20. Mrs. Murano: [un. Aketoran ne 
Right. They don’t use (the computer that much).  
 

21. Chiho: Demo nee: chikaku ni itemo benri wa benri desu yone 
(The webcam) can be useful even if you live close. 
 

22. Mrs. Murano: Tabun ne. Tokyo toka hanaretetara surukamo 
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wakaranaikedo. Maa tokidoki kaettekureba. 
Perhaps. If they lived, say Tokyo, we might do it more often. (They) live far. 
It’s okay as long as they return once in a while. 
 

23. Satomi: Oyato chikai kara. Jibun no jikka yara kyoudai wa 
chikaku dakara ne. 
She doesn’t need to use a webcam because her own parents and siblings live 
close to her.   
 

Emphasizing their close relationships by describing their familiarity to Mai’s home 

environment, Satomi and Mrs. Murano implicitly deny a possible interpretation that 

Mai’s reluctance to use a webcam reflects a distant or soto relationship. As shown below, 

Mrs. Murano’s stance is indicated by the use of a stressed “I” as she utters “watashi wa” 

(‘I’ + wa as a contrast marker) along with a pointing gesture to herself. Additionally, 

addressing Mai as yome (my daughter-in-law), Mrs. Murano implies that Mai’s 

unwillingness is an indication of deference toward Mrs. Murano as a daughter-in-law. 

 

Line 115 
  Sono ie zenbu ga-    [WATASHI WA shitteru kedo, utsuru 

That home entire SUB- I      CONT. know   but   seen  
 
no  ga    tabun yome san ga anma suki janai.  
NOM.SUB. maybe  yome –TITL.SUB. not very like NEG 
 
The entire home- I mean, I know all this, but I don’t think yome (my daughter-
in-law) likes them to be on webcam.  
 

                          [((bends her right hand by her 
wrist  
                    towards herself and points to herself 

 

Given that a daughter-in-law initially comes from the soto world, access to the 

domestic space of her parents-in-law’s house is not automatically granted, but gradually 

acquired over the course of her life. Particularly in a traditional multigenerational ie 

                                                 
5 CONT: a contrast marker; NOM: a nominalizer; TITL: a title; SUB: a subject; NEG: a negative marker 
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household, this socialization process requires a daughter-in-law to “[unlearn] some of her 

natal kafū” (Lebra 1984: 119), the characteristic style of an ie, to learn the new kafū of 

the ie into which she marries. In fact, wives from the upper middle class were allowed to 

bring a maid in order to help the bride adjust to the new ie kafū (Lebra 1984).  In 

contemporary Japanese families where the nuclear family is becoming the norm for living 

arrangements, this spatial socialization is becoming more bidirectional as the daughter-in-

law and her parents-in-law are socialized into each other’s home spaces by visiting and 

talking via webcam. The use of a webcam, particularly the management of what should 

be projected on the webcam screen, reflects how women and their parents-in-law are 

mutually oriented to this emerging socialization process.   

 

5.5.2 Limited visual access as advantage 

While Mai chooses not to use a webcam, Maki in the Sasaki family strategically 

uses the constraints of visual access as an advantage for managing relationships with her 

parents-in-law. While actively talking to her parents-in-law in order to show her children, 

she controls what can be and should be seen on webcam. She primarily focuses on 

children in the living room, but avoids things such as unfolded laundry and untidy parts 

of the house that are not relevant as a visual background for communications with her 

parents-in-law. From her perspective, limited access to the other space is an advantage 

for managing visual fields in webcam interactions. 

Maki, the wife of the second son Jin in the Sasaki family, regularly interacts with 

her parents-in-law via webcam. Jin has been living in the United States since graduate 

school and married to Maki, a Japanese-American, for about eight years. Now the couple 
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has two children, a four-year-old son, Sota, and a one-year-old daughter, Eri. Since Sota 

was born, the family has regularly interacted with Mr. and Mrs. Sasaki (and other 

relatives in Japan) through webcams. Sota and Eri have never met their grandparents in 

person. In fact, Maki has met Mr. and Mrs. Sasaki only twice, once when she visited their 

house in Japan before marriage, and another time when Mr. and Mrs. Sasaki traveled to 

the United States for Jin and Maki’s wedding. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.27: The Sasaki family 

In a regular webcam conversation in the Sasaki family, Maki and Jin collaboratively 

organize their spatial positions. It is interesting to note that Maki, who is in charge of 

camera work, attempts to avoid showing a “too informal” part of their home space. 

Figure 5.28 is an image derived from a conversation that spontaneously occurred when 

Maki was folding laundry. As she explained later in an interview, she tried to hide the 

laundry on the floor as she adjusted the webcam to be in an upward direction.  
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Figure 5.28: Hiding the laundry 

This capability to avoid showing “too-informal” aspects of home spaces, which may be 

only available for uchi members such as Jin and Sota, becomes a tool for Maki to play a 

supporting role in Sota’s socialization. The following example, which was recorded 

approximately three years after Figure 5.28, illustrates how Maki strategically distances 

herself from the area that is captured on the webcam screen while helping Sota prepare 

for an upcoming interaction with his grandparents.   

A few days before the following conversation, Maki (Mother) and Jin (Father) 

received a package from Mr. and Mrs. Sasaki (Grandparents). The package contained a 

variety of things, including a book for Sota. For Maki, an important goal for the webcam 

session was to help Sota appropriately tell his grandparents “thank you for the book” 

through the webcam. To accomplish this goal, Sota has to coordinate his bodily posture 
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as he stands at a certain spot to be seen on the screen, has the book in his hand, and shows 

it to the webcam. When he identifies his grandmother’s arrival, he has to appropriately 

take a turn to initiate “thank you for the book.” In the following excerpt, Maki constructs 

a type of “guided participation” framework (Rogoff 1990) by helping her son assemble 

these small pieces of action together before his grandmother appears on the webcam 

screen. When the conversation begins, only Mr. Sasaki is on the screen. This is primarily 

because the webcams are connected earlier than planned. While waiting for Mrs. Sasaki 

to appear, Maki is structuring Sota’s discursive practices in particular ways. During this 

phase, the mother plays a supporting role as she sits outside the frame of the visual field 

(e.g., the image in line 14), quietly provides directions such as “Say ‘is Grandma there?’” 

(line 6) and “Say ‘thank you for the book’” (line 17), hands Sota relevant objects such as 

the book (lines 14 and 18), and makes enough room for interaction (line 19). These 

preparations revolve around the area that the webcam captures and indicate Maki’s 

backseat role for the upcoming interaction.  

 Maki (Mother) and Mrs. Sasaki (Grandmother) differently incorporate formality 

in the visual field of a webcam. Whereas the mother chooses not to be seen on the 

webcam by sitting outside the visual field and playing a supporting role, the grandmother 

changes her clothes before entering into the visual field. The realization of the fact that 

Mrs. Sasaki actually changes her outfit to participate in a webcam interaction elicits 

shared laughter (lines 27-28).   
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Example 5.42: Changing clothes  

U.S. Japan 
1.   Mr.S: 

(GF) 
Ututta yo 
(The webcam) is on now. 

2. Jin: 
(F) 

Un iiyo 
Yes, that’s right 

 

3. Sota: Kore yaritai 
I want to do this. ((pressing a key)) 
 

  

4. Jin: 
(F) 

Hai sore nara yari nasai 
Okay. I’ll let you do this. ((pressing 
a key)) 
 

  

5.  (7.0)   
6. Maki: 

(M) 
°Obaachan wa tte° 
Say ‘is Grandma there?’ 
 

  

7. Jin: 
(F) 

Obaachan wa iru no=? 
Is Grandma there? 
 

  

8. Sota: =obaachan iru 
Grandma is there? 
 

  

9.   Mr.S: 
(GF) 

Hai chotto yonde kuru 
wa 
Yes, I’ll go get her now. 
 

10.    ((disappears from the 
screen)) 

11.  (2.0)   
12. Maki: 

(M) 
°Sota° 
Sota. 
 

  

13. Sota: Nani?   
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What? 
 

14. Maki: 
(M) 

°Kore° ((picking up a 
book from the floor)) 
This. 

Mr.S: 
(GF) 

Oi (.) Sota= 
((to Mrs. Sasaki)) 

15.  =°Sota kore° 
Sota, this one. 
 

  

16. Sota: N?= 
Yes? 
 

  

17. Maki: 
(M) 

=°Hon arigatou tte 
iundayo° 
Say ‘thank you for the book.’ 
 

  

18.  ((handing the book to 
Sota)) 

 
 

Mr.S: 
(GF) 

(dare?    ) 
(Who?) 

19.  °Mouchotto oku ni 
yoranai to Eri ga sawaru 
yo° 
We should push this (laptop) 
farther. Otherwise Eri will touch it. 
 

  

20.  ((moves the laptop away 
from Eri)) 

  

 Sota: (are?  ) 
What is that? 
 

Mr.S: 
(GF) 

(toodi de  ) 
(It’s far.) 

21.   Mr.S: (mou detekitoru yo  ) 
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(GF) (They already appeared) 

22. Jin: 
(F) 

[((looks at Maki))   

23. Maki: 
(M) 

[((looks at Jin))   

24.  (4.0)  ((Mr. Sasaki is 
returning to the room)) 
 

25.    Obaachan fuku kigaete 
haru tte 
Grandma is getting changed now, 
she said. 

26. Jin: 
(F) 

[Hhhhh 
((looks at Maki)) 
 

  

27. Maki: 
(M) 

[Hhhhh[hhhhhhhh 
((looks at Jin)) 

 
 

 hhhhhh. 
 

28. Jin: 
(F) 

     [Fukuga- fuku o 
kigaenai to chanto deru 
tokoro ni derarenai 
rashii 
Clo- she can’t appear unless she 
gets changed, it seems. 
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5.5.3 Creating an uchi in a mother-in-law-daughter-in-law relationship  

The management of webcams’ visual fields plays a role in several aspects of 

socialization. Similar to the way in which demonstrating knowledge about ‘unseen’ areas 

of the other space is an indication of one’s involvement in the other space, webcam visual 

fields provide a window for children and in-law members to become familiar with the 

others’ space. (Example 5.39 indicates Shoko’s involvement to her natal household.) In 

Example 5.43, by managing their webcam’s visual field, grandparents facilitate their 

grandchildren’s visual socialization to their household. Example 5.44 demonstrates how 

much Mother is socialized and familiarized to her parents-in-law’s household by 

remotely coaching her child’s behaviors in the other space. Talking about the other space 

is a way to show that one has gained experiential knowledge about the other space.  

As shown in the following excerpt, the visual field can also be a tool for Mr. and 

Mrs. Sasaki to take part in Sota’s socialization. The conversation was recorded several 

weeks before a family trip to Japan. For Sota and Eri, this is the first trip to Japan and the 

first experience of meeting their grandparents in person. As the trip approaches, Maki 

actively teaches Sota a wide range of things about Japan including its location, time 

difference, and culturally appropriate manners.  

It was snowing in Japan when the conversation took place. In the excerpt, the visual 

field is managed in certain ways in order for Sota to see the scenery of snow and to 

appropriately respond. As Mr. Sasaki (Grandfather) says “it’s snowing today, too” (line 

1), he opens the window on his left, picks up the webcam, and shifts it toward outside the 

window (line 4). From line 5, after a view of snow appears, Sota’s mother draws his 

attention to focus on the snow (lines 5-15). An important aspect of this snow-viewing 

segment is the way in which participants’ discursive practices are coordinated with the 
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construction of the snow image. More specifically, Mr. Sasaki’s webcam movements are 

collaboratively arranged with the help of Mrs. Sasaki and Maki’s discourses. When the 

image of snow first appears (line 4), Maki immediately changes her tone of voice and 

says “Wow, Sota, look” in a high-pitched voice and draws her son’s attention from (line 

5). Sota says “again?” (line 6) because he remembers that he saw snow in another 

webcam conversation he had in the same week with Mr. and Mrs. Sasaki. When Sota 

looks at the screen image (the right image in line 6), the snow image is out of the visual 

field. To correct this, Mrs. Sasaki quietly and quickly says, “get the snow, get the snow” 

(line 7). Concurrently Maki attempts to hold Sota’s attention by “co-narrating” (Ochs & 

Capps 2001), repeating and elaborating on Sota’s “again” by saying “wow it snows 

again, look” and “it looks chilly” (lines 7-8). When Mr. Sasaki finally captures the image 

of snow (line 10), Maki redirects Sota’s attention to the screen and Mrs. Sasaki directs 

her attention to Sota as she says, “a lot of snow” and “Grandma has been shoveling snow 

since this morning” (lines 12-15.)  

 
Example 5.43: Showing snow  

U.S. Japan 
1.    Mr. S: 

(GF) 
Kyoomo- kyoomo mata yu- 
Today too-. Today too it sno-.  
 

    ((opens the window)) 

2. Maki: 
(M) 

Aa soumitai desu ne 
((POL)) 

 (     ) 
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Yeah, it looks like it.  
 

3.  Nanka kekkou futteru 
mitai desu ne ((POL)) 
It looks like it snows a lot. 

  

4.    ((picks up the camera and 
shows the outside)) 
 

5. Maki: 
(M) 

↑WA:: Sota mite 
Wow, Sota, look. 
 

 

6. Sota: Mata::? 
Again? 
 

 

 
7. Maki: 

(M) 
↑WA:: mata yuki ga 
futteru:: hora:: 
Wow, it snows again, look. 
((gazes at Sota)) 
 

Mrs.S: 
(GM) 

>°Yuki no toko yuki no 
toko< 
Get the snow, get the snow. ((in the 
camera frame)) 

8. Maki: 
(M) 

Samusoo dane:: 
It looks chilly. 

  

9.   Mr.S: 
(GF) 

°e Doko? Koko ka?  
What? Where? Is it here? 
 

10.    (2.0)
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11. Maki: 

(M) 
↓Mieru? Sota? 
Can you see, Sota? 

  

12.   Mrs.S: 
(GM) 

Yuki ippai yo 
A lot of snow. 
 
 

13. Maki: 
(M) 

↑Hontoda:: 
Really it is. 

 Yuki ga ippai 
A lot of snow. 
 

14.    Obaachan asakara yukikaki 
shiteta no 
Grandma has been shoveling snow 
since this morning. 

15. Maki: 
(M) 

↑Waa:: 
Wow. 

  

 

Collaboratively managing the visual field for Sota to see the snow, Mr. and Mrs. Sasaki 

establish their caregiver’s role and Maki supports this process in the other space by 

constantly drawing attention from Sota to the webcam screen. An important implication 

of this example is that even though Sota has not met with his grandparents, he not only 

recognizes the virtual presence of Mr. and Mrs. Sasaki as his grandparents, but also 

visually familiarizes himself to his grandparents’ domestic environment, in this case, Mr. 

and Mrs. Sasaki’s garden. In fact, in another webcam session, Mr. Sasaki showed Sota 

another view of his garden where he has been growing strawberries for Sota. Constantly 

attending to webcam movements, Sota’s mother and grandparents collaboratively create 

coherent actions for socialization. The caregiver role is established and shared by 

adjusting the webcam visual field, coordinating discursive practices, and modeling 

discourses for Sota. Such discursive and technological “scaffolding” practices (Bruner 
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1983; Rogoff 1990) configure an important ground for creating a grandparent-grandchild 

relationship even before meeting in person. 

 Similar to the Sasaki family, the Murano family also engages in interactional 

processes in which they collaboratively establish and maintain socialization opportunities 

by arranging the visual field of a webcam. Important to note is that through collaborative 

practices, a daughter-in-law and her mother-in-law (and her father-in-law at times) can 

establish uchi through cooperation in childcare, an opportunity for mother-in-law and 

daughter-in-law to become close like “a real mother and daughter” (Lebra 1984 : 263). 

As mentioned in Example 5.35, Misato asked her mother-in-law to take care of Ryoji, 

Misato’s son, for two weeks in the winter break. During the two weeks, Misato, Ryoji, 

and Mrs. Murano interacted via a webcam twice a day, mornings and evenings. Misato’s 

‘requests’ for Ryoji’s care and regular webcam session can be considered representations 

of amae (‘dependency’), a symbolic uchi behavior where one assumes that she has 

another’s goodwill to satisfy her needs (Doi 1971b; Lebra 1976; Doi 1986). As Doi 

explains, when the amae act is conducted without enryo (‘restraint’ or ‘holding back’), 

those involved in the act are in an “inner circle” (Doi 1971b: 40) or have an uchi 

relationship. Relying on the impact of amae implied in the requests, Misato is developing 

the uchi relationship with her mother-in-law.  

The following excerpt is from a morning webcam session. Immediately after Ryoji 

exchanges a morning greeting with Misato, he runs to a sliding door that leads to a 

terrace area. This terrace is shielded by another sliding door that leads to the garden. 

There are two dogs in the Murano family, Ramu-chan and Kura-chan. Ramu-chan is 

outside in the garden, but Kura-chan is inside the house. In the excerpt, Ryoji manages to 

open the first door and have Kuro-chan enter the terrace area, but he is not allowed to go 
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outside because it is too cold. In the course of interaction, Misato constantly provides 

detailed instructions to Ryoji about how to open the sliding doors. Mrs. Murano supports 

Misato’s mothering by coordinating her discursive practices and arranging the webcam 

visual field.  

 At the beginning of the excerpt, Mrs. Murano adjusts the laptop location to follow 

Ryoji as he moves from the table to the sliding door (lines 1-6). Particularly in lines 3, 

Mrs. Murano mistakenly says, “Because you moved, your mom is out of the frame now” 

and corrects later, “Oh, it’s not your mommy. It’s Ryo-kun who is out of the frame. Ryo-

kun is out of the frame” (line 5). As Mrs. Murano describes why Ryoji is out of the 

webcam frame, she teaches Ryoji webcam-specific features derived from the limitation of 

the visual field by explaining what can be and cannot be seen by the webcam.  

When Ryoji is captured on Misato’s screen, Misato immediately joins Ryoji’s 

activity as she says “Ryo-kun, close it firmly” (line 8). When Ryoji complains that the 

door does not open (line 10), Mrs. Murano stands up to attempt to give a hand (line 11) 

and Misato starts to give detailed instructions such as “you’re closing (the door),” “open 

(the door) from the other side,” “unlock (the key),” and “(open the door) from your side” 

(lines 13-19). This suggests that Ryoji’s behaviors seen on the webcam screen become an 

interpretive ground or a type of “conditional relevance” (Schegloff 1968) for Misato to 

construct a subsequent turn with a relevant instruction. As recent work on embodied 

interactions points out (Streeck et al. 2011), constituents of this interpretive ground 

include not only the current speaker’s discursive turn, but also “visible events” (C. 

Goodwin 1994) or “sighting” (Duranti 1992). While Misato provides detailed 

instructions, Mrs. Murano does not interrupt Misato and stands next to Ryoji without 

necessarily providing direct help (images on the right in lines 16-19). When Ryoji enters 
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the terrace, Mrs. Murano realizes one of her dogs, Ramu-chan is outside (lines 20-22). 

While both Ryoji and Mrs. Murano recognize the dog, Misato tells Ryoji through the 

webcam to help the other dog, Kura-chan, enter the terrace (line 25). Once Mrs. Murano 

and Ryoji arrive at the second door that directly leads to the garden, Mrs. Murano in the 

immediate space and Misato in the mediated space collaboratively tell Ryoji not to go 

outside because it is cold and if Ryoji goes outside, his feet will get wet.  

 
Example 5.44: The visual field as an interpretive ground 

Tokyo (Japan) Shimane (Japan) 
1.  Misato: Ryo-kun 

Ryo-kun. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mrs.M:  

((moves the webcam 
direction)) 

2.   Ryookun 
RYO-KUN! 
 

 

 
3.     Ryo-kun ga ugoku kara 

mamii ga utsuran itteru 
Because you moved, your mom is 
out of the frame now. 
 

4.  Misato: Souya 
Yeah.  
  

  

5.  Mrs. M:   Mamii ga utsuranai n ja 
nai ya Ryo-kun ga uturan 
Ryo-ikun ga utsuran 
Oh, it’s not your mommy. It’s Ryo- 
kun who is out of the frame. Ryo-
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kun is out of the frame. 

6.     Ryo-kun chotto kitegoran 
to, mommy ga  
Ryo-kun, ‘come here.’ Your mom 
said.  
 

7.     Doa akeyou to omotte 
isshoo kenmei  
He’s trying so hard to open that 
door. 
 

8.  Misato: Ryo-kun chanto 
shimetara ii 
Ryoji, close it firmly. 
 

Ryoji: ((trying to open the 
glass door)) 

 
9.    Mrs. M: Ryo-kun 

Ryo-kun. 
 

10.   Ryoji: Akanai 
It won’t open. 
 

11.   Mrs. M: Akan no? Chotto matte. 
It won’t open? Wait a second. 
 

12. Misato: Ryo-kun, Ryo-kun. 
Osoto samui samui 
dakara mada detakunai 
tte. 
Ryo-kun, Ryo-kun. It’s cold, so 
cold outside. So (you) don’t 
want to go outside.  
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13.  Sore shimaruyo 
shimaru. Aa acchigawa 
ne 
You’re closing it. (Go to) the 
other side.  
 

14.  Sousou sugoi ne 
Yes, yes. You did it. Great.  
 

15.  Soko kagi hazushite 
goran, kagi 
Unlock it there. Unlock it. The 
key. 
 

16.  Sousou. Kagi o orosu 
no 
Yes, yes. Pull the latch down. 

 

17. Misato:  Sorede hantai hantai, 
Ryo-kun, hantai kara 
akete 
That one is- opposite, opposite. 
Ryo-kun. Open it from the 
other side.  
 

 

18.  Socchi hora mono ga   
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aru desyou, Ryo-kun. 
Hangai kara akete 
goran yo ((louder 
voice)) 
Ryo-kun, there is a stack of 
stuff on that side, so go to the 
other side.  
 

19.  Migikara, 
mi::gi::ka::ra,  
 
a:: muriyari aketa 
From your right. Right. 
RIGHT! Oh, well you forced it 
to open. 
 

 
 
 
Ryoji: 

 
 
 
deta 
Out. 

 
 

20.    Ramu-[cha::n 
Ramu-chan 
 

21.   Mrs: M:           [Haihai, sokoni 
oru  sokoni Ramu-chan  
Yes. There. Ramu-chan is there. 
 

22.    Ramu-chan ga soto ni oru 
kara= 
Ramu-chan is outside.  
 

23.     
24. Misato: =Ryo-kun, Kura-chan 

irete ageta ra?  
Ryo-kun, let Kura-chan get 
inside. 
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25.   

26.  Sousou. Kura-chan mo 
dashite agetara ii 
Yes, yes. Kura-chan, too. Let 
him out. 
  
 

  

27.     
((Ryoji and Kura-chan 
goes through the first 
door; stand in front of 
the second door)) 
 

 
 

28.  Sore wa sasuga ni 
muri janai, Ryo-kun? 
I don’t think you can do that. 
Even for you.  
 

  

29.   Mrs.M: A Ramu ga oru. 
↑Ramu, kaette oide (.) 
Ramu-chan kaette 
kinasai(.) koko kara 
hairu? 
There’s Ramu-chan. Ramu, return 
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home. Ramu, return home, please. 
Do you want to get inside from 
here? ((to Ramu-chan)) 
 

30.    ((opening the second 
door to let Ramu-chan 
get inside)) 
 

31.   Ryoji: Ryo-kun hairu 
Ryoji is getting outside.  
 

32.   Mrs.M: Ryo-kun wa hairan no yo 
nureru kara 
Ryo-kun, you’re not going outside. 
You’ll get wet.  
 

33.    [Hai oide 
Come here (Ramu-chan). 
 

34.   Ryoji: [(   ) 
 

35.   Mrs. M: Ramu, haitte oide= 
Ramu, come here. 
 

36.   Ryoji: Ryo-kun, iku 
Ryo-kun goes (outside). 

37. Misato: =Ryo-kun ikanai= 
Ryo-kun, you’re not going. 
 

  

38.  Ryo-kun mattete 
Ryo-kun, stop. Wait.  
 

Mrs.M: =Ryo-kun ikan no yo= 
Ryo-kun doesn’t go outside. 

39.  =Bebii ikanai nureru 
tte::= 
A baby (like you) won’t go 
outside. 

  

40.    =Nureru nureru 
You’ll get wet. 
 

41.    ↑Ramu-chan oide 
Ramu-chan, come. 

42. Misato: Ahaha. Ryo-kun, hora, 
‘Ramu-chan,  
Ahaha. Look, Ryo-kun.  
 

 
 

 
 
 

43.  oide, oide’ tte 
iwanto 
Say “Ramu-chan, come here.”  
 

Ryoji: [Ryo-kun ikuno 
Ryo-kun is going (outside). 
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44.  Ikanai, ikanai 
You don’t go (outside). You 
don’t go (outside). 
 

 

 
45.  Ryo-kun, ikanai yo 

Ryo-kun, you’re not going. 
 

  

46.  Kora, ikanai yo 
Hey, don’t go. 
 

  

47.  Ryo-kun, ashi ga 
nureru yo. Bicha 
bicha ni naru yo 
Ryo-kun, your feet will get wet. 
Really wet.   

  

 

It is interesting that Misato’s detailed instructions such as “Pull the latch key down” 

(line 16) and “There is a stack of stuff on that side, so go to the other side” (line 18) 

indicate her familiarity with the physical structures of Mrs. Murano’s house. As shown in 

the transcript, images obtained in the webcam’s visual field are not clear enough to see 

the other space in detail. This suggests that Misato’s instructions are constructed by 

combining what she sees and what she already knows about the space, such as the latch 

on the sliding door and the fact that there is a stack of things on the left side of the 

terrace, both of which are not clearly visible in the webcam screen. Similar to Example 

5.39, where Shoko’s knowledge about the unseen area of her natal house implies a strong 

involvement in her natal ie, Misato’s experiential knowledge about her mother-in-law’s 
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domestic environment indicates Misato’s spatial socialization and commitment to her ie 

household. 

Mediated co-socialization activities are also carried out at dinnertime. As mentioned 

earlier, while Ryoji stays at Mr. and Mrs. Murano’s house, the family has webcam 

sessions every morning and evening. It is often the case that evening sessions overlap 

with dinner time in both spaces, which results in sharing mediated dinnertime as 

illustrated in Figure 5.29. In both houses webcams are positioned to capture Ryoji and his 

caretakers.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.29: Sharing dinner time across spaces 

 

Sharing food or having a mealtime together is a vital cultural activity where sociality 

is established, learned, and contested across communities and historical time (Ochs, 

Pontecorvo & Fasulo 1996; Ochs & Shohet 2006; Ochs, Shohet, Campos & Beck 2010). 
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Mealtime created and maintained via a webcam offers another context for such a cultural 

activity. The mediated mealtime described in this example is an opportunity for sharing a 

caregiver’s role and habitual mothering practices across spaces. As shown in the 

following examples, Misato attempts to reproduce ordinary socialization practices by 

correcting Ryoji’s table manners, language, and eating habits, and sharing stories about 

everyday aspects of her son’s life with his grandparents. Unlike a typical 

multigenerational household where the presence of grandparents often undercuts the 

mother’s (or father’s) authority by bypassing the parent’s role (Lebra 1984: 36), Misato 

maintains the mother’s authority as she leads socialization practices. Mrs. Murano is 

socialized to the parental role while supporting Misato’s discursive control by directing 

Ryoji’s attention to his mother, providing direct care, and modeling relevant discourses.  

 When the webcam is connected, Ryoji and Mr. Murano (Grandfather) are seated 

at the table and Mrs. Murano (Grandmother) is serving food on everyone’s plate. In the 

other space, Misato (Mother) and Atsushi (Father) are still waiting for rice to be cooked. 

Ryoji is distracted because he identifies his dog, Hikky, on the computer screen (line 1). 

He puts his spoon down, stands up on a chair, points to the screen, and tries to tell his 

grandmother that there is Hikky on the computer (line 3). Then Misato tells him to sit 

down to eat (line 4). Following this, Mrs. Murano finally pulls Ryoji’s sleeves, trying to 

sit him down. Mrs. Murano and Misato collaboratively correct Ryoji’s behaviors across 

spaces.  

When Misato (Mother) and Atsushi (Father) are ready to eat, Misato (Mother) 

announces that they are going to eat (line 10). This announcement is articulated with a 

ritualistic expression, itadakimasu (“I humbly receive”) in a particular way. Misato utters 

the phrase in a singing voice with clapping hands, as Ryoji would do with his teacher at 
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the day care center he attends. A Japanese meal, particularly at school, begins with the 

articulation of this phrase in unison. As Tobin et al. (1989) describe, at a Japanese 

preschool, it is a formal process for all the children to sing in unison, recite ritualistic 

phrases, and say itadakimasu together before eating. Although the beginning of mealtime 

is slightly different between Shimane and Tokyo, attempting to produce a coordinated 

itadakimasu makes it possible for two independent spaces to be synchronized, and 

thereby commensality is established. In this process, Mrs. Murano plays a supporting role 

as she provides a candidate response (line 12), which is usually provided by those who 

prepare the food, and directs Ryoji’s attention to the expected performance of 

itadakimasu (line 14).     

 
Example 5.45: Say itadakimasu 

Tokyo (Japan) Shimane (Japan) 
1.   Ryoji: Wa::I Hikky ita Waa:: 

((pointing to the dog 
projected on the screen)) 
Wow, I see Hikky. Wow. 

2. Misato: Nani shioru Ryo-kun? 
What are you doing? 

  

3.   Ryoji: Hikky ita yo((pointing to 
the screen; looking at 
Mrs. Murano; standing up 
on the chair)) 
I see Hikky.  
 

4. Misato: 
 

O::I Ryo-kun, 
suwatte gohan tabete 
Hey, Ryo-kun. Sit down while 
eating. 

Mrs.M: Un ((looking at Ryoji; 
eating; glancing at the 
screen)) 
Uh-huh. 

5.     
6.   Ryoji: Hikky iru yo 

((still standing; pointing 
to the screen)) 
I see Hikky 
 

7. Misato: Un Hikky oru yo 
Yes, Hikky is here. 
 

Mrs.M: 
 

((pulling Ryoji’s sleeves 
to sit him down)) 
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8. Misato: Hikky mou gohan tabe 
owatta yo 
Hikky finished eating. 

  

9.   Ryoji: Owatta yo 
((pointing to dog)) 
Finished.  

10. Misato: Mama tachi mo (.) 
<↑ita:da:ki: masu> 
((clapping hand)) 
We’re going to eat now. 
(Literally, “Mommy (and 
Daddy) are going to do 
itadakimasu”) 
 

  

11.  Ryo-kun wa? 
What about you, Ryo-kun? 
 

  

12.   Mrs. M: Itte agenasai mama ni. 
Oagari nasai tte 
((looking at Ryoji)) 
Say the word for your mom. Say “enjoy 
your meal.”  
 
 

13. Misato: Ryo-kun, 
itadakimasu, shita? 
Did you say “itadakimasu?” 

  

14.   Mrs. M: Ookii koe ja naito 
kikoenai yo 
You have to say it out loud. 

 

The shared parental role is elaborated and co-constructed when Misato and Mrs. Murano 

collaboratively attempt to press Ryoji into eating vegetables. When Ryoji tells Misato he 

is eating meat (line 2), Misato says “How about meat?” (line 3) to direct Ryoji’s attention 

to vegetables. Mrs. Murano then repeats Misato as she says, “How about vegetables? 

‘How about vegetables?’ (she said),” to transmit Misato’s attempt to encourage Ryoji’s 

vegetable eating (line 4). When Misato again insists that Ryoji eats vegetables (line 5), 

Mrs. Murano (Grandmother) picks up some vegetables from the pot located on the table 

and puts them in Ryoji’s mouth.  
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Example 5.46: Eat vegetables 

Tokyo(Japan) Shimane(Japan) 
1. Misato: Ryo-kun, nani tabe 

yoru n? oniku? 
What are you eating? 

  

2.   Ryoji: Niku 
Meat. 

3. Misato: Oniku tabe yoru n? 
Oyasai wa? 
You’re eating meat? How about 
vegetables? 

  

4.   Mrs. M: Yasai wa? Oyasai wa::tte 
iuteru yo ((to Ryoji)) 
How about vegetables? ‘How about 
vegetables’ (she said). 
 

5. Misato: Oyasai mo tabe: yo 
You should eat vegetables. 

  

6.   Mrs. M: ((feeding Ryoji some 
vegetable)) 

 

 

In Examples 5.10 and 5.11, Misato and Mrs. Murano collaboratively share mothering 

practices across spaces as summarized in the following figures. Mrs. Murano 

demonstrates her supporting role by pulling Ryoji’s sleeves, scaffolding what Ryoji 

should say, coaching appropriate articulations, relaying Misato’s directives by repetition, 

and responding to directives by feeding Ryoji.  
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Figure 5.30: Shared mothering practices (Example 5.10) 
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Figure 5.31: Sharing mothering practices (Example 5.11) 

 The following two examples demonstrate how Mrs. Murano’s identity as 

grandmother is collaboratively established in narratives shared by webcam. Example 5.47 

illustrates how Misato supplies information when Mrs. Murano constructs narratives 

about events that took place that day. While Ryoji stays at his grandparents’ home, Mrs. 

Murano and Misato actively share updates about each other’s days. In the excerpt, Mrs. 

Murano picks up a bag of umeboshi flakes (dried plum flakes) and explains its story. Mr. 

and Mrs. Murano brought Ryoji grocery shopping earlier this day, and while Ryoji was 

pulling a kid cart, he picked up the umeboshi package and Mr. and Mrs. Murano bought it 

without noticing. While Mrs. Murano is telling about experiences at the grocery store, 

Misato articulates the correct morality: Ryoji should not put things in a cart without 

asking his grandmother (line 8) and he should be responsible for eating well (line 10). 

Additionally, she provides supplemental information about Ryoji’s habitual behaviors at 

a grocery store where he helps his mother to load items in a basket. Such additional 
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information is an opportunity for Mrs. Murano to learn various aspects of Ryoji’s 

ordinary behaviors. It is interesting to note that Misato’s sentence final forms shift from a 

polite one to a plain one as she directs her attention from Mrs. Murano to Ryoji. This 

suggests that while Misato holds authority for the mother’s role, her in-law status is 

marked by the use of polite forms.  

 
Example 5.47: Putting things in a grocery cart 

Tokyo(Japan) Shimane(Japan) 
1.    Mrs. M: Kyou ne makkusu value 

kaimono ni itte Ryo-kun wa 
chiisai kaato gaaru n yo. 
Kodomo you no. 
Today we went to Max Value for 
shopping with Ryo-kun. There is a 
small cart for kids.  

2. Misato: Hai((POL)) 
Yes.  

  

3.   Mrs. M: sononaka- ano ne Ryo-kun 
ga kago o motsu tte itta n 
dakedo kago motenai shi 
ookii kaato ni shitara 
abunai to omotte kodomo 
you no ne kago no tuita 
kaato o motashitara ne 
yorokonde mise no naka 
zutto oshite aruite sore 
de kore o kou toru 
((showing something on the 
screen)) 
Inside- I mean, Ryo-kun wanted to 
carry a basket. But it’s too big. A big 
cart is dangerous. So I let him push a 
small cart with an attached small 
basket. He liked it a lot and pushed it all 
the way to the casher. And I just realize 
we bought this one.  
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4. Misato: Ahahhhhh 
((laughs)) 

  

5.   Mrs. M: Toosan ga kootan kato 
omotte watashi Otoosan 
iretoran yone? Tte itte 
I thought Dad (Mr. Murano) bought it 
so I asked him,“You didn’t put these (in 
the cart, did you?”  
 

6.   Mr. M: ( iretoran ) 
I didn’t put it (in the cart). 
 

7.   Mrs.M: Ryo-kun ga tabun ireta n 
dayo ne 
Ryoji must have put it (in the basket).  

8. Misato: Ryo-kun, 
kattemoratta n? 
katte ni ireta no? 
Ryo-kun, did you put stuff 
without asking? And 
(Grandma) bought them for 
you? 

  

9.   Mrs. M: (   )hhhh 
 

10. Misato: Hhhhhh. Shikkari 
taben sai katte 
moratta n dakara 
You should eat well ((to 
Ryoji)). Grandma bought it 
for you. 

Mr. M: (    ) hhhhhh 

11.   Mrs.M: (  ) mo ate kouta no ga aru 
toomotte kossori Toosan ga 
kaeshini itta  
There was (   ) in the basket, too. And 
I thought we had them at home, so Dad 
secretly returned the item without 
Ryoji’s noticing it. 

12. Misato: Itsumo otetudai de 
kautokini totte tte 
kagoire sashite. 
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Tabun jibun ga 
hoshii no ireta n 
de syou ne((POL)) 
It’s always Ryoji’s role to 
load things I pick in a basket. 
I guess he picked up 
whatever he wants and put 
them (in the cart). 

 

  

In Example 5.48, Mother uses another strategy during Mrs. Murano’s narratives in order 

to facilitate Grandmother’s identity construction. Mrs. Murano is telling that Ryoji 

received a bag of snacks at a bank they went to that day, but he did not like it very much 

(line 8). After this story, Misato provides her assessment by using an evidential marker 

kamo shirenai (“might not”) as she says “Ryoji might not eat snacks very much” (line 9). 

This use of an epistemic phrase, kamo shirenai (“might not”), downgrades Misato’s 

superior access to her own son Ryoji (Raymond & Heritage 2006) and upgrades Mrs. 

Murano’s new finding mentioned in line 8 as she says, “Ryoji didn’t like those snacks.”   

 
Example 5.48: Ryota might not eat snacks very much 

Tokyo Shimane 
1. M: Aa sounan da. Yokatta 

ne, Ryuji-kun. Omocha 
moratta 
I see. Good for you, Ryota. You got 
a toy. 
 

  

2.   GM: Ryota-kun ga kore 
moratta no yoo tte 
(Say) I got this one. 
 

3. M: Sounan Ryota-kun ga sore 
moratta n yokatta nee 
You did, Ryota? Good for you. 
 

  

4.   GM: Sorekara ginkou e itte 
ginkou de okashi moratta 
n yone 
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Then we went to a bank and they 
gave (us) snacks there. 
 

5. M: Maa, iinee, doko itte mo 
okashi moraeru jan 
Wow, that’s good for you. You get 
snacks everywhere you go. 
 

  

6.   GM: Nannka ne madoguchi ni 
okashi oite atte ne 
They put a box of snacks at the 
counter. 
 

7. M: Hai  
Yes. 
 

  

8.   GM: Demo anmari Ryota-kun 
no okuchi ni awankatta 
ne 
But Ryoji didn’t like those snacks. 
 

9. M: Aa sounan da. Ryota-kun 
ne anmari okashi taben 
kamo shiren ne 
I see. Ryoji might not eat snacks 
very much. 

  

 

 

 

The role of the webcam and its influence on family mobility in Misato’s case 

addresses two important aspects of transforming cultural practices. On one level, Misato 

and Ryoji’s grandparents switch their usual roles of showing or watching Ryoji (see 

Chapter 3). During Ryoji’s stay, it is his grandparents who show Ryoji to his mother and 

describe what they have done together that day. Through this role shift, grandparents 

reflect upon memories and experiences shared with Ryoji and participate in parenting 

practices.  

On another level, by having her son temporarily stay with his grandparents with 

the help of every day webcam talks, Misato transforms her own mothering practices and 
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“obaachan-ko” (literally, ‘Grandmother child’) experience, a particular kind of intimate 

relationship that Misato established with her own grandmother in her childhood when 

they used to live together. The multigenerational household and the grandparents’ active 

role in childrearing are significant features of an ie household. Grandparents do not 

simply help or participate in childrearing, but they surrogate the roles of parents, 

particularly when parents work outside the home (Lebra 1984). Although Misato and 

Ryoji do not live with his grandparents, this role shift is supported by everyday webcam 

interaction. Participating as an “audience,” Mother sometimes explicitly or implicitly 

provides subtle but useful information about the child to Grandmother.  

This section demonstrates that mealtime is a context for creating “tempospatially 

situated arenas” (Ochs & Shohet 2006: 35) where social order, morality, and social sense-

making are displayed and learned. What is interesting is that a technologically mediated 

mealtime is not simply an additional opportunity for Ryoji to learn manners and social 

skills, but it is an opportunity for Misato and Mrs. Murano to be familiarized with each 

other’s presence and co-parent Ryoji during mealtimes shared through a webcam.  

 

5.6 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have examined how cross-spatial activities were achieved as 

participants coordinated their communicative behaviors and manipulated webcam visual 

fields. Even though webcam technology provides an opportunity for dispersed family 

members, it creates a new set of constraints because a webcam only captures a 

fragmented area of the other space. My analysis shows how this constrained visual access 

is treated not as a limitation, but as an opportunity for interaction. My analysis also 

indicates that the construction of cross-spatial activities provides opportunities for family 
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members to create a temporarily formed, uchi space. Focusing on the ways in which 

women display their stances towards the visual field, I have suggested that the use of 

webcam becomes an important tool for women to maintain a strong commitment to their 

natal household as well as to their ie household. Participants manage language, bodily 

postures, and webcam movements as they interpret and negotiate degrees of uchi/soto in 

the interactional context and their social relationships with other interactants. 

First I analyzed the ways in which women took full advantage of the visual 

connection to create and maintain relationships with their natal ie households. Depending 

on old memories and reproducing habitual practices in innovative ways, participants were 

integrated as a family by renewing and transforming habituated practices such as taking a 

picture, participating in a role-play game with children, and adjusting a webcam’s focus. 

Participants assembled a wide range of cues in order to make coherent actions. This 

process reflected participants’ familiarity with others and experiential knowledge about 

the other space, and thereby displayed their alignment to each other. The empathetic 

stance indicated by this process suggests that the limited space produced by the visual 

field was not a mere window for projecting a fragmented visual reality of the other space. 

Rather, the webcam’s visual field became a resource for participants to create and sustain 

relationships with their natal households. As they were drawn into cross-spatial activities, 

they continuously created opportunities for sustaining their uchi.  

Second, I examined the interactions with parents-in-law and discussed how the 

visual constraints were used as a strategy to “limit” the access to home. Specifically, I 

described the ways in which the limited nature of a webcam screen was effectively used 

to manage the hierarchy and solidarity between a daughter-in-law and her mother-in-law. 

I have suggested that on one hand using a webcam was a way to build solidarity among 
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participants, but on the other hand it was a way to hide too informal, or too uchi, parts of 

the home, behaviors, and appearances. By controlling what could be and should be seen 

on the webcam-mediated visual field, participants attempted to manage in-law 

relationships and identities.   

An interesting implication of my analysis is that even though participants live in 

geographically distant locations, simultaneous visual access to the other space provides a 

way to temporarily construct a type of “co-resident” or ie space. The audio-visual 

connection to participants’ former and current uchi spaces is not a transparent window for 

social reality, but it is a tool with which participants associate their experiences of the 

other space and its inhabitants. The importance of co-residence in the ie system (e.g., 

Embree 1945; Nakane 1970) is transformed as participants manage the visual field of a 

webcam. As Mondada (2003; 2009) describes in her ethnographic analyses of 

professional video making crews at a TV station, what is seen on the screen is a reflection 

of the video makers’  interpretations of ongoing interactions. Although family members 

are not video-making professionals, the management of webcam visual fields and 

discursive practices reflects how they interpret an ongoing interaction, how they display 

their identities within their ie structure, and how they understand properties of each 

other’s households. By moving a webcam as they coordinate their talk, participants 

temporarily yet habitually produce their ie spaces. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

This dissertation has explored the impact of technology on social life by focusing 

on interactions between diasporic Japanese families in the United States and their 

extended families in Japan using a new technology, the webcam. I have shown how 

technology participates in creating a new opportunity for family interactions over long 

distances. Even though the families do not live together, they can dwell in a shared living 

space created by webcam interactions. Looking at several families located in different 

areas reveals that emerging webcam practices create an entirely new space for the 

multigenerational family to share experiences, build family-specific knowledge, co-

parent children, fulfill filial responsibilities, and form cultural identities.  

The ie stem-family system in Japan, typically symbolized by the 

multigenerational household, is a significant ideological framework that influences how 

interactions are constructed and moral commitments are realized. My claim is that this 

concept of ie is central to understanding the rapid adaptation of technology by Japanese 

families in the diaspora. Webcam interactions are utilized as opportunities for children, 

parents, and grandparents to construct shared ie identities as they participate in a wide 

range of family practices. Children are visually socialized to their grandparents’ 

households that they belong to as members of their traditional ie groups. For example, 

children, parents, and grandparents share family experiences and construct relationships 

as they manage cross-spatial activities such as taking a family photograph, sharing a meal 

time, and viewing a landscape of the other space. To manage participation frameworks in 

cross-spatial activities, participants meticulously and strategically use affordances of the 

webcam’s visual field. Despite the fact that a webcam only partially shows other spaces, 

participants maximize the webcam’s visual capability by relying on their experiential 
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knowledge about the other space and paying attention to what they hear through the 

webcam. At the same time, ‘limited’ visual access to the other space is useful for 

controlling what can be seen by others. For example, participants can hide the untidiness 

of mundane tasks such as folding laundry. As participants manage how they want to be 

displayed, they strategically manage their stances towards one another.  

Looking at video-recorded interactions shows that webcam interactions are 

becoming an integral part of ordinary family practices. Webcam experiences are 

described not as a replacement for talking or meeting, but as acts of watching and 

showing. Given that children are a key focus, adult participants are sometimes passive 

spectators, but usually active audiences who observe, analyze, and interpret children’s 

behaviors, and participate in the activities the children engage. In this process, talk and 

bodily behaviors must be coordinated within a face-to-machine space. I have suggested 

that the management of face-to-machine spaces adds a theatrical aspect to ongoing 

interactions. As shown in Chapter 4, a stage is created where narratives, performances, 

and demonstrations are conducted. In interaction between children in one place and their 

grandparents in another, children’s behaviors are spotlighted and caregivers invite the 

children to a designated stage space. Drawing in part from Goffman’s dramaturgical 

perspectives on embodied interactions (1959), I use the term “theater” to capture how 

fundamental conditions for a social encounter such as the sense of co-presence and 

“mutual monitoring possibilities” are managed in webcam interactions and how children, 

parents, and grandparents establish their cultural and familial identities as they take the 

roles of actors and audiences. On the stage, children are encouraged to perform various 

tasks and the caregivers play a supporting role in order to help the children accomplish 

their performances. In this “on-stage activity,” a focal theme is collaboratively created as 
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participants systematically show, describe, and respond to children’s behaviors. 

Caregivers actively solicit participation from children and structure their behaviors by 

using scaffolding questions, repeating and supplying speech, and correcting the children’s 

bodily behaviors and postures. An on-stage activity is temporally formed and repeatedly 

embedded in the course of webcam interaction. One of the significant features that mark 

the activity is the use of desu/masu forms. These sentence final forms are generally 

considered addressee honorifics that represent politeness towards the addressee. However, 

between mothers and children who typically talk in informal, plain forms, desu/masu 

indexes public and theatrical elements in the on-going interaction. In other words, 

desu/masu does not merely index a social relationship between the speaker and the 

addressee, but also indexes a social context in which the talk is embedded. For instance, 

if a student asks a question in class to his or her classmate who is a close friend, the 

students would use desu/masu forms. This does not indicate a hierarchical relation 

between the two, but indexes the public or formal nature of the classroom. When a 

student talks, teachers and other students become his or her audiences. Similarly, the use 

of desu/masu forms between caregivers and children indexes theatrical and performative 

aspects of on-stage activities. Even though dramas may not be confined to webcam 

interactions, my analyses show that on-stage activity is a way for children to become 

familiarized with webcam affordances and socialized to and through webcam encounters.  

I have also investigated how technology is utilized in elder care. I cautiously 

described the use of monitoring devices in elder care because they are often assumed to 

be a form of surveillance or “panopticon” (Foucault 1977). In the case of Japanese 

families in the diaspora, monitoring others has positive connotations as a way to 

demonstrate one’s care. I used the term “media care practice” to characterize an emerging 
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communicative practice as a new context for reifying oyakōkō, filial responsibilities vis-

à-vis elder parents. Traditionally, a prototypical form of fulfilling oyakōkō involves 

children’s providing physical care for their elder parents at their homes. Although the 

families examined in this dissertation do not face serious medical problems that require 

immediate physical care, far-flung children utilize surveillance devices in order to 

establish mutual reassurance of their elder parents’ well-being. In order to maintain such 

a monitoring environment, children actively “take care of” their elder parents’ media 

environments, constantly monitor the use of communication devices, encourage frequent 

communication, and understand their parents’ needs and concerns regarding media 

environments. Children in another city remotely log onto their parents’ computers in 

order to solve technical problems, adjust the computer volume, and install software. 

When there is a computer problem, elder parents contact their remote children who are 

technologically skillful via a webcam in order to explain the problem and receive 

instructions. Elderly people without advanced computer skills eagerly learn and adapt to 

webcams that give them access to their distant families. In the ie stem-family tradition, 

the first son and his wife are expected to be primary care providers for elder parents. In 

carrying out media care practices, however, technologically skillful children are the 

primary care provider. This does not mean that media care practices only revolve around 

the family’s tech-support personnel; such practices are a collaboration among family 

members regardless of their gender or position in their ie structures. Further, taking care 

of parents’ computer and media environments is an opportunity for children to create and 

display empathy for their parents. Understanding how parents use TV, computers, 

telephones, and the Internet is a way to share everyday experiences and develop 

appropriate empathy across geographic distances. My findings suggest that monitoring 
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elder parents via digital communication technologies offers children a way to show their 

moral commitment and attachment to their parents. Children’s proactive persuasion in 

using technologies for and with their elder parents and maintaining a communication 

environment echoes practices created in the relationship between children and their 

elderly parents with respect to their interdependent relationships and oyakōkō practices. 

Finally, I have argued that the coordination of webcam visual fields constitutes a type 

of communicative field (Hanks 2005) where conventional understandings of hierarchical 

relationships and social positioning in Japanese families are indexed and managed. 

Studies of communicative fields in linguistic anthropology often center on discursive and 

semiotic practices. My analytical focus on the webcam’s visual field has revealed that the 

ways in which participants make decisions about what should be and can be seen through 

a webcam reflect, contest, and reproduce habitual ways of talking with family members 

in creative ways. I have also suggested that webcam interactions produce constraints on 

communicative behaviors. Because a webcam only captures a segmented area of one 

space, talk, the body, and spatial positioning have to be coordinated in certain ways. 

From a language socialization perspective, caregivers structure children’s communicative 

behaviors in particular ways to make them relevant in webcam encounters. When Sota is 

instructed to say “Thank you for the book” to his grandmother (Example 17, Chapter 4), 

his posture toward the webcam and the direction of his gaze are modified in a specific 

way. Habitual encounters through a webcam with a fragmented visual representation of 

others may result in the emergence of “new habits of spatial reasoning and understanding” 

(Keating & Sunakawa 2010: 332). 

 The establishment of a webcam-mediated social relationship may be an example in 

which such new habits emerge. Frequent webcam interactions facilitate the construction 
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of relationships like those between distant grandchildren and grandparents even before 

meeting in person. As discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, it is not uncommon that 

grandparents “meet” their new-born grandchildren via a webcam before actually seeing 

them in person. In the case of the Sasaki family, it took approximately four years for the 

grandparents and the grandchildren to finally meet in person in Japan. However, during 

these four years, they constantly and regularly interacted via a webcam and constructed a 

grandchild-grandparent relationship. In another case, a participant told me that her two-

year-old son, who has also never met his Japanese grandmother, said through a webcam, 

“Grandma, you don’t have legs.” Since his grandmother always sits at a table and rarely 

moves during a webcam talk, the child’s webcam screen represents the grandmother as a 

torso. The constraint on visual perceptual fields in webcam interactions may result in 

different ways of recognizing others. Additionally, the idea of geographic distance is 

experienced in different ways. Mr. Murano has a son in Tokyo, 600 miles away from 

Shimane, and a daughter in the United States. Regardless of the long distances, Mr. 

Murano explains that frequent webcam interactions construct the sense of closeness with 

his children and their families as he says, “It’s not that different. Tokyo or Shimane” 

(Example 5.17). This example suggests that webcam interactions create a context where 

remote families experience a “long distance” in different ways.  

Throughout this dissertation, I have shown that habitual webcam interactions across 

generations provide a new space for family construction. Regardless of physical distances 

between households, frequent involvement in cross-spatial activities evokes the sense of a 

virilocal or uxorilocal household. As children become familiar with the presence of 

grandparents via a webcam, they also share experiences across spaces. Tamiko mentions 

in an interview that her two-year-old daughter often climbs on a chair and pats the 
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computer screen at 8 a.m. local time as if asking for her grandmother. Additionally, as 

described in Chapter 3, when her family interacts with her sister in Japan during dinner 

time, Tamiko places her laptop at a particular corner of the dining table where her sister 

sits when she visits the family in the United States. Associated with the location of the 

computer and a particular time of a day, the presence of the grandmother and aunt is 

situated in the local domestic environment and becomes a new part of the family’s 

ordinary lives.  

 

Implications for future research  

In this dissertation, I have demonstrated how the use of digital communication 

technologies impacts the social organization of family across geographic boundaries. As 

Kurotani (2005) points out, recent studies of globalization have not given sufficient 

attention to domestic spaces and home-making practices. My analyses contribute to the 

discussion of transnational mobility and innovative negotiations in local and global 

milieus (e.g. Gupta & Ferguson 1992; Hannerz 1996; Clifford 1997; Gupta & Ferguson 

1997; Tsing 2005).  

There are some implications for future investigation. First, longitudinal research can 

show important aspects of the penetration of technology into family. The data in this 

dissertation centered on families in the United States with small children between the age 

of 0 and 4, except for one family where the oldest daughter was 7 years old. Although I 

have worked with the families for approximately three years, several questions remain for 

future investigations: How long will participants continue using a webcam? How will 

participants adopt and adapt to the arrival of the next technology? These are interesting 

questions to pursue in order to explain how “digital native” children understand family 
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communication. Providing a thick description (Geertz 1973) about how they are learning 

to communicate with others in immediate and distant environments will be an important 

contribution to understanding the relation between youth and digital devices (e.g. Ito 

2005; Ito et al. 2010).  

Second, referential practices in mediated spaces deserve further ethnographic research 

and analytical attention. In linguistic anthropological studies, referential practices are an 

important site for examining how language, the body, and the material world are 

integrated through interaction (e.g. Hanks 1990; Moore 2008). Yet, insufficient attention 

has been given to how referential practices are achieved in mediated environments even 

though researchers in workplace studies recognize “difficulties” in organizing referential 

practices in the workplace where participants deal with a wide array of multimedia tools 

and engage in physically distributed tasks. Whether and how people manage indexical 

relations between language and context in mediated environments are interesting and 

challenging questions.  
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